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Chapter 1

1.1

Radiation technology

The application of ionizing radiation in medicine followed soon after its detection by W.C.
Röntgen in 1895, marking the start of the fields of radiology and radiation oncology.
Malignant tumors can be treated with different modalities such as chemotherapy, surgery,
radiotherapy, alone or in combination. About 50% of all cancer patients will receive
radiotherapy. Individual treatment plans have to be designed for patients to maximize tumor
damage and spare surrounding healthy tissue from excessive damage[1].
Radiotherapy technology has developed rapidly over the past three decades. A major goal has
been to minimize the amount of normal tissue irradiated. About 25 years ago normal tissue
shielding was based on custom-made patient-specific tungsten blocks placed in the path of the
treatment beam to limit the radiation exposure of tissues in the shadow of the block. These
blocks had to be placed on a block-tray by the radiotherapy technologists for every daily
fraction and their position verified based on skin marks. This meant that only static irradiation
fields could be delivered, limiting the ability to perform intensity modulated radiotherapy
(IMRT) i.e. the ability to vary the dose throughout the target volume, allowing more freedom
to shape the high-dose region to the target and spare normal tissues.
In addition to varying the dose intensity and shape of the treatment beam, effort was being put
into improving the accuracy of treatment delivery using image-guidance. An early strategy
involved using the megavoltage radiation treatment beam for imaging. Imaging with
megavoltage imagers was used to verify patient positioning (e.g. orthogonal planar MV
images) and later on to also acquire actual anatomical information (e.g. MV cone beam CT).
Nowadays treatments are delivered using dedicated kilovoltage (kV) imaging systems
mounted on the treatment machine for planar kV- and kV cone beam CT (CBCT) verification
of the target or surrogate position before each treatment session. Recently, magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) guided real-time treatment imaging has become available, allowing
for further improvements in target and organ visualization. Also the elimination of shielding
blocks and their replacement by the multi-leaf collimator (MLC) has greatly facilitated the
routine use of conformal and intensity modulated radiotherapy.
The new technologies mentioned above were only possible with improved computer
technology, facilitating dynamic use of the MLC, complex dose calculation algorithms, online image-guided radiotherapy, and more recently online adaptive treatment planning.
10
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Radiation therapy should be delivered with precision and safety to reduce the risks of
unintentional patient harm[2]. This means that new technologies have to be tested extensively,
requiring good collaboration between all disciplines, i.e. physicians, physicists, quality
assurance (QA) staff, technologists and engineers. Specific hardware and software
components, e.g. accelerator performance and calculation algorithms, as well as the end to
end testing of the treatment process are all required. Ensuring that the calculated and delivered
dose are in good agreement is especially important. Dosimetry phantoms are frequently used
for this, to create a safe and repeatable test environment. To make this QA step efficient and
accurate, new dosimetry techniques beside the standard ionization chamber had to be
developed, especially for dynamic treatments such as IMRT. New point detectors like diodes
and 2-dimensional (2D) dose detector arrays were developed. Film dosimetry was also
introduced as a promising method for integrating 2D dosimetry.

1.2

Patient treatment process

In Figure 1 the radiotherapy treatment process of a patient treated on an external beam device,
e.g. linear accelerator is schematically drawn.
The radiation treatment process chain is a set of individual steps. First a CT scan is made in
the treatment position to get information about the target and normal tissues. This may be
supported by information from MRI and/or PET-CT scans in the diagnostic or treatment
position. CT provides the patient density information needed for calculating the dose during
treatment planning. The target and organs at risk (OAR) are delineated by the radiation
oncologist. Margins may be added to the target taking into account information about for
example, the spread of the tumor as well as the accuracy of treatment delivery, and target and
OAR motion. The dose delivered to the patient will be calculated in the treatment planning
system and has to meet the dose constrains for the target and critical structures. Treatment
planning may be based on class-solutions that work well for many patients, or require an
individualized approach.
When the plan is ready and any pre-treatment dosimetric verification has been shown to be
satisfactory, the patient can be treated. Care is taken to position the target at the appropriate
location using the imaging devises on the treatment machine, e.g. 2D kV or MV images, kV
or MV CBCT, in-room CT or, more recently, integrated MRI. Once the patient is positioned
11
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correctly, treatment can begin. During treatment intra-fraction imaging and repositioning is
performed if necessary, in order to achieve the desired level of accuracy, which can be submillimeter in some situations.

Radiotherapy treatment process chain

Patient

Fixation

Tumor
delineation

Imaging
for therapy

Calculation
Rth plan

Treatment
approval

preparations

Accelerator

Positioning

Imaging

Adapt plan

Treatment

Treatment patient

Figure 1 Radiotherapy process chain for a patient treated on a linear accelerator. For
individual steps see text. Online adaptation of a treatment plan is a recent development
1.3

Dosimetry

A high-quality and safe radiotherapy process requires coordinated effort from radiotherapy
physics staff, i.e. physicist, physicist-assistants, engineers and computer experts. One of the
items of importance is dosimetry, e.g. dose detection in a phantom. Beam characteristics of
the accelerator have to be determined, both as input data for the treatment planning system
and as a check on how well the calculation algorithm works. In addition, dosimetry is
performed in end to end testing, e.g. to check the correctness of data transport for various
relevant steps described in Figure 1. The dose detector to be used depends on the specific
situation to be investigated. Absolute dosimetry is often performed using a single point
measurement and an ionization chamber is often the method of choice. Line and plane
dosimetry and dynamic treatments will require their own solutions.
Each

institute

uses

their

own

dose

calculation

algorithms,

i.e.

internationally

validated/accepted systems like Collapsed Cone (Pinnacle), Acuros (Eclipse) or Monte Carlo
12
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based models, in combination with their linear accelerators (e.g. Elekta, Varian or other),
using specific input data from their clinical beams. In addition, they should check the
performance of the algorithm by investigation of specific situations. This cannot be
standardized as each accelerator might have its own features and beam characteristics. The
physics staff may also seek the input of clinicians about the clinical significance of dosimetric
uncertainty. To ensure high-quality and safe treatment, dosimetry checks may be performed
by external audit teams using various techniques [3-8].

1.4

Dosimetric accuracy requirements

The accuracy of radiotherapy dose delivery incorporate several sources of uncertainties,
starting with the calibration of the ionization chamber at the standard laboratory (Van
Swinden Laboratory (VSL), Delft), uncertainties in CT patient data, dose calculation
uncertainties, patient positioning errors and actual dose delivery, i.e. patient irradiation. The
final overall uncertainty in the error propagation is a mathematical summation of systematic
and random uncertainties over all events. In literature Brahme[9] and Mijnheer[10] published
data on total accuracy levels desired for absolute dose delivery to the patient. These accuracy
levels cover the total treatment chain with all its individual steps in the treatment protocol (Fig
1.). Brahme[9] recommended total uncertainty levels not to exceed 5% (1.5 SD) of the total
dose delivery based on a statistical analysis of the dosimetry chain as described in Figure 1.
Mijnheer[10] et al. used dose-effect curves as input and suggested 3.5% (1 SD) for dose-effect
curves with a normalized dose gradient[9] value of γ=2. Here γ=2 means that 1% dose
difference yields 2% change in tumor control probability. Total uncertainty levels such as
these can only be achieved when all sources of error are minimized[11, 12]. Brahme also stated
that change in tumor control probability should preferably not exceed 10%.
Starting with absolute dose determination at treatment devices, accuracy levels described in
(inter)national dosimetry protocols stay within ±1% if recommendations are followed[13-15].
The set of basic beam data for a dose calculation algorithm are based on relative and absolute
dose measurements, mainly in (scanning) water phantoms. The dimension of such phantoms
is about 50*50*50 cm3 in which a dose detector can be moved freely in 3D by computer
control. The (absolute) dose distribution of a single irradiation beam can be easily measured.

13
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Setting up such water phantoms is labor intensive. Therefore, they are only used for
acceptance tests and commissioning of beam data characteristics of an accelerator.
Dose calculation algorithms can introduce errors in dose prediction to a target volume.
Recommendations are available on how to test these dose calculations and accuracy levels
have been defined[16]. Patient related errors such as shrinking of tumor volume, movement of
target volume and/or gas pockets can increase dose uncertainty levels and justify online tumor
imaging, patient repositioning and adaptive treatment techniques[17-21]. Error propagation can
be evaluated at each individual radiotherapy department by means of end to end tests in
combination with independent dosimetry audits. In clinical practice, measured and calculated
2D dose distributions are compared with use of the gamma index method[22] with 3%, 2 mm
as standard criteria. This means that in any point the measured dose value should agree with
the calculated dose value within 3%, or finds agreement in an radius of 2 mm around that
point. To give value to such comparisons, 2D (or 3D) patient plan quality control (QC) needs
dosimetry techniques with a high accuracy in absolute dose detection, for instance, within 0.5
% and with a spread of 1.0% (1SD) and a spatial resolution better than 0.5 mm. This
resolution is required to measure steep dose gradients such as those in the penumbra region
(about 2 mm) of a small 6 MV photon beam (3x3 cm2).
To perform these tests appropriate phantoms are available on the market, e.g. from simple
plastic slab phantoms to realistic human phantoms.

1.5

Dose measuring techniques

Because the human body consists mainly of water, water has also been used as a standard
medium in radiotherapy dosimetry. Ideally dose detection should be done in water with a
“water detector”. However, such a “water detector” does not exist and so, as an alternative,
dose-to-water detectors have been developed. The main practical issues are the non-water
equivalent detector material used where the (effective) Z and the electron density of its
material deviates from water. According to the Bragg-Gray theory[23] the detector will
introduce a disturbance of the dose distribution, which should be avoided. Basic dosimetry
handbooks and protocols

[14, 23]

give advice and suggestions on how to deal with these

problems, both for photon and electron beams. Practically, however, for several situations the

14
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magnitudes of these disturbances are not easy to obtain or even unknown. Therefore measured
dose values by different detectors are compared in various practical situations.

1.5.1 Ion chamber dosimetry
The ionization chamber is the “gold standard”, i.e. it is the most accurate (standard) absolute
dosimetry tool in radiotherapy, both for photon and electron beams[23, 24]. Correction protocols
have been published to convert ionization reading to dose

[13, 14, 25, 26]

. For photon beams the

chamber construction is such that energy dependency is minimized, i.e. from 100 kV up to 20
MV photons the energy response is within 1%. In practice this means that a variation in
reading over a radiation beam can be considered proportional to a dose variation. For electron
beams it is not that simple since the mass collision stopping power of air has to be compared
relative to water. This ratio is not constant as a function of the electron energy, i.e. a reading
variation over a radiation beam does not equal the underlying dose variation. The main
disadvantage of an ionization chamber is its large size relative to regions of steep dose fall off
and its limited feasibility for use in phantoms: steep dose gradients cannot be determined
while phantoms have to be shaped in such way that ion chambers can be inserted. For
measurements in water the ionization chamber must be shielded by a waterproof thin (Lucite)
sheath.

1.5.2 Solid state detectors
Various solid state detectors are used as single detectors in water or solid phantoms, e.g.
diode, alanine, diamond and scintillation detectors. Those detectors are small in volume and
size and are, therefore, appropriate for steep dose gradients or small field sizes. However,
their non-water equivalence has to be considered carefully, i.e. their energy dependence and
scatter properties with respect to water. In addition, like ion chambers, solid state detectors are
not easy to insert into more advanced phantoms. Single standard solid state detectors are 1
mm in diameter or larger.

15
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1.5.3 Two dimensional detectors
In practice for photon beams, the most common way to evaluate dose calculations in a patient
is to perform 2D dose measurements in different planes, using a phantom, at the level in the
plan that corresponds with a region of interest and using a technique with high spatial
resolution. The reason for the spatial resolution is the clinical use of highly moderated
fluences as seen with IMRT and Volumetric Modulated Arc Therapy (VMAT, e.g.
RapidArc®) that are often associated with steep dose gradients. Dose deviations relative to
calculations might be small but significant, so high accuracy and reproducibility in dose
detection are key features of an ideal dose detector system. Some vendors construct detectors
(diodes, ionization chamber) to create a 2D array. Their big advantage is that they provide an
online signal response, digitally available for computer software. However, there are
considerable disadvantages too. These systems cannot be submerged in water, are not flexible
in solid phantoms and sometimes lack the required spatial resolution[27]. The concept of a 2D
detector implies the integration of data in a single plane, but in practice this also limits the
number of dose points in that plane, i.e. spatial resolution diminishes. Various electronic 2D
detectors for individual patient QA are used with spatial resolution of 5-7 mm reflecting the
center to center distance of each individual detector. In addition, care should be taken in the
reading-to-dose conversion as internal photon and electron scatter might influence individual
detector response. Other specific dosimetry aspects of the detector have to be considered as
well like angular dependence of the readout. Overall experience is that such devices are most
useful for rapidly detecting gross dosimetric deviations[28].
A well described alternative to 2D photon dose measurements in a phantom is to perform invivo dosimetry with an electronic portal image device (EPID), nowadays present on almost
every linear accelerator. An EPID is a flatbed panel based on Si as detector material. In vivo
dosimetry with an EPID needs good correction software and requires commissioning to
implement and maintain this device as a dose meter in clinical practice[20, 29-31].
For electron beams similar considerations about 2D dose detector systems have to be made.
Due to the higher-density materials present (Si, Al, Cu) the non-water equivalence is more
pronounced.

16
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1.6 Film dosimetry: aim of this work
A good alternative water equivalent dose meter is film. Film is an integrating 2D dose meter
with high spatial resolution down to 0.08 mm (300 dpi). Film dosimetry in general
outperforms other dosimetry techniques with its ability to integrate dose in any plane, high
spatial resolution and use in any desired phantom. Dose detection is based on a light
attenuation measurement per film pixel; its magnitude is in principle related to the amount of
radiation received at that pixel. Fundamentally the spatial resolution of film is mainly limited
by the grain size but in practice it is limited by the scan resolution of the detector. Film can be
cut in any required shape and applied in homogeneous and heterogeneous liquid and solid
phantoms in various settings. In Figure 2 the numerous situations in which film dosimetry is
especially useful are highlighted. Commissioning, i.e. delivering input beam data, and QA of
dose calculation algorithms and individual patient plans can be performed with film. It is also
a useful tool for QA of the treatment machine and end to end tests.
Some of the main issues in film dosimetry are its sensitivity and accuracy, both relative to an
ideal water detector. Due to film’s non-water equivalence these issues have had to be
investigated. In addition, film requires film-processing steps and film read-out systems which
can affect accuracy and sensitivity. In the beginning, radiographic film was used. Nowadays
this is almost completely replaced by radiochromic film types.
This aim of this thesis is to describe and to evaluate the experience with film dosimetry over
the last 25 years.
Radiographic film: the first 15 years
Radiographic film contains a high Z material, silver halide (AgBr), as the radiation sensitive
material. It is sensitive to environmental light and needs to be kept in a light-tight envelop.
After irradiation the silver halide is split into Ag and Br; the film needs to be developed and
fixation of the latent image is necessary to get the final image.

17
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Figure 2 Steps in the radiotherapy process chain where film dosimetry may be especially
useful for quality assurance purposes
This is obtained by a developer and fixation machine in a dark room. In chapter II and III film
dosimetry in water has been developed and tested for electron and photon beams,
respectively. The main issue here is the validity of transforming the film reading per pixel to
dose. In this period dosimetry of sweeping photon/electron beams (CGR Sagittaire and
Racetrack Microtron Scanditronics) was a challenge.
For the electron pencil beam dose calculation model the angular spread of electron beams in
air is needed in planes perpendicular on the beam central axis. To test the model accuracy, the
behavior of the angular spread as a function of field size and distance of that plane to the
electron applicator had to be investigated for each electron beam energy and accelerator type
available. The reason for that latter is the predicted influence of accelerator construction on
the outcome. Therefore, Dutch radiotherapy institutions with linear accelerators from various
manufacturers were visited to measure the angular spread. Film could easily be obtained and
was used as a 2D dose detector (chapter IV).

18
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Stereotactic photon beam treatment is characterized by the use of very high fraction dose
together with a high accuracy in positioning of the tumor with respect to the photon beam.
Especially in the brain, the photon beam field sizes are often very small, i.e. less than the
standard minimum field size of 3*3 cm2 at isocenter. Film is suitable for characterizing such
beams. Around 2002 radiographic film showed substantial energy dependent behavior, so for
small field sizes film was utilized hesitantly. In 2016 radiochromic film (see below) has
become the recommended detector[32] as both energy dependency and detector-induced
disturbance of the dose field are absent (chapter V).
The fundamental problem with film dosimetry is the accurate conversion of film reading per
pixel to dose in water. A so called sensitometric curve (or calibration curve) is needed but it
can vary substantially between film batches. The main reason is the behavior of the developer
and fixation process. To know how to handle the variation in the sensitometric curve, time
was spent to investigate its behavior (chapter VI)
With the introduction of digital diagnostic systems in the first decade of this century, the highquality developer machines required for radiographic film use disappeared in most
institutions. Radiographic film became an obsolete dosimetry system. In that period
radiochromic film was under development.

Radiochromic film: the last decade.
Radiochromic film contains monomer chains with an effective Z-number almost equivalent to
water, encapsulated in crystals. The effective Z-number means that the film can be used as a
water-like detector. The films immediately darken when irradiated with X-rays but are not
sensitive to environmental light although UV light has to be avoided if possible.
In the beginning of this century complex treatment modalities such as IMRT and rotational
modalities such as VMAT were clinically introduced and have evolved to become standard
treatments, requiring extensive research on safety and accuracy[33]. Radiochromic External
Beam Type (EBT) type film appeared to be an excellent dose meter for such modalities. The
film readout system was changed to commercial available flatbed scanners. However, the
achievable accuracy and reproducibility needed to be investigated (chapter VII).

19
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In due time the manufacturer evolved the production process of this radiochromic film type,
resulting in three types of film: EBT, EBT2 and EBT3. Today only the latter is commercial
available. In EBT2 and EBT3 film a dye is added to all crystals such that it can be used in the
film readout process (active layer thickness).
Commercial available flatbed scanners are cheap and can scan quickly but have not been
developed for accurate film dosimetry. However, they have several features relevant for
accurate dosimetry. The first is the stability in light source intensity required to obtain correct
copies in pixel-intensity of the original image. Second, the read out of the CCD chip in red,
green and blue with their mutual stability is required for a correct pixel-color. Third, its stable
mechanical construction required to obtain a correct geometrical copy of the original image.
In the literature problems with the scanner readout were reported[34,
address the causes of these problems

35]

. Chapter VIII will

[36]

.

In measuring percentage depth dose (PDD) curves with EBT film, small but systematic
deviations are observed between film and ionization chamber curves. To investigate whether
these deviations were related to electron transport near the film, PDD curves were determined
in clinical electron beams and compared to dose curves detected with ionization chamber and
diodes (chapter IX).
Through the work described in this thesis experience has been gained about the suitability and
challenges of using radiochromic film for radiation dosimetry. Emerging challenges in film
dosimetry in the near future are addressed (chapter X). It is hoped that the work in this thesis
will contribute to the more general use of radiochromic film in routine clinical practice.

20
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Abstract
Film dosimetry is used widely to obtain relative dose distributions of clinical electron beams
in phantoms. Nevertheless, measurement results obtained with film dosimetry may lack
precision and reliability. In this paper well defined and reproducible methods in film
dosimetry are discussed. By application of these methods, film dosimetry appears to be
adequate in measuring relative dose distributions of clinically applied electron beams, with an
accuracy of 1% to 2% of the dose maximum, in water and plastics as well as in
heterogeneously composed material.

Introduction
Film dosimetry is used widely to obtain relative dose distributions of clinical electron beams
in water, in plastics and in heterogeneously composed phantoms[1-11]. Film dosimetry is
advantageous in having a high spatial resolution and a short measurement time.
These advantages are of extreme importance for scanning electron beams * in which a moving
detector dosimetry system (ionization chamber or diode) can hardly be used, since detector
exposures of at least half a minute per measurement point are required. Even if in such
systems the dose measurements are triggered by the scanning system[12, 13], acquisition of dose
distributions takes much time.
Although film dosimetry seems to be the method of choice for obtaining relative dose
distributions of clinical electron beams, the whole sequence of dose distribution acquisition
by means of film dosimetry comprises many pitfalls[2, 5-7, 14, 15] . Results obtained with film
dosimetry frequently appear to be not reproducible or at least questionable. Therefore, film
dosimetry has been evaluated carefully, and guidelines are given to achieve relative dose
distributions with a 1% to 2% accuracy.
Theoretical aspects
X-ray film[1,

2, 4, 10, 16]

commonly consists of a gelatin base-layer (~0.2 mm), with a thin

radiation sensitive and light sensitive emulsion (~0.01 mm) on both sides. To protect the
fragile emulsion a gelatin coating of negligible thickness is added on both sides of the film.
Firm attachment between the emulsion layer and the film base is achieved by a thin layer of
adhesive. The total thickness of a film is ~0.2 mm. The emulsion consists of microscopic
*

As produced by the Sagittaire (CGR) and the Racetrack Microtron (Scanditronix) accelerators
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grains of silver bromide (30%-40% AgBr by weight). The grain size is 1-2 µm in diameter.
The density of a photographic emulsion is on the average ~3.8 g/cm3. The average mass
thickness of the emulsion is 2-5 mg/cm2. Incident charged particles cause the conversion of
silver ions to silver atoms. During the development process the grains containing these silver
atoms, constituting the latent image, will be reduced more rapidly than other grains. When the
developing process is terminated, an image remains of the grains which have interacted with
charged particles[10].
The optical density in a point of the developed film is related to the fluence of the high energy
electrons at that specific point of the film. Then, by definition, the response to a given fluence
is not dependent on the angular distribution of that fluence. (This is different from an
exposure of the film with low energy electrons with a range comparable to the thickness of
the emulsion. In that case the optical density of the film is related to the planar fluence[10]). At
low optical densities (less than ~1), as commonly applied in film dosimetry, the optical
density is almost linearly dependent on fluence and thus on dose. At higher optical densities
the optical density is nearly proportional to the logarithm of the dose. The relation between
dose and optical density is given by the sensitometric curve.
Film optical density is dose rate independent for the range of dose rates found in radiation
therapy. This applies even for the pulse-swept clinical electron beams, which have the highest
dose per pulse[4].
The film itself might disturb the local fluence distribution. For instance, an increase in angular
spread by the film will cause an increase in fluence and thus an increase in optical density.
These effects may be neglected if the extra increase in angular spread of the electrons in the
film as compared to the surrounding medium is small. This will be the case generally, since
the emulsion is very thin (~0.01 mm), but it might not be true in extreme situations. For
example, consider the extreme case of 20 MeV energy electrons of a clinical electron beam,
incident on a water phantom, and a film positioned at the beam axis. This is an extreme
situation, since the electron directions are initially almost parallel to the film, and thus the
electrons might travel quite a distance in the emulsion. Assume that the angular distribution at
the surface has a standard deviation of ~0.02 radian; this is a minimum[14]. Then, the mean
path length of the electrons in the emulsion is estimated to be ~0.5 mm (emulsion thickness
divided by angular spread). After a 0.5 mm path length in the emulsion the angular spread
will be increased to ~0.1 radian, and in water the angular spread is increased to 0.04 radian
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(utilizing ICRU-35 mass scattering powers[4]). This difference in angular spread between the
electrons crossing the emulsion and those not crossing the emulsion will decrease with depth,
as the broadening of the angular distribution with depth also causes a shorter path length of
electrons in the emulsion. At 10 mm depth, the standard deviation of the angular distribution
in water is increased to ~0.15 radian. The angular distribution of the electrons in the emulsion
will hardly be different. At that depth the mean path length in the emulsion is less than 0.1
mm, for which the increase in angular spread both in water and film emulsion is negligible.
Due to these differences in angular spread, over the first 5-10 mm below the surface, two
types of perturbations may arise in the optical density distribution. Due to the broader angular
distribution in film than in water, the fluence in the film will be larger than in water, and thus
the optical density will be larger. This will be the case in the first few millimeters. Secondly,
such a difference in angular spread will cause "cold spots"[17, 18] as large as 25%, due to sidescatter non-equilibrium. This effect will be encountered at slightly larger depth. In conclusion,
dose distributions as determined with film dosimetry might be unreliable in the first 5-10 mm
below the surface; just below the surface the film is too black and at slightly larger depth the
film is too light. The sizes of these perturbations are very dependent on the exact position of
the film with respect to the beam axis. This is in agreement with our experiments as well as
with the literature[2, 7]. Some authors[7, 9] suggest exposing the film at a small angle with the
beam axis. This will reduce the perturbations at shallow depth.
This discussion also holds for measurements of dose distributions with film in
heterogeneously composed phantoms. If, for instance, a low density region is present in a
phantom (density 0.2 g/cm3) at depths larger than 1 cm, then the angular spread is well above
0.1 radian, and thus the mean path length of the electrons in the film is less than 0.1 mm. In
path lengths of that size, the increase in angular spread both in the low density material and
the film is again negligible, and thus the perturbations are negligible.
The optical density distribution of the film is a measure of the dose distribution D film (z, x) in
the emulsion, which is related to the fluence distribution:

D film (z , x ) = ∫ f (z , x, E ) ⋅ (S (E ) ρ ) film dE ,

(1)

where S/p is the mass collisional stopping power and ϕ(z, x, E) is the fluence distribution in
the film dependent on the depth coordinate z and the lateral coordinate x and on the electron
energy E. To obtain the dose distribution in the surrounding medium (water), the distribution
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must be multiplied by the mean water to film mass stopping power ratio:

Dwater ( z , x) = D film ( z , x) ⋅ S wf ( z )

(2)

This stopping power ratio is depth dependent, since the energy spectrum is depth dependent.
To test this influence the mean stopping power ratio is calculated for the energy spectrum of
the fluence as calculated by Nahum[19] for a 20 MeV incident beam in the depth intervals 00.1 r 0 , 0.4-0.5 r 0 , and 0.9-1.0 r 0 , where r 0 is the electron 'continuous slowing down' range:

S wf ( z ) = ∫ f ( z, E )( S ( E ) / ρ ) w dE

∫ f ( z, E )(S ( E ) / ρ )

f

dE

(3)

In these three depth intervals the mean stopping power ratio, using ICRU-37 stopping
powers[15], is calculated to be 1.35, 1.38, and 1.45, respectively. These results are too limited
and probably not accurate enough to justify a correction of the dose distributions according to
Eq 2. However, the error caused by not making such a correction is small according to this
calculation (~2% at shallow depth and ~5% at the very end of the range). As will be shown
and as the measurement results indicate, such a correction is small.

2.

Methods and materials

2.1. The exposure of a film in water
To expose a film in water some precautions must be taken. The ready-packed film cannot be
used in its original packing because of the unknown position of the film edge inside the
envelope. Therefore the film is sealed in a thin (opaque) polyethylene vacuum bag † (thickness
polyethylene layer ± 0.13 mm). From previous experiments it is well known[2] that thin air
layers can cause serious artifacts in the measured dose distribution. During vacuum-sealing of
the bag the remaining air will be removed out of the bag. If the film is cut in the same
dimensions as the vacuum bag, air layers are reduced to a minimum and the edge of the
vacuum bag will coincide with the film edge.
The film is placed in a water tank, where it can be positioned by use of a servo-system. The
films are positioned parallel to the direction of the beam, with the central axis of the beam
centered on the film. Some weight is attached to each bottom-corner of the film to prevent the
film from bending. The suggestion of some authors to apply a small angle between film plane
†

Cronex Lo-Dose DuPont
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and beam axis[7, 9] is not followed here. An external point-light source illuminates a scale that
is attached to the outside of the vacuum bag outside the beam. The light beam represents a
well-known position inside the water tank. The scale on the vacuum bag can be used to
position the film (Fig. 1). The distance between film edge and water surface is set to 2 mm.
This is to avoid a non-flat water surface as caused by the surface tension of water if the film
edge is closer to the surface. When the film-edge perturbs the flatness of the water surface, a
serious disturbance in the build-up region can be expected.

Fig 1. Schematical set-up for measurements of dose distributions with film in water.
2.2. The exposure of a film in a solid phantom
The solid film phantoms used are made of polyethylene (density 0.958 g/cm3) and
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA, density 1.185 g/cm3). The electron density of polyethylene
is close to unity (~0.98) and is an opaque material. It is also well processable. Other phantom
materials such as 'solid water' and polystyrene can be used as well.
Film phantoms made of solid material offer the possibility to work with blank films, which is
not possible in water because water attached to the film surface will affect the processing.
When using blank films the irradiation must be carried out in a darkened treatment room.
Working with blank film has several advantages: (a) A better contact is achieved between the
film and the phantom, as a result of which the perturbations are reduced to a minimum. To be
30
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sure no air gaps can arise every raw polyethylene block is milled carefully to well defined
dimensions. (b) The film edge can be easily positioned at the phantom edge. When the film is
cut in the same dimensions as the polyethylene blocks (length and width) the film will fit
perfectly and the surface will be well defined. (c) The positioning of film is easier.
The disadvantages of working with blank films are the following: (a) The measurement set-up
must be accomplished in a dark treatment room; it might be a problem to darken the treatment
room in some cases. In our experimental set-up this could be easily achieved. Otherwise a
phantom as described by Shiu et al[8] will be useful. Red light can be used to create a working
area because the x-ray film is relatively insensitive in this wavelength region. (b) Blank film
must be handled carefully, since it is sensitive to scratches. (c) Film is sensitive to Cerenkov
radiation generated in the phantom. When PMMA is used in the same manner as
polyethylene, errors occur due to Cerenkov radiation produced in the PMMA. When film
dosimetry is carried out in a phantom made of both opaque and transparent materials, a
shadow pattern will be observed in the obtained optical density distribution: Transparent parts
of the phantom introduce higher optical densities on the film. Therefore, when PMMA is
used, the blank film is covered on both sides with opaque polyethylene layers (thickness ±
0.13 mm) before it is placed between the PMMA phantom parts. This will not affect the dose
distribution as measured by the film. It was not chosen to paint the phantom parts, which is
another method to avoid the effect of Cerenkov radiation, because of uncertainty with respect
to the uniformity of the layer thickness and the concentration of high atomic number material
in paint, and because of the scratch sensitivity of the layer. This might result in a not fully
opaque coating.

2.3

The film processing

The x-ray films are processed by a standard automated film processor ‡. Temperature and
processing time are regularly checked to be constant. It was found unnecessary to develop
films manually. In an automated processor, the processing cycle, including drying, is carried
out mechanically and a dry, ready to read image is available in less than 90 seconds.

2.4

Background subtraction

The background (fog) is the measured optical density of a processed film that has not been
‡

Kodak RP X-Omat
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exposed to radiation. The fog of several films (same process conditions, same batch) has been
determined, and averaged. This value is always subtracted from the optical density. It is not
recommended to acquire the background density from the edge of an exposed film outside the
irradiated region, since the scatter due to collimators may cause a significantly increased
background. Using the wrong background will introduce errors in the low percentage isodose
lines.

2.5

The determination of the optical density distribution

To determine the optical density of the film an automated densitometer § is used. The optical
density (Z) is defined by:
Z =10 log

I0
It

(4)

where I 0 is the un attenuated light intensity from the light source and It is the transmitted light
through the film. In this paper optical density is always meant to be net optical density that is,
corrected for background. The densitometer has a light source with a wavelength of 900 nm to
prevent disturbance of surrounding light from the lamps in the laboratory. The circular spotsize on the film has a diameter of ~2 mm. The densitometer is programmed to scan the film in
both orthogonal directions. The coordinates corresponding to the center of the light spot are
related to the measured signal of the densitometer. The measured signal in a certain point is
related to the average optical density in a circular spot. Therefore, hot-spots in optical density
and film edge responses are softened. This phenomenon is discussed for a film edge in the
next paragraph.
To calibrate the densitometer signal to optical density, some calibration filters ** are used with
optical densities of 1.0, 2.0, 3.0. The contrast resolution (1 standard deviation) of the
densitometer appears to be 0.003 (optical density units).
2.6.

Determination of film edge

To determine the edge of the film some precautions must be taken. When the light spot
crosses the film edge, the edge will generally not coincide with the position where the signal
equals 50% of the optical density of film near the edge. It can be easily shown that the relative
§

Wellhöfer WP 102
Melles Griot

**
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optical density Z(x) as a function of position x perpendicular to the film edge is dependent on
the optical density of the film and is given by:

Z ( x)=10 log

A0 I 0
( A0 − Ax ) I 0 + Ax I x

(5)

where A0 is the area of the densitometer spot size and A x is the area of the spot covered by
the film. At the edge, the surface of the circle will be half on the film and half outside the film
(A x = ½A 0 ). The density at this position can be calculated with Eq 5 for different ratios of
I 0 /I x . For example, for I 0 = 10 I x (optical density 1), the relative optical density at the edge is
26%; for I 0 = 100 I x (optical density 2) the relative optical density at the edge is 15% (see Fig.
2). This means that a systematic error is made in the position of the film edge if the 50% value
is used. Note that this positional error is small (~0.5 mm) due to the steepness of the edge
response. The films described in this paper usually feature a maximum density ~2. Therefore,
the edge of the film is supposed to coincide with the 15% optical density.
This error introduced by using a finite densitometer spot size is also present in the fall-off
and penumbral region, but smaller in that region than at the edge of the film. It has been
calculated, that for a steep dose gradient (an increase in optical density of 0.5 per mm) and a
densitometer spot size of 2 mm diameter, this error is negligible (<0.1 mm). Thus, the
measured density in a point is equal to the mean density over the densitometer spot.
2.7.

The optical density to dose conversion

The dependence of the optical density on the absorbed dose is expressed in a sensitometric
curve. The optical density is dependent mainly on the absorbed dose, but also on the film
emulsion, the processing conditions, and the applied film batch. It is known that the
sensitivity can vary slightly from batch to batch for one brand of film. The background
density has to be determined for every film batch and subtracted before the sensitometric
curve is obtained. Various brands of film will show even larger sensitometric differences.
For the brand of film mainly used †† the sensitometric curve is obtained and checked for every
new batch. A sensitometric curve is achieved by measuring the optical density as a function of
the applied dose for a film positioned at dose-maximum in a PMMA block and irradiated with
a perpendicular incident electron beam. To ensure a uniform irradiation in a scanning beam
the minimum applied dose must be 0.3-0.5 Gy since the scanning frequencies in x- and y††

Kodak XV-2
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direction are 0.4 and 4 Hz, ‡‡ respectively, and the minimum dose rate is 0.5 Gy/min. From
ion-chamber measurements the dose value at dose maximum is known with better than 1%
accuracy. Therefore, under the same experimental conditions the relation between absorbed
dose and optical density can be achieved with 1% accuracy as well.

Fig. 2. The measured optical density as a function of position near the film edge relative to
the optical density of the film; for this case a 2 mm spot size is used in the densitometry. The
dashed and solid lines show the results for films op optical density 1 and 2, respectively. The
inset shows in a pictogram the definition of the parameters in Eq. 5.
The sensitometric curve turned out to be independent of the nominal energy (range 7-32
MeV) of the electron beam. According to our experience, no difference in sensitometric
curves exists between film exposed parallel to the beam axis and perpendicular to the beam
axis. In Figure 3 various sensitometric curves of the film** are shown as measured over a
period of 10 years in a 19 MeV electron beam. The differences in sensitometric curves as
shown for one type of film illustrate the necessity of frequent sensitivity checks. The
sensitivity of another commonly used film type §§, also shown in Figure 3, is too high to be
used for the measurement of electron beam dose distributions of scanning high energy
‡‡
§§

Sagittaire (CGR)
Kodak-XTL2
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electron beams ***. Although this type of film can be used for measurement of electron beam
dose distributions[8], the minimal applied dose for our linear accelerator appeared to be too
high for this film-type.
The sensitometric curve of film appears to be non-linear, and therefore, a relative optical
density distribution is different from a relative dose distribution; a conversion must be made
from optical density to dose. To illustrate the influence of this effect in the penumbral region,
the half width at half maximum values is shown in Figure 4 for both optical density and dose
profiles of a 19 MeV 10 x 10 cm2 electron beam in water. The sensitometric curve also has a
significant effect on the depth dose curve.
2.8. Normalization
The normalization of a relative dose distribution measured with film is a subject which must
be considered with great caution. For comparison of measured and calculated dose
distributions, the same normalization method must be used as is common in radiotherapy
planning. To avoid errors, the optical density is generally not normalized to a point but to an
area of (local) dose maximum. If only dose distributions are measured of beams perpendicular
to a flat homogeneous water phantom, the normalization area can be chosen in the dose
maximum region.

Fig. 3. Sensitometric curves of film for several film batches, as measured over a period of 10
years (A, B, C, D) and of film (E).
For most geometries and beam energies the depth of dose maximum on the central axis is well
***

Sagittaire (CGR)
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known from ion chamber measurements. Then the normalization dose is obtained from
averaging over that region of dose maximum. If no ion chamber data are available the size
and position of a local dose maximum must be estimated.
For experiments in non-water media, and for geometries with unknown dose maximum, the
normalization has to be chosen in a well-defined way. For example, dose distributions from
beams with oblique incidence have to be normalized to the central axis dose maximum. The
film will show a hot spot between the penumbra and the central axis, but its size and height
are too uncertain to serve as a normalization area. Also when collimator tubes are used or
when the experimental set-up requires collimation by means of lead shielding the dose
maximum can be influenced considerably due to scatter.
The following procedures are commonly practiced in the conversion from optical density to
dose:
1. Subtract background;
2. Convert density to dose;
3. Find film edge (and thus phantom surface);
4. Determine depth of (local) dose maximum from ion chamber data;
5. Determine average measured dose values in a small area (a few cm2) at that depth;
6. Normalize distribution to that (local) dose maximum;
7. Make plot of measured normalized dose distribution.
To ensure a good reproducibility more than one film measurement is carried out to determine
the (averaged) dose distribution in a certain experimental geometry. To eliminate errors due to
processing conditions and emulsion deviations, and to average possible electron beam
fluctuations three or four films are recommended.

4. Results
4.1. Precision
To illustrate the precision (reproducibility) of the experimental measurement set-up, the 10%,
30%, and 50% depth range are measured of a 19 MeV, 10 x 10 cm2 beam ††† in water using
four films. All films are irradiated and processed separately. Figure 5 shows the comparison
of the 10%, 30%, and 50% range of four films. These ranges are determined with a precision
of less than 1 mm. To obtain such a high precision, precautionary measures as indicated in the
†††

Sagittaire (CGR)
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previous section are mandatory, especially with respect to the normalization procedure.

Fig. 4. The half-width-at-half-maximum (HWHM) of optial density profiles (circles) and of
dose profiles (crosses), in comparison to the HWHM as expected from the divergence (solid
line). Obviously, a linear conversion from optical density to dose causes errors.

Fig. 5. Comparison of the 10%, 30%, and 50% ranges (r 10 , r 30 , r 50 , respectively) as obtained
with four fully independent film measurements.
Approximately 50 measurements of isodose distributions have been performed, each
consisting of three films per distribution, using various energies (7-32 MeV), angle of
incidences, source-surface distances, combination of phantom materials, and irregularly
shaped fields. In analyzing this data, it turned out that two-thirds of the lengths of
37
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corresponding isodoses (10%-90%) are contained in a band of 2 mm width. Thus, the average
precision in the position of these isodoses is 2 mm (σ = 1 mm). The isodoses representing
doses < 10% or >90% show an average precision in dose of 2%-5%. In the build-up region
the accuracy can be less due to air gaps in the envelope and effects discussed in the theory
section. Deviations are mostly restricted to the first 5-10 mm, with a size of up to ~5% in dose
and ~5 mm in isodose line position.
This precision is higher than claimed by other authors[2, 5] who describe errors up to 10% in
the first 3 cm. This is probably mainly caused by misalignment of the film to the phantom
surface or air gaps.

Fig. 6. Comparison of the depth dose distribution of a 19 MeV electron beam in water as
measured with film dosimetry (crosses), thermoluminescence dosimetry (circles), and plane
parallel-plate ionization chamber dosimetry (NACP) (plusses).
4.2. Comparison of film dosimetry to other dosimetry systems
To check the validity of the procedures outlined above, and to confirm the practical use of
film dosimetry, a comparison is made to other commonly used dosimetry systems, such as
38
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ion-chamber and thermoluminescence dosimetry. Therefore, a series of central axis
percentage depth dose curves were obtained using different energies and phantom materials.
This has also been investigated by others[8, 9]. The only results discussed here are for 19 MeV
depth dose distributions in water. If the central axis depth dose distributions measured with
film correspond to those measured with other dosimetry systems, the agreement will also hold
for the total dose distribution, since central axis depth dose distributions cover both a broader
energy range and a broader range in angular spread than off-axis dose profiles.

Fig. 7. Dose distributions in a bronchus phantom as measured with three separately
irradiated films. The solid line in the whole phantom represents an average of the three
measurements. In the enlarged part three dose distributions are shown (solid line, large
dashed line, small dashed line), demonstrating the reproducibility of film dosimetry. The 10%,
30%, 50%, 70%, 80%, 90% and 95% isodoses are shown. A cm-scale is displayed at the side.

The ion-chamber measurements are carried out using a parallel plate ion-chamber[20, 21] in a
waterproof housing. The chamber is placed in a water tank ‡‡‡, using a servo-positioning unit.
The ionization data are converted to dose using the protocol of the Nordic Association of
Clinical Physics (NACP)[20].
The thermoluminescence dosimetry (TLD) experiments are carried out using lithium fluoride
‡‡‡

Wellhöfer WP 500
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(LiF) powder §§§, encapsulated in a polyethylene tube (internal diameter 1 mm, wall thickness
0.3 mm). The TL-response was measured with a TLD-reader ****. The response data were
converted to dose using a well-established reading to dose conversion table.
The TLD rods are located in a water tank in a special device, with fixed positions. The depth
dose is determined simultaneously using all rods in place.
In Figure 6 a comparison is shown between the depth dose distribution as obtained with film
dosimetry, parallel- plate ionization chamber dosimetry (NACP), and TLD for a 19 MeV
electron beam in water. The total spread in the relative depth dose data obtained with film,
NACP, and TLD was less than 2%. The fall-off region is determined with film with an
accuracy of less than 1%. In the build-up region the dose data agree within 2%. The results
are very similar for 7 MeV and 28 MeV.
As an example of the possibility to determine a dose distribution with high spatial resolution
in an inhomogeneous phantom, a special lung-phantom is fabricated. This phantom is a
simplified representation of a thorax, with constant cross section in the cranio-caudal
direction. The lungs are made of chopped and compressed cork to a density of 0.3 g/cm3 and
the tissue is made of PMMA. The two halves of the phantom are milled carefully to assure
that no air gaps can arise. The blank film is placed between two identical halves, protected
with opaque polyethylene sheets against Cerenkov radiation. This phantom is radiated with a
22 MeV electron beam, with a field size of 15 x 15 cm2. The collimator phantom distance is
11.5 cm and the focus phantom distance is 100 cm. The normalization is obtained by dividing
the dose data by the dose in the central axis maximum (Fig. 7). The reproducibility between
three films appeared to be 1% to 2% for all isodose lines. In Figure 7 three dose distributions
are shown representing three separate irradiated film measurements. These demonstrate the
reproducibility of film measurements in heterogeneously composed phantoms.

§§§

LiF-700 (Harshaw)
Pitman model 654

****
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5. Conclusion
For the successful use of film dosimetry, well defined and reproducible methods are required.
By application of these methods film dosimetry is fast and reliable and the method of choice
for the determination of dose distributions of electron beams with high spatial resolution. In
addition, film dosimetry is a reliable and simple method for measurements in inhomogeneous
phantoms where other dosimetry systems are less practical. The accuracy of dose distributions
as obtained with film dosimetry is 1%-2% (1 standard deviation), which is adequate for
radiotherapy.
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Abstract
The field size and water depth dependence of the measured optical density of Kodak XV-2
film, irradiated in a 23 MV photon beam has been investigated. The films were positioned in a
water tank in a vertical plane containing the beam axis with the upper film edge parallel to the
water surface at a depth of 0.3 mm. The observed field size and water depth dependence of
the film sensitivity cannot be fully attributed to the usual variation of the photon spectrum
with field size and water depth: measured optical densities do significantly depend on the
amount of film material above the point of measurement and on the film orientation. A
method for application of film for relative water dose measurements in a plane containing the
beam axis in a 23 MV therapeutic photon beam is presented; the observed agreement between
film and ionization chamber measurements is very good: typically within 1% or 2 mm.

1. Introduction
Film dosimetry of ionizing radiation has some important advantages over the widely
applied thermoluminescent, semiconductor and ionometric techniques. Advantages are:
(l)

an enormous reduction in measuring time due to the simultaneous measurements

for all points in the plane of the film;
(2)

a very high spatial resolution; and

(3)

the possibility of dose measurements in full planes in heterogeneously composed

solid phantoms.
Mainly because of the first advantage, film dosimetry could be an interesting dosimetry
method for measurements of the MM-50 Racetrack Microtron beams. This radiotherapy
treatment unit, produced by the Swedish company Scanditronix and presently under
installation in our institute, is equipped with computer controlled scanning electron and
photon beams and a (dynamic) multi-leaf collimator, which can be used for production of
beams with non-flat profiles. Energies range from 10 to 50 MeV/MV.
Due to its advantages and its accuracy, film is now well established as a tool for high
energy electron beam dosimetry in water, plastics and heterogeneously composed
phantoms[1-5]. Film dosimetry in photon beams has been studied for energies ranging
from

60

Co to 45 MV[4, 6-10] and many potential problems have been observed which are
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usually attributed to low energy scattered photons and the presence of high Z materials in
the film emulsion.
Measured optical densities result from locally deposited film doses. Basically, in photon
beams there are two mechanisms for deposition of energy in a film: (1) energy can be
absorbed through direct interaction of a photon with the film, or (2) energy can be
absorbed by energy deposition of a secondary electron, produced in an interaction of a
photon with the medium surrounding the film, i.e. water in this study. Both the absolute
and the relative contributions of mechanisms 1 and 2 depend on the local photon and
secondary electron spectra and are therefore, in general, dependent on water depth and
field size. For dosimetry, locally deposited water doses have to be determined; the film
sensitivity is related to the dose ratio D film /D water with D film the dose delivered to the film in
a point of measurement and D water the dose delivered to water in the same point and under
the same conditions, in case the film would not have been present. For dosimetry,
D film /D water should ideally be independent of both field size and water depth.
The present study aims at the measurement of the sensitivity of films, positioned in a plane
containing the beam axis, as a function of field size and water depth, and at the assessment
of film orientation and disturbance effects. Moreover, a method for application of film for
measurement of relative water dose distributions in a plane containing the beam axis has
been developed and tested; relative water dose distributions determined with film have
been compared with ionization chamber measurements.

2. Materials
Kodak XV-2 X-ray films were irradiated in a Siemens KD-2 23 MV photon beam. The films
were taken out of their ready pack and sealed in thin opaque polyethylene vacuum bags
(Cronex Lo-Dose DuPont) with a thickness of 0.13 mm and maximum dimensions of
25x30 cm2. These opaque bags protect the films against water, environmental light and
Cerenkov radiation.
A frame was used to position the sealed films exactly vertically in a water tank (Wellhöfer)
with the upper film edge parallel to the water surface at a depth of approximately 0.3 mm
(see Fig. 1). In this way, water surface perturbation due to surface tension effects was
avoided. The distance of 0.3 mm between the film edge and the water surface was
corrected for in the analysis of the films[1]. The films were positioned in a plane
47
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containing the beam axis, parallel to one of the sides of the square irradiation fields. The
source-to-surface distance was 100 cm.
The films were processed in a standard automated Kodak RP X-Omat film processor.
Quality assurance of the film processor was carried out with the X-Rite 380/381
densitometer/sensitometer system.
Processed films were digitized with a calibrated Wellhöfer WP 102 densitometer connected
to a personal computer. The densitometer spot size diameter was 2 mm. In-house developed
software was used for scanning the films and for data analysis.
The net optical density is defined as the optical density measured by the densitometer,
corrected for the background fog. The net optical density in a point of a processed film is
related to the absorbed film dose, and was used in this study to assess the film sensitivity
dependence on field size and water depth. In the remainder of this paper 'optical density'
stands for 'net optical density'.
Ionometrie measurements were performed in a Wellhöfer water tank, using a thimble-type
ionization chamber with a diameter of 6 mm and a nominal volume of 0.15 cm3. For
percentage depth dose measurements the effective point of measurement of the chamber
was taken at a fraction of 0.75 of the chamber radius in front of its center. For the
measurement of dose profiles no corrections were performed related with the finite size of
the chamber.

3. Methods
3.1. Measurement of the film sensitivity dependence on field size and water depth

Films were irradiated for field sizes of 4x4 cm2 , 10x10 cm2, 20x20 cm2 and 30x30 cm2 .
For each field size, separate films were irradiated for the three water depths considered in
this study: 5, 10 and 20 cm. For each field size and water depth combination the films were
irradiated with a number of monitor units, such that always a fixed water dose of 50 cGy
was delivered at the beam axis for the specified field size and water depth. The optical
densities for the different field size and water depth combinations, measured at the beam
axis at the specified water depth, were used for the assessment of the field size and water
depth dependence of the film sensitivity; this implies that of each film only one data point
was used.
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Fig. 1. The film positioning device applied in this study. Using the two α-adjustment screws
the upper film edge could be positioned exactly parallel to the water surface at a depth of
0.3 mm. This depth could be estimated using the Wellhöfer display, indicating the height of
the bar in the water tank.
Monitor units for delivery of 50 cGy were calculated using percentage depth dose curves
and output factors measured in water with an ionization chamber. The accuracy of the
monitor unit calculation was better than 1%, i.e. for all field size and water depth
combinations the difference with the 10 x 10/5 combination (i.e. field size 10 x 10 cm2,
water depth 5 cm) in delivered dose is estimated to be smaller than 1%.
Due to the limited resolution (1 MU) in the number of monitor units that can be selected
at the treatment unit that was used, the actual depths of 50 cGy dose delivery differ slightly
from the nominal depths of 5, 10 and 20 cm; actual depths were used in the analysis.
Deviations from the nominal depths were always smaller than 0.5 cm.
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Films were irradiated and processed in twelve sessions, i.e. on twelve different dates. In
each session, measurements were performed for on the average five different field size and
water depth combinations, always including the 10 x 10/5 combination. For each
combination involved in a particular session eight films were irradiated and the measured
optical densities of these eight films were averaged and normalized to the average optical
density for the eight films belonging to the 10 x 10/5 combination, yielding the so-called
normalized optical density for the particular field size and water depth combination. For
all combinations, the determination of the normalized optical density was repeated in at
least three sessions. The variation in the measured optical density of the eight films of a
session belonging to a certain field size and water depth combination was typically, 0.7%,
1 relative SD. The average session-to-session variation in measured normalized optical
densities was 1.3%, 1 relative SD. The total number of films used for this study was about
500.
It is well known that measured optical densities depend on the film batch and the development
conditions. Therefore, all films used in a session belonged to the same film batch. The
films of each session were developed within a short overall period of time and in a
consecutive order which was chosen to average out uncertainties in the results due to
(potentially present) slow drifts in the film processor.
3.2.

Application of film dosimetry: determination of a sensitometric curve

Films, positioned vertically in a water tank as described in Section 2. and depicted in Fig. 1,
were used for the measurement of relative water dose distributions. For the conversion of the
optical density distributions of these films into water dose distributions, sensitometric curves
were used describing the non-linear relationship between optical density and water dose[1].
For each dose distribution to be measured with film, several films (typically five) were
irradiated under identical conditions. The five optical density distributions were converted
into water dose distributions and averaged; based on a mutual comparison of these dose
distributions, very strongly deviating films (cause unknown and rarely measured) were left
out from the averaging process.
The films used for determination of relative water dose distributions and the films used for
determination of the sensitometric curve were always from the same batch and irradiated and
processed in the same measurement session.
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Determination of a sensitometric curve
Sensitometric curves were derived from films irradiated in a 10x10 cm2 open field, which
were also positioned vertically in a water tank as described in Section 2 and depicted in Fig.
1. For each of these films the optical density distribution along the beam axis, OD( d), was
determined and the related absolute water dose distribution along the beam axis, D(d), was
calculated using the known depth dose curve for the 10x10 cm2 field and the given number
of monitor units; (OD( d),D(d)) pairs were the points, constituting a sensitometric curve.
Because of the relatively large dosimetric uncertainties in the buildu p region, data for d <
d max was not used for the production of sensitometric curves. To avoid systematic errors and
to reduce the impact of statistical fluctuations several films were used for the production of a
sensitometric curve, typically five. For noise reduction a polynomial function was fit to the
( OD,D) points of a sensitometric curve, using the least squares method:
4

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷) = � 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 × 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛=1

with D(OD) the water dose corresponding to the optical density OD. Fig. 2 shows an example
of a sensitometric curve that was determined using the method described above.

Fig. 2. The sensitometric curve used for the production of Figs. 4 and 5, derived from films
irradiated in a 10x10 cm2 field. using measured on-axis optical densities for water depths
ranging from 5 cm to 20 cm.
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For film dosimetry in a plane containing the beam axis, the use of a sensitometric curve
derived, as described above, from films positioned in the same plane, has several
advantages.
(1) Each film generates an array (OD(d),D(d)) of data points for the sensitometric curve
instead of a single point for horizontally positioned films.
(2) For the open 10 x 10 cm2 field a potentially existing depth dependence of the sensitivity
of vertically positioned films can be calibrated into the sensitometric curve.
As a consequence, at least for open fields not too much deviating from the 10 x 10 cm2
field, conversion of optical densities into water doses yields an automatic correction for a
water depth dependence of the film sensitivity. The choice of the field size used for
production of a sensitometric curve is essentially free. Therefore, for the measurement of
dose distributions in very small or large fields one could adapt the field size that is used for
derivation of the sensitometric curve. Construction of a sensitometric curve as described
above needs only a few films and the derivation of the curve from measured optical densities
OD(d) along the beam axis can be fully automated. Therefore, one could also decide to
construct separate sensitometric curves for small, intermediate and large fields. For this paper
only the 10x10 cm2 fields was used for the production of sensitometric curves.

4. Results and discussion
4.1. The film sensitivity dependence on field size and water depth

The applied methods relevant for the results described in this paragraph are explained in
Section 3.1.
In Fig. 3 the normalized optical densities for 5, 10 and 20 cm water depth are presented for
the various field sizes; the error bars were calculated using observed fluctuations in
measured optical densities (see Section 3.1). Fig. 3 demonstrates that the normalized optical
density, related to a fixed water dose of 50 cGy, is dependent on the water depth and
particularly on the field size; variations in film sensitivity of up to 8% were observed. Even at
5 cm water depth the optical density depends significantly on the field size: a 30x30 cm2
field yields a 3.8% higher optical density than a 4x4 cm2 field.
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In order to investigate the influence of film orientation on this field size dependence,
additional measurements were carried out with films positioned perpendicular to the beam
axis at a water depth of 5 cm; for fields of 4x4, 10x10, 20x20 and 30x30 cm2 such films were
exposed to a fixed water dose of 50 cGy. In contrast to the observed field size dependence of
the measured optical density at 5 cm water depth for films irradiated parallel to the beam
axis (see Fig. 3), no significant field size dependence was found for films irradiated
perpendicular to the beam axis.

Fig. 3. The normalized optical density for a constant water dose of 50 cGy as a function of
water depth and field size. The optical density for the 10x10 cm2 field and a water depth of 5
cm was arbitrarily set to 100%. The height of each error bar is equal to two times the
estimated standard deviation for the respective data point. For the open triangle and circle,
see text.
The observed decrease in film sensitivity at larger depths for the 4x4 cm2 and the 10x10
cm2 fields, shown in Fig. 3, is remarkable in comparison with observations reported in the
literature[4,

10]

. Additional measurements were performed in order to investigate the

influence of the presence of film material above the point of measurement on the observed
decrease in measured optical density at larger depths: for the 4x4 and 20x20 cm2 fields, film
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strips were irradiated as explained in Fig. 1, but with the upper film edge positioned at a
water depth of 15 cm, instead of the usual 0.3 mm. This means that no film material was
present in the upper 15 cm of the water phantom. The film strips were exposed to a water
dose of 50 cGy at the water depth of 20 cm. The measured optical density at 20 cm depth,
normalized as usual to the 10x10/5 combination, shows a significant increase with
respect to the normalized density measured with the usual set-up, i.e. with film material
present in the first 15 cm of the water tank: the open triangle and circle in Fig. 3 indicate the
increased optical density (3%) due to the 15 cm reduction in film material between the
water surface and the point of measurement at 20 cm water depth. The observed decrease
in measured optical density at larger depths due to the presence of film material above
the point of measurement can probably be attributed to an increased beam attenuation in
film related with the density of film material which is higher than the water density[1].
If in Fig. 3 the curve for each field size would have been normalized to 'its own'
measured optical density at 5 cm water depth (instead of on the density for the 10x10
field at 5 cm depth), for each curve all points would have been within ±2% equal to 100%,
the largest deviations occurring at the larger depths. This limited water depth
dependence of the film sensitivity explains largely the good results described in the next
section.
4.2. Film dosimetry applied: examples
The applied methods relevant for the results described in this paragraph are explained in
Section 3.2.
4.2.1. Percentage depth dose ( PDD) measurements
PDD curves for the 4x4, 10x10 and 20x20 cm2 fields, measured with an ionization
chamber and with film, are presented in Fig. 4. Fig. 2 shows the sensitometric curve that
was used. All curves in Fig. 4 are normalized to 100% at a depth of 5 cm. The maximum
deviation between the film-PDD curves and the ionization chamber-PDD curves is 1%
for the 4x4 cm2 field at a depth of 20 cm. When normalized at the depth of maximum
dose, the maximum deviation between the film-PDD curves and the ionization chamberPDD curves is 1.3% for the 20x20 cm2 field at a depth of 20 cm.
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In Fig. 4 the relative doses for the 20x20 cm2 field around the depth of maximum dose,
measured with film, are slightly lower than the ionization chamber values. This deviation
was observed for all field sizes larger than 10x10 cm2.
4.2.2. Dose profile measurements
Off-axis photon spectra are known to differ from the spectrum on the beam axis,
especially in the penumbra region. This effect could influence the accuracy of dose
profiles measured with film. In Fig. 5 profiles are presented, measured with the
ionization chamber and with film. Profiles are plotted for depths of 5, 10 and 20 cm and
fields of 4x4, 10x10 and 20x20 cm2; all profiles are normalized to 100% at the beam axis.
Fig. 5 shows a good overall agreement between ionization chamber measurements and film
measurements. Small differences occur in the steepness of the penumbra and for points
situated beyond the geometrical field edge. The penumbra measured with film is generally
somewhat steeper than the ionization chamber penumbra; for the nine cases presented in
figure 5 the average difference between ionization chamber and film in the 20-80%
penumbra width is 1.5 ± 0.5 mm (1 SD).
This difference in penumbra width is due to the finite diameter of the ionization
chamber[7]. The overshoot in relative dose measured with film for points situated more than
1 cm beyond the geometrical field edge is probably due to the relatively large amount of
low energy scattered photons in this region. The results inside the geometrical field edges
indicate a film sensitivity dependence on off-axis position, typically smaller than 1%.
Fig. 6 shows film and ionization chamber dose distributions for a 10x10 cm2 field and
an angle of incidence of 30 degrees. The sensitometric curve was determined for the
open 10x10 cm2 field with perpendicular incidence, as described in Section 3.2.
Excellent agreement between film and ionization chamber measurements was found:
the relative dose distributions agree generally within 1% or 2 mm. Similar results were
found for wedge fields.
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Fig. 4. PDD-curves measured with an ionization chamber (markers) and with film (solid
lines). For conversion of measured optical densities into relative doses the sensitometric
curve depicted in Fig. 2 was used. All curves are normalized to 100% at 5 cm water depth.

5. Conclusions
The application of film dosimetry in water in a 23 MV photon beam has been
investigated. The films were positioned in a vertical plane containing the beam axis
with the upper film edge parallel to the water surface at a depth of 0.3 mm.
For films positioned in a plane containing the beam axis, the film sensitivity depends
significantly on the water depth and especially on the field size; for a fixed water dose,
variations in measured optical density of up to 8% have been observed. For each
individual field size studied, the water depth dependence of the film sensitivity is always
within 2%. Inside the geometrical field edges the film sensitivity dependence on off-axis
position is typically within 1% for field sizes of 4x4 to 20x20 cm2 and water depths of 520 cm.
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Fig. 5. Half profiles for square fields of 4x4, 10x10 and 20x20 cm2 and water depths of 5, 10
and 20 cm, measured with ionization chamber (crosses) and film (solid lines). The measured
optical densities were converted to dose using the sensitometric curve depicted in Fig.2.
For films positioned perpendicularly to the beam axis at 5 cm water depth no field size
dependence of the film sensitivity has been found, in contrast to the observed field
size dependence at this depth for films positioned parallel to the beam axis. Moreover,
for films positioned parallel to the beam axis a significant reduction in film sensitivity
at larger water depths has been observed which has been attributed to the presence of
film material above the point of measurement. Therefore, the observed field size and
water depth dependence of the sensitivity of films positioned parallel to the beam axis
cannot be fully attributed to the well-known variation in photon spectrum with water
depth and field size.
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Fig. 6. Relative dose distributions measured with an ionization chamber and with film for
a field of 10 x 10 cm2 and an angle of incidence of 30°.
A method for application of film for measurement of relative water dose distributions
in a plane containing the beam axis has been developed and tested. Relative water
dose distributions derived from films were com- pared with ionometrically determined
dose distributions; the agreement was generally within 1% or 2 mm. To obtain such a
good agreement, dose distributions of several films were averaged, leaving out strongly
deviating films. We recommend to measure at least three films per set-up.
Acknowledgements
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Chapter 4

Abstract
Electron beam radiotherapy treatment planning systems need to be fed with the characteristics
of the high-energy electron beams (4–50 MeV) from the specifically applied accelerator.
Beams can be characterized by their mean initial energy, effective initial angular variance,
virtual source position and the resulting central axis depth dose distribution in water. This
information is the only input to pencil beam dose calculation models. Newer calculation
models like macro Monte Carlo, voxel Monte Carlo and phase space evolution require as
input the full initial phase space or a parametrization of that initial phase space, generally
consisting of a primary beam component and one or more scatter components. This primary
beam component is often characterized by initial energy, primary beam initial angular
variance and virtual source distance. The purpose of the present investigation was to
investigate to what extent standard values can be used both for the effective initial angular
variance as input to pencil beam models and for the primary beam initial angular variance.
Comprehensive benchmark data were obtained on the initial angular variance of various types
of accelerator, for various energies and field sizes. The initial angular variance 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 has been

derived from penumbra measurements in air by means of film dosimetry at various distances
from the lower collimator. For the types of accelerator used in radiotherapy nowadays the
measurements show values for 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)of around 13 cm where T(E) is the ICRU-35 linear

angular scattering power in air. This value can be chosen as standard value for the primary
beam initial angular variance, only slightly compromising the dose calculation accuracy. As
input to pencil beam models, an effective 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) should be used incorporating the scatter
from the lower collimator. For the case that the air gaps between lower collimator and patient
are small (5–10 cm) an effective 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸).of 20 cm has been found and is recommended as

the standard input for pencil beam models. Of the accelerators investigated, a different value
was found only for the Elekta SL15, i.e. 50% higher for the effective 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸).

1. Introduction
Pencil beam models are widely used in the field of radiotherapy for the calculation of dose
distributions of clinically applied electron beams[1-5]. These programs require as input a
description of the clinical electron beam, i.e. a percentage depth dose curve of a reference
field, the virtual source position and 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 (in the notation of Hogstrom[1] et al), which is the
62
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mean angular variance of the angular distribution projected onto the x–z plane, at the level of
the lower collimator (see figure 1). Brahme[2] et al and ICRU-35[6] use 𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2 to characterize the

angular spread, which is the space angular variance at the beam center. If the angular
distribution is Gaussian, both variances are related as 𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2 = 2 ∙ 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 (e.g. Lax 1986) and �𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2 is
equal to the angle where the fluence drops to 1/e. This simple description of the electron beam

implies that the fluence of the beam is assumed to be constant over the aperture, and that the
angular distribution, at each point in the x–y plane through the bottom of the applicator, is
Gaussian and centered around the lines of divergence from the virtual point source[7].
It is well known that this description is too simple, but the pencil beam models generally do
not allow a more detailed description of the clinical beam as input. As a consequence 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 ,
virtual source position and central axis depth dose distribution have to be determined for each

accelerator, energy, field size and air gap. Then patient dose calculations should be performed
with the applicable input data. In practice, per accelerator and energy, one central axis depth
dose distribution is chosen as the reference field (mostly at a field size of 10x10 cm2 at a
source surface distance (SSD) of 100 cm) and one effective initial angular variance, mostly of
a 15x15 cm2 at a standard clinically applied SSD. The first purpose of the present
investigation was to investigate to what extent standard values can be used for the effective
initial angular variance as input to pencil beam models. Comprehensive benchmark data were
obtained on the initial angular variance of various types of accelerator, for various energies
and field sizes. These data add to earlier investigations, for example from Huizenga and
Storchi[7] , Karlsson[8], Hogstrom[9]) and Moran[10]. In this paper we present 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 for 58 beam
energies at 11 accelerators. This will lead to recommended values for the effective initial

angular variance. Accurate electron beam dose calculation algorithms available today[11-13],
require a full initial phase space at the bottom of the applicator or a parametrization of that
initial phase space, generally consisting of a primary beam component and one or more scatter
components. This primary beam component is often characterized by initial energy, primary
beam initial angular variance and virtual source distance[11, 14]. The measured data can also
serve to derive recommended values for the primary beam initial angular variance, which is
smaller than the effective initial angular variance, since it lacks the influence of scattered
radiation.
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2. Theory
2.1. Calculation of 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

Generally the treatment head of an accelerator consists of a primary scattering foil to spread
the beam over a larger aperture, a thin, flat monitor chamber, a secondary scattering foil, e.g.
a ‘staircase’ foil with a three-tiered circular pyramid shape, to flatten the beam, and a
collimation or trimmer device, which restricts the beam to a smaller aperture than defined by
the photon beam blocks. The design of the treatment head is rather different for the various
types of accelerator.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of an electron beam collimation system.
For the MM50 Racetrack Microtron the design is exceptional (e.g. a thinner primary
scattering foil, helium in the accelerator head instead of air, no secondary scattering foil, and
electron field shaping with the multileaf collimator instead of an electron applicator). In all
cases the manufacturers have attempted to achieve a uniform fluence profile at the bottom of
the collimation system. In the pencil beam models it is assumed that the mean direction of the
electrons at the bottom of the collimation system points from a virtual focus, and that the
initial angular variance is constant over the aperture, according to the concept of a virtual
point source (ICRU-35[6] , paragraph 3.2.4.3). The value of 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 can be estimated from the
64
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theory as follows. According to the Fermi–Eyges theory, the initial angular variance of an
uninterrupted pencil beam in air can be defined with the equation given by Hogstrom[1]
(equation (7) in that paper)
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴2 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)

𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) = 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴0 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) − 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)

(1)

2

in which the moments of the linear angular scattering power A i (z) are defined as
−𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧

1
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) = � 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 − 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 ′ )′𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧′
2
0

with T air (E) the linear angular scattering power in air, for energy E, according to ICRU-35[6],
and z the distance from the focus (see figure 1). The energy E is defined as the mean energy at
the surface (E 0 ), which can be calculated from the depth of R 50 (dose or ionization), for
example by using the NACP code of practice (NACP 1980). Since in air the energy loss is
negligible, T(E) can be assumed to be independent of z and thus the three moments A i (z) can
be written as
1
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
2 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
1
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴1 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) = 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 2
4
1
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴2 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) = 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 3
6
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴0 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) =

Substituting these moments in equation (1) yields

𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) =

1
8

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧

(1a)

with the focus at z = 0. Equation (1) assumes that the electron beam is a single pencil beam.
A field size of, for example, 10x10 cm2 from a linear accelerator cannot be treated as a pencil
beam. In fact, an isotropic point source is a better description, where the primary collimator
blocks define the beam. For a diverging electron beam in air the initial angular variance is
given by equation (2). This equation follows from the literature by Jette[15] (equation (40) in
that paper):
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) = 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴0 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) − 2

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)
𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧

+

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴2 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)
𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 2

(2)

Again Ai(z) is defined as in equation (1) which yields
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𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) = 16𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧

(2a)

In the presence of n layers of scattering material (monitor chamber and the primary and
secondary scattering foils with water-equivalent thickness δ i , at position 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧0𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 the angular

variance is enlarged[7]

2

𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = 16𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 + ∑𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1 12 �𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧0𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ⁄𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧� 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(3)

For the specific case of the Racetrack Microtron, where the accelerator head is filled with
helium, the equation has to be changed into
2

𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = 16𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 + ∑𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖=1 12 �𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧0𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ⁄𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧� 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(3a)

These equations shows that scattering layers such as scattering foils and the monitor chamber
which are close to the focus contribute less to the angular variance at the bottom of the
applicator than scattering layers more downstream. Generally, the last term is negligible
(normally z is of the order of 1000mm and δ about 1mm (as with the Siemens Mevatron))
which yields equation (2a). Of course, this equation is an approximation of the situation of a
clinical electron beam because the scattering in the collimation system is neglected.
Furthermore, scattering is not fully Gaussian: a large-angle scattering tail exists. However, in
clinical beams a value of 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 according to equation (3) or larger can be expected. Since most

linear accelerators in the field have applicators at distances of about 90 to 100 cm, and since
Andreo and Brahme[2,

16]

have stated that for the Gaussian approximation to the multiple

scattering process the scattering power T(E) has to be reduced by a factor of typically 0.68,
equation (2a) evolves to
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) ≈ 16(0.68)𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧

(4)

This means that the initial angular variance (𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 ) according to equation (4) at the bottom of

the applicator (z = z 2 ≈ 100 cm) can be estimated to be of the order of
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧2 ) ≈ 10𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)

(5)

For the Racetrack Microtron MM50 with the bottom of the MLC at 68 cm (and the MLC also
used for electrons), this initial angular variance is much lower due to the helium. Using
equation (3a) including the effect of a 25 µm Mylar exit window at 70 cm, the variance is
given in units of T air by

𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧2 ) ≈ 1.3𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)

(5a)
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Thus, it can be expected that the value of 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 only depends on the energy and that the ratio
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) is independent of energy. It might be argued that for the various energies different

scattering foils are sometimes applied, and thus that 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) is not expected to be
independent of energy. However, as is clear from equation (3), the influence of scattering foils
close to the focus is limited and 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) might turn out to be hardly dependent on energy.

The next subsection describes how the initial angular variance influences dose profiles in air
beyond the lower collimator. Scatter of the applicator influences these profiles as well. Since
the scattered radiation will have a wider angular distribution than the primary beam, the
influence is larger at shorter distances from z 2 . As a result the primary beam initial angular

variance as derived from dose profiles in air at large distance from z 2 will yield values for
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) as predicted by equation (5). The effective initial angular variance as determined

from measurements at the clinical treatment distance from z 2 will yield values for 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)

which will be significantly larger, dependent on the amount of scatter from the applicator and
dependent on the treatment distance. Measured data should validate this expectation.
2.2. Determination of 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 from measurements

As mentioned, the angular variance cannot be measured directly, but can be derived from the
measured spatial spread of the beam. At the patient’s skin or the phantom surface, at a
distance 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 − 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧2 from the bottom of the applicator, the spatial fluence distribution of a

collimated, rectangular electron beam in air is given[1, 7] by
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹0 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧, 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥) =

𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧�
𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧2�
2𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧2 −𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
�𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �
�+
2
�2𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴2

with the spatial variance

𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧�
2𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧2 +𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
��
�2𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴2

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴2 = 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥2 = 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿2 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧2 ) + 16𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿3

(6)

(7)

in which ω is the width of a square field at distance z, and erf is the standard error function.
The penumbra width of the electron beam χ is defined as illustrated in figure 2[7]. Under the

assumption of a Gaussian scattering process, χ is related to 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 as
𝜒𝜒𝜒𝜒 = 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 √2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋 = 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿�2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)��𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2

𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

+ 6�

(8)
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Figure 2. Definition of the penumbra width χ .
The penumbra width increases with increasing L. If scattering in air of the electrons traversing
from z 2 to the patient’s skin is neglected, i.e. 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) is assumed zero, equation (8) would

show a linear relation between χ and the distance L. Figure 3 illustrates that for a 12 MeV
electron beam (T(E)=6:674 x 10−5 rad2 cm−1), with 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 =30 mrad and z 2 = 95 cm, this
approximation is valid for normal source to surface distances (SSD = 100 cm), but cannot be
used for large SSDs. This is an arbitrarily chosen combination of parameters, but
representative in this study. When the penumbra width is known from measurements, 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 can
be derived from equation (8) as

𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = �

𝜒𝜒𝜒𝜒2

2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿2

−

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

(9a)

6

Alternative methods are also suggested in the literature, based on the following alternatives to
equation (9a) which would yield the same results if the angular distribution were Gaussian[1]:
2

𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

�𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃90� /2.56�
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿
10
= �
− 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
2

𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

�𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃90� /1.68�
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿
10
= �
− 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
2

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

6

2

6

(9b)

(9c)

where P 90/10 and P 80/20 are the 90–10% and 80–20% penumbra widths respectively.
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Figure 3. In-air penumbra xwidth χ calculated for an arbitrarily chosen accelerator with an
-5

energy of 12 MeV, 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 of 30 mrad and T (E) of 6.674 10 rad2 cm-1. The broken line
represents the theoretical situation when no scattering in air is present (T (E) = 0 rad2 cm-1).

The full curve shows the increase in penumbra width due to the influence of in-air scattering
(equation (8)).
Also the spatial variance 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒12⁄𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 of the dose distribution beyond a pinhole with variance 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒02 can
be measured and 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 can be derived from Lax[17]

𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

2

2

𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎1 −𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎0
𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃�𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2 � 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿
�
=
=
− 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
2
2

2𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

6

(9d)

Since the angular distribution is not fully Gaussian the approaches (9a)–(9d) will yield
slightly different results. ���
𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2 is slightly less than 2𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 and the 1/e value of the space angular

distribution will be smaller than[17] θ c . Using equation (9a) and (9d) will probably yield values

for 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 √2 closer to the 1/e value than to the standard deviation of the real space angular

distribution. A derivation of 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 from (9b) and (9c) will be more influenced by non-flatness of
the beam and the large-angle scattering tail. In this paper approach (9a) has been chosen. For

consistency with the majority of the published papers on initial angular variance the symbol
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 will be used for the standard deviation of the Gaussian approximation to the angular

distribution. It should be understood that 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 √2 would coincide closely with the 1/e value of
the real space angular distribution.
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Equations (8) and (9) relate 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 at z 2 to one dose profile in air at distance z 2 +L. Hogstrom[1]
did measurements at various distances and related 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 to the linear fit of the increase of P 90−10

with L. This neglects the larger influence of applicator scatter on the dose profiles close to z 2 .
This might explain findings of values of 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 which are too small to adequately describe

measured dose distributions in water[10]. In this paper, an effective 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 is derived from dose

profiles in air at clinically used distances from z 2 , while the primary beam 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 of the ‘primary
beam component of the full initial phase space’ is derived from dose profiles in air at large
distances from z 2 .

3. Materials and methods
3.1. Description of accelerators
In table 1 a summary is presented of all accelerators investigated in this paper. It can be split
up in three types of accelerators: the ‘older type’ (up to 1985) machines, the ‘recent type’
models (both types are ‘scattered beam’ machines) and a ‘scanning beam’ accelerator, the
Scanditronix Racetrack Microtron MM50. The older type accelerators are designed to have a
flat dose profile at SSD = 100 cm, often using scattered radiation from the collimators and/or
walls of the applicator[19]. The more recent accelerators are designed to avoid scattered
radiation. The accelerators investigated in this paper are equipped with various designs of
applicator. The number of diaphragms (i.e. set of electron-intercepting blades), distances to
the isocentre, the material of the applicator, and the position of the photon jaws vary. It is
beyond the scope of this paper to describe all various applicators of the accelerators
investigated in detail, but the design of the applicator is important since it affects the behavior
of the electrons at the bottom of the applicator. Therefore, some of the characteristics of the
applicators are mentioned to emphasize the differences.
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DDHCC

DDHCC

VUmc

Philips SL-75-14‡

Varian Clinac 1800‡

ZRTI

Westeinde 1993

AZN

AZN

Varian Clinac 2100C

Elekta SL-15

GE Saturne 4200

ABB Dynaray LA-20

ofz2

1997

1997

1993

1994

1999

68

97.2

90

95

95

95

90

95

95

95

95

MLC

Applicator

Trimmers

Applicator

Applicator

Applicator

Trimmers, DEVA§

Applicator

Applicator

Applicator

Applicator
2

2

25, 50

5, 7, 9, 12, 15, 17

2

2
2

100–150:10
100–150:10
100–150:10

102 , 202

105-115:5

52 , 122
252

80–130:10

100–110:5

2

2

10 , 20

102 , 202

100, 112, 124, 136, 150
2

2

95, 100, 120–150:10

102 , 202

100–140:10

100–130:10

100–140:10¥

(cm)

z

102 , 152 , 202

6 , 10 , 15 , 25

2

6 , 10 , 14 , 20

2

2

102 , 202

Field size (cm)

4½ , 6, 7½ , 9, 12, 15, 18, 21 5 , 12

4, 6, 8, 12, 15

6, 9, 12, 16, 20

5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14

10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 21

10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 21

6, 9, 12, 16, 25

4, 6, 8, 12, 14

4, 6, 8, 10

Applicator/ trimmers Energies (MeV)

¥ SSD = 100–140:10 means from 100 to 140, step size 10 cm.

§ DEVA, is the digital electron variable applicator as originally proposed by Meyer et al (1984).

‡ Accelerator already out of clinical use in that institution.

Nijmegen.
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† DDHCC: Daniel den Hoed Cancer Center; VUmc Medical University, Amsterdam; ZRTI: Radiotherapy Institute, Vlissingen; AZN: University Hospital,

Scanditronix MM50

DDHCC

DDHCC

Siemens Mevatron MD-2

Scanning beam type accelerator

DDHCC

Siemens Mevatron KD-2

1991

DDHCC

1991

1991

1986

1987

Siemens Mevatron KD-2

Recent type accelerators

Year

Institution† investigation (cm)

Philips SL-75-10‡

Older type accelerators

Type of accelerator

as provided by the manufacturers.

Table 1. The investigated accelerators with their specific parameters. All accelerators were operated with originally mounted scattering and flattening foils
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3.1.1. Older type accelerator.
As is depicted in table 1 the older type of accelerators investigated in this paper are a Philips
SL-75-10, a Philips SL-75-14 at the Daniel den Hoed Cancer Center and a Varian 1800 at the
VU Medical Center in Amsterdam. These accelerators have already been taken out of clinical
use in these institutions. The applicators of the Philips SL-75 series were designed to have
non-stepwise collimation of the beam. The photon jaws were fully opened when electron
beams were applied. The mounting tray of the applicator had also the function of shielding the
electron beam, thereby creating an amount of scattered low-energy radiation, both photons, by
means of bremsstrahlung, and electrons[19]. The Varian 1800 features an electron applicator
design in which the electron beam is also significantly influenced by wall scatter and leakage
radiation[20].
3.1.2. Recent type accelerators.
Recent type accelerators investigated are the Siemens Mevatron MD-2 and KD-2 accelerators
(Daniel den Hoed Cancer Center), an Elekta SL-15 (Westeinde Hospital, The Hague), a
Varian 2100C (Radiotherapy Institute, Vlissingen) and a GE-Saturne 4200 and ABB Dynaray
LA20 (University Hospital, Nijmegen). The standard applicators of the Siemens Mevatrons
have two diaphragms, one between z 1 and z 2 (at 85 cm) and one at the bottom (z 2 = 95 cm)
(see Meyer[18]). The isocentre-distance is 100 cm, so a 5 cm air gap remains between the
bottom of the applicator and the isocentre. The photon collimator jaws define a field size,
which is 9 cm larger than the electron applicator field size (both defined at isocentre). This
means that the applicator shields about 5 cm at each field edge. The applicator walls do not
shield the primary electron beam, but scattered radiation can create secondary electrons in the
metal wall. By measuring the output factor with and without an applicator, it could be
estimated that radiation, scattered to a lower energy at the applicator wall, contributes 7–8%
to the dose at central axis dose maximum, for all energies[21]. Both the MD-2 and KD-2 type
Mevatrons considered are also equipped with a (so-called) digital variable electron applicator
(DEVA), first proposed by Meyer[18]). This device uses trimmers to collimate the beam, and
the photon jaws follow the position of the trimmers automatically, defining an aperture that is
10 cm larger at isocentre. The z 2 value differs for the X and Y directions (by ~ 3 cm). In
calculations the average z 2 is applied. There are no walls on this applicator to create scattered
radiation. By measuring the output factor with and without DEVA it could be estimated that
radiation, scattered to a lower energy at the trimmers, now contributes 3–4% to the dose at
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central axis dose maximum, for all energies.
The ABB Dynaray LA-20 applicators have three intercepting blades, each with a thickness of
5 mm aluminum. If the photon jaws are opened to the same extent as mentioned above, the
leakage through the blades becomes too large. Therefore the position of the photon jaws is a
compromise between leakage and flatness, set by the user for each particular accelerator
during commissioning.
As mentioned above, scatter from the applicator walls of the Philips SL-75 series contributed
very significantly to the electron fluence profile[19]. For the Philips SL15/25 series, later called
the Elekta SL15/25 series, the applicators were redesigned[22], and scatter from the applicator
walls is much lower for this type.
The Varian 2100/2300C/D has electron applicators with three levels of collimation at their
applicators[23] . The photon jaw position is dependent on field size and energy. The
applicators have an ‘open’-type of design (ICRU-35[6]) and extend to 95 cm.
The GE-Saturne 4200 was equipped with trimmers at the time of measurement, closely
resembling the CGR Sagittaire design[24].

3.1.3. Racetrack Microtron MM50.
In scanning beam type accelerators only a very thin scattering foil influences the beam, and
the central axis depth dose curves are closer to those of mono-energetic beams. The CGR
Sagittaire was one of the first scanning beam type accelerators and its initial angular variance
was reported earlier in the literature[7]. The MM50 has a specially designed treatment head
since it is filled with helium[8]. The lowest collimator at this machine is the multileaf
collimator (z 2 = 68 cm), creating an air gap to the patient significantly larger than at the other
accelerators. For this type of accelerator the initial angular spread at z 2 is very small due to
the helium in the head (equations (3a) and (5a)). Close to the multileaf collimator the electron
beams have a very steep penumbra. At standard treatment distances (SSD ≈ 100 cm) the
second term in equation (7) is dominant and the penumbra becomes comparable with those of
‘recent type’ accelerators.
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3.2. Measurement of σ θx
The initial angular variance can be determined from one fluence distribution F(z, x), measured
at a plane z (equation (9a)). Determination of 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 from measured fluence profiles at clinical

treatment distances will yield the effective initial angular variance. Fluence profiles in air at
larger distances will yield the primary beam initial angular variance. Measurements have been
performed at various distances. According to the theory, the results should not be dependent
on field size, but in practice the results depend significantly on field size, especially for the
older type accelerators, due to the different scattering behavior of the various applicators.
Therefore, fluence profiles have been measured for various field sizes.
The penumbra width can be measured with film[25] or with a diode[26]. Film dosimetry is the
method of choice when visiting other institutions, since only a box (batch) of films is needed.
This, merely practical reason, determined that most measurements in this paper were
performed with film. Kodak XV-2 films have been used in their ready pack supported only by
a Mylar window or similar to avoid backscatter. No build-up material was used. The dose to a
film has been held constant at approximately 50 cGy, yielding an optical density around unity.
The films are processed in a Kodak RP X-Omat film processor. The conversion of optical
density to dose has been performed with a sensitometric curve according to the method
described in the literature[25]. Processed films were digitized with a Wellhöfer WP 102
densitometer connected to a personal computer. The densitometer spot size diameter was 2
mm, which is adequate compared with the size of χ down to less than 1 mm[25]. Some
measurements (ABB Dynaray, GE Saturne) were performed with an unshielded p-type diode
(Scanditronix Medical). There is no conversion required from signal to dose. No energy
dependence is relevant for this type of detector when applied in electron beam dosimetry.
Both with film and diodes, the accuracy with which χ can be determined is around 1 mm.

3.3. Data analysis
For 11 accelerators, the value of χ is measured at two to six distances, one to four field sizes
and two to eight energies. The effective initial angular variance is derived from the values of χ
as measured under the x- and y-collimators, from profiles in air 5 cm beyond the bottom of the
applicator. For those cases where these data were not available, the profiles in air up to 10 cm
beyond the bottom of the applicator were used (see table 1).
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The primary beam initial angular variance is derived from the values of χ as measured under
the x- and y-collimators, from profiles in air further away from the bottom of the applicator,
where the derived 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 is no longer dependent on the distance from the applicator, and thus the

scatter from the applicator no longer contributes to 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 .

4
4.1

Results
Older type accelerators

For the older type accelerators, 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 has been calculated from each measured penumbra for

each energy, field size and air gap, using equation (9a). The overall mean of 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) (SSD

> z 2 +5) for the Philips SL75-10 is 16.0 cm. In figure 4 the measured values of χ of a Philips

SL75- 10 are compared with values of χ according to the Fermi–Eyges theory (equation (8)),
for source–surface distances of 100 cm up to 150 cm and energies from 4 to 10 MeV, using
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)= 16.0 cm. It is clear that neither the increase of penumbra with air gap distance (L),

nor the energy dependence, obey the theory. Also the results are different for various field
sizes, which is not expected from the theory. The same conclusion can be drawn for the two
other older types of accelerator investigated. Clearly the model is not applicable in these cases
where the applicators heavily influence the profiles. So the effective 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 used in the planning
system should be based on the specific energy, field size and air gap. In figure 5 the mean
value of 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) (SSD > z 2 + 5) for each energy is given, for each of the older types of

accelerator considered. It is obvious that from these measurements no primary beam 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 can
be determined.
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Figure 4. Measured penumbra width for an older type accelerator (Philips SL-75-10), which
illustrates the effect of wall scatter on the 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 . For various SSDs the value of χ has been

measured (points). The resulting values of 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 (equation (9a)) at each SSD has been averaged.

This average value of 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 is used as input for the calculation of χ again (equation (8)). The full
curves represent a χ calculated for 4, 6, 8 and 10 MeV. Clearly the pencil beam model does
not describe the in-air scattering of these types of electron beams, due to applicator scatter.

Figure 5. 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) versus E 0 for various older types of accelerators. The plotted value of

𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)) is the average value for these accelerators determined from in-air profiles at z ≥ 110

cm (primary beam initial angular variance).
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4.2

Recent type accelerators

For all recent type accelerators, mentioned in table 1 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 was determined from dose profiles at

various distances, for various energies and field sizes. One general feature was present for all
energies. For all machines, at all energies, the 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 derived from measured χ at isocentre
distance (SSD = 100 cm) turned out to be larger (typically 25%, dependent on accelerator)
than the 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 derived from similarly measured χ (same energy and accelerator) at distances

>110 cm. This means that the profile, and especially the penumbra at short distances from the
bottom of the applicator, is indeed influenced by scattered radiation from the applicator. At
larger distances, due to the broad angular spread of this scattered radiation, the influence is
much less, and the primary beam mainly determines the penumbra.
This effect is illustrated in figure 6, where 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 at the bottom of the applicator is shown for an
Elekta SL-15, in which this effect is the most pronounced among the recent type accelerators.

Figure 6. 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 at the bottom of the applicator as derived from measurements at various

SSDs for an Elekta SL-15 for 6, 8, 12 and 18 MeV electron beams. Clearly the 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 as derived
from measurements at SSD = 100 cm is significantly larger than the 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 as derived from
measurements at larger distances.

The decrease in 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 values does not mean that 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 drops with z. It rather means that 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 at the

distance defined by the bottom of the applicator, as derived from the film measurements, is
smaller for the more distant films utilized. In figure 7 the penumbra width is shown for a
Siemens Mevatron KD2, for 12, 16 and 21 MeV (points), also showing an increased
penumbra width at SSD = 100 cm, but less than for the Elekta SL-15 (figure 6). This effect
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was also present in the results of Huizenga and Storchi[7] (their figure 5) for the Sagittaire
accelerator, but not explicitly mentioned.
A typical influence of field size is shown in figure 8 for a Siemens MD-2. A typical difference
of 10% on the value of χ has been observed, which is much less than for the older type
accelerators.
In figures 9 and 10 we present 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 as derived from profiles at z ≥ 110 cm, i.e. the primary

beam 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 as a function of energy. As shown 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 varies for a given mean energy only up to
±10% around the mean.

The values are approximately 20% lower than reported earlier in the literature[9, 10], because
those values are also based on profiles close to the applicator and as such incorporate scatter
from the applicator. The primary beam 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) for all recent type accelerators, energies and
field sizes is close to 13 cm.

Figure 7. Measured penumbra width for 12, 16 and 21 MeV (points) at various SSDs for a
recent type accelerator (Mevatron KD-2 with standard applicators). The full curves represent
the calculated penumbra based on the ratio 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸), averaged over the measurements at all
energies, and z ≥ 110 cm (primary beam initial angular variance). Using this single value
gives a good prediction of the penumbra steepness, except for the penumbra at SSD = 100
cm.
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Figure 8. Influence of the field size on the measured χ for a Siemens Mevatron MD-2 for field
sizes of 10 × 10 cm2 (circles) and 20 × 20 cm2 (plusses) for 6, 10 and 14 MeV electron beams.

Figure 9. Results of 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 versus E 0 for various recent types of accelerators. The plotted value

of 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 is the average value for these accelerators determined at z ≥ 110 cm (primary beam
initial angular variance). The broken curve represents 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)= 13 cm.
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Figure 10. 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) versus E0 for various recent types of accelerators. The broken line
represents 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)) = 13 cm, which is the primary beam initial angular variance.

The effective 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) as derived from penumbra measurements close to the applicators is
shown in table 2, together with the primary beam 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸). The results have been averaged

over energy and field size. All values for the effective 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) are close to 20 cm, apart
from the Elekta SL-15 for which a value of ~ 30 cm was found.

Table 2. The investigated recent type accelerators with the results of their measured effective
and primary beam 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) values, averaged over energy and field size. Finally all

accelerators have been averaged resulting an overall mean effective- and primary beam value
of 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) .

Type of accelerator
Siemens Mevatron KD2

𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) (cm)

EffectivePrimary beam
22
14

Siemens Mevatron KD2 with DEVA

20

14

Siemens Mevatron MD2

18

10

Varian Clinac 2100C

20

11

Elekta SL-15

31

14

GE-Saturne 4200

19

15

ABB Dynaray LA20

18

15

Average

20

13
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4.3

Racetrack Microtron MM50

The initial angular spread at the bottom of the multileaf collimator is very small (equation
(5a)). For instance according to equation (5a), at 25 MeV 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 is expected to be 4.6 mrad, i.e.
0.27◦. The increase of penumbra width beyond the multileaf collimator is dominated by the

second term in equation (7), i.e. the scattering in air. The theoretical curve calculated
according to equations (5a) and (8) has been compared with penumbra widths measured for a
field size of 25 × 25 cm2 at isocentre (see figure 11). For large distances, the measured
penumbra width coincides with the theoretical prediction.

Figure 11. Results of measured values of χ for the Scanditronix Racetrack Microtron MM50
for a 25 × 25 cm2 field size, 25 and 50 MeV. The full curves represent the theoretical derived
value of χ via equation (5a) and (8) for these energies.
As such, equation (5a) can be considered as the primary beam initial angular variance
(𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) = 1.3 cm). Close to the multileaf collimator, the measured penumbra widths are

significantly larger than predicted, probably due to the scatter from the multileaf collimator.
This scatter contribution leads to a higher effective 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 . When treating the patient with a 15

cm air gap an effective 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 of 10 and 7 mrad should be used in equation (8) to obtain the

correct penumbra for 25 and 50 MeV respectively. This effective 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 is in accordance with the
results of Karlsson[8].
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5

Discussion and conclusions

For the recent type of accelerator used in radiotherapy a standard value for the primary beam
initial angular variance has been found: 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)= 13 cm. As input to pencil beam models,
an effective 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) should be used incorporating the scatter from the lower collimator. For

cases in which the air gaps between lower collimator and patient is small (5–10 cm) an
effective 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) of 20 cm has been found and is recommended as standard input for pencil

beam models. Only for the Elekta SL15 was a different value (50% higher) for effective
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) found. These values have been determined with an accuracy of 10% in 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 (see
table 2). Using these default values, the calculated penumbras might deviate slightly from

measured penumbras. Therefore a check whether this really applies for the applicator in use
can never be omitted.

Figure 12. Two half dose-profiles in air calculated with 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)= 13 cm (full curve) and

𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)= 20 cm (broken curve) at a distance of 115 cm and an energy of 9 MeV.

What is the error in the dose profile at the surface, and at depth, when using a slightly wrong
value for 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)? An example is given in figure 12, showing the difference between a

profile calculated with 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)= 13 and 20 cm respectively. The fluence profile is shown at
the surface using equation (6), for a commonly applied energy of 9 MeV, z 2 equal to 95 cm, at

a distance of SSD = 115 cm. The example is chosen to magnify the difference in the
penumbra. An SSD of 115 cm is among the largest distances in practice for electron beams
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and for higher energies the effect is less. Also at depth, the differences will be less, since the
scattering in the patient (Huizenga and Storchi[7], their figure 11) influences the penumbra
width. It is clear that even for this large difference in 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃2𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 /𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) the difference in penumbra is

hardly significant for most clinical cases.

The newest type Varian Clinac 2300C/D, Siemens Primus and Elekta Sli accelerators have
similar electron beam collimation (and filter set) as the Clinac 2100, Siemens KD2/MD2, and
Elekta SL-15 respectively. So the values of 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 for those accelerators are expected to be

comparable with the results shown in figure 9.

The Racetrack Microtron MM50 electron beams have a steep penumbra just beyond the
MLC, but because of scatter from the MLC not as steep as predicted. At larger distances from
the MLC the penumbra becomes comparable with those of other accelerators due to the
scattering in air.
Care must be taken in designing new electron applicators or multileaf collimators for both
electrons and photons. The amount of wall and collimator scatter influences the value of 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 ,
as apparent from the older type accelerators. A recent type accelerator, the Elekta SL-15

shows a value of the effective initial angular variance, which is significantly higher in
comparison with the other recent type accelerators (table 2), although the value of the primary
beam initial angular variance for the SL-15 equals the value of the other recent type
accelerators. Thus, scattered radiation from the applicator should be considered a problem and
be minimized, and the fluence distribution should be kept constant over the bottom of the
applicator. Otherwise the determination of the initial phase space of the electron beam at the
bottom of the applicator will be very complex[14]. This is even more important for the
intensity- and energy-modulated electron beams
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Chapter 5

Abstract
For many treatment planning systems tissue maximum ratios (TMR) are required as input.
These tissue maximum ratios can be measured with a 3D computer-controlled water phantom;
however, a TMR measurement option is not always available on such a system. Alternatively
TMR values can be measured ‘manually’ by lowering the detector and raising the water
phantom with the same distance, but this makes TMR measurements time consuming.
Therefore we have derived TMR values from percentage depth dose (PDD) curves.
Existing conversion methods express TMR values in terms of PDD, phantom scatter factor
(S p ), and inverse square law. For stereotactic treatments circular fields ranging from 5–50 mm
(19 cones) are used with the treatment planning system XKnife (Radionics). The calculation
of TMR curves for this range is not possible with existing methods. This is because PDD
curves of field sizes smaller than 5 mm (smallest cone size) are needed, but these cones are
not provided. Besides, for field sizes smaller than 40 mm, the phantom scatter factor is
difficult to determine and will introduce significant errors.
To overcome these uncertainties, an alternative method has been developed to obtain TMR
values from PDD data, where absolute doses are expressed in terms of PDD, total scatter
factor and inverse square law. For each depth, the dose as a function of field size is fitted to a
double exponential function. Then the TMR is calculated by taking the ratio of this function at
the depth of interest and the reference depth, for the correct field size.
For all 19 cones the total scatter factor and PDDs have been measured with a shielded diode
in water for a 6 MV photon beam. Calculated TMR curves are compared with TMR values
measured with a diode. The agreement is within 2%. Therefore this relatively simple
conversion method meets the required accuracy for daily dose calculation in stereotactic
radiotherapy. In principle this method could also be applied for other small field sizes such as
those formed with a mini multileaf collimator.

1. Introduction
Since 1998 the XKnife (RADIONICS© Burlington, MA) stereotactic radiotherapy system has
been installed in our department on a Varian 2300 C/D linear accelerator. The system consists
of 19 circular shaped cones ranging from 5 mm to 50 mm in diameter at isocentre distance
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with 2.5 mm steps. The cones are inserted in a base plate mounted on the collimator head and
are used for arc treatments. The treatment planning system XKnife (version 4, RADIONICS©
Burlington, MA) calculates the dose in the patient positioned in a stereotactic headframe, e.g.
Brown–Robert–Wells (BRW) or Gill–Thomas–Cosman (GTC)[1]. This planning system
requires input data of, among others, output factors and tissue maximum ratio (TMR).
Although the Varian 2300 C/D is a double energy machine only the 6 MV photon beam is
used for stereotactic radiotherapy.
With 3D computer-controlled water phantoms, relative depth dose measurements are
standard, i.e. the detector moves along the central beam axis with the water level at a fixed
source–surface distance, e.g. source–isocentre distance. If a water phantom is equipped with a
commercially available TMR option the detector will be held at a constant source–detector
distance, and a water pump will control the water level in the water tank. The source-to-water
distance is measured and thus a TMR curve can be determined. However, in our hospital the
TMR measurement option is not available and only PDDs can be measured. Although TMR
value can be measured manually by lowering the detector and raising the water phantom with
the same distance, TMR measurements are time consuming and therefore often avoided by
conversion of PDD data into TMR values.
Several authors[2-4] have described the conversion method of PDD data into TMR values. For
these conversions the phantom scatter factor is required. Methods for determination of
phantom scatter factors as well as tables with phantom scatter factors are presented in the
literature[5, 6] for square field sizes larger than 4 × 4 cm2 for a 6 MV photon beam[7]. For field
sizes smaller than the amount of build-up material required for lateral electron equilibrium,
the measured collimator scatter factor is inaccurate and thus the resulting phantom scatter
factor as well. To avoid this problem several authors describe a method of determining the
phantom scatter factor by using low density material[6, 8], or by measuring the collimator
scatter factor at extended SSD with a metal build-up cap[9]. However, these methods have
disadvantages for small field sizes down to 5 mm in diameter and are therefore rejected.
For small field sizes encountered in stereotactic radiotherapy, the usual conversion method of
PDD to TMR is not applicable because of problems of acquiring the phantom scatter factor,
and that a PDD has to be measured with field size smaller than the available cones. In this
paper we describe a method of obtaining TMR values from simple measurements of PDDs of
all available cones and total scatter factors at the depth of dose maximum (15 mm for 6 MV
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photon beam). The presented conversion method is based on interpolation within a series of
PDD and total scatter factor curves corrected for inverse square law, i.e. the dose per monitor
unit for infinite focus distance. No extrapolation of measured data at small field size, where
the measured data show steep gradients, is required. No explicit knowledge of the collimator
scatter factor is needed. The accuracy of this method has been studied by comparing a number
of relevant measured TMR dose points with their calculated values.

2. Conversion of PDD to TMR
2.1. Standard PDD to TMR conversion method
The conversion of PDD to TMR values is not a new topic in radiotherapy[2-4]. The tissue
maximum ratio can be calculated with:
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 �𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡0 �

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ) = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 , 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒) ∙ �
with

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓+𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡0

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡0 = 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 �
and

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓+𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 �
and

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

�

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 )

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓+𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 2

� ∙ �𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓+𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 �
0

(1a)

(1b)

(1c)

�
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 , 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒) = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡0

(1d)

The ﬁrst term in equation (1a) (P(d, r s , f )) is the percentage depth dose value divided by 100
at depth d, for field size r s at the surface of a phantom, at source–surface distance f for a
photon beam with dose maximum depth t 0 . The second term of equation (1a) is the ratio of
phantom scatter factors S p , which takes into account the difference in field size at the level of
the detector and the reference depth. The last term of equation (1a) is the inverse square law
correction, which takes into account the difference in source–detector distance to the
reference distance.
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For a 6 MV photon beam the reference depth t 0 is 15 mm so the field size r t0 at source–
detector distance f + t 0 is slightly larger than r s and can be calculated with equation (1b). At
depth d equation (1c) describes the field size at this depth in respect to the field size r s at the
surface of the phantom. Equation (1d ) gives the dose D d at depth d relative to the dose D t0 at
reference depth t 0 for field size r s at the phantom surface (figure 1).

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the water phantom at a linear accelerator for PDD
measurements.
The open circular fields in stereotactic radiotherapy with cones have a maximum diameter of
50 mm and a minimum diameter of 5 mm. The decrease in phantom scatter factor for this
range of small field sizes is considerable (∼6%). Therefore, in the case of small field sizes,
the contribution of the ratio of phantom scatter factors in equation (1a) is more important for
the calculation of the TMR than the ratio of phantom scatter factors for large field sizes, i.e.
between 10 × 10 cm2 and 30 × 30 cm2.
The S p necessary for conversion of PDD to TMR can be determined[10] from equation (2),
where the total scatter factor S c,p (r) is the output factor for field size r relative to a reference
field size, e.g. 10 x 10 cm2
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𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒) = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒) ∙ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒)

(2)

The total scatter factor S c,p is measured at reference depth, usually the depth of dose
maximum, with an ionization chamber in a water phantom at fixed SSD, relative to the
reference field size.
In the literature[5] a table is given of the phantom scatter factor as function of quality index
(QI) for field sizes larger than 4 × 4 cm2. The collimator scatter factor S c (r) is usually
measured in a polyethylene miniphantom[7] with a thimble ionization chamber (NE2571). The
miniphantom is a cylinder of 150 mm height and a diameter of 40 mm. The ionization
chamber is placed in the miniphantom at a depth of 100 mm. The measured collimator scatter
factor S c (r) is normalized to the collimator scatter factor of the reference field size. The
measured collimator scatter factor is independent of source–detector distance[7] and is only
dependent on the position of the collimator jaws. For the small field sizes used in stereotactic
radiotherapy the relatively large polyethylene miniphantom and ionization chamber size are
useless for measuring the collimator scatter factors. For small field sizes the recommendations
in the literature[11] to make the build-up caps from material with atomic number close to
water, could not be held because the field size defined by the cones becomes smaller than the
build-up cap; thus S c,p will be measured instead of S c . Build-up caps with high Z material
have smaller dimensions. The accuracy of the determined S c will not be improved because
high Z materials turn out to underestimate the dose decrease for small field sizes[11]. For
example for a 6 MV photon beam the minimum radius to achieve lateral electron equilibrium
(LEE) is r LEE = 13 mm[9]. In a brass medium (ρ = 8.5 g cm−3) the minimum beam radius is
r LEE = 1.5 mm. In the case of a diode detector (diameter 7 mm) this means that the diameter
of the brass build-up cap must be 9.2 mm. For a field size (cone) of ≤10 mm diameter this
brass build-up cap is too large and significant uncertainties in the determined value of S c may
be expected. This can result in uncertainties in the calculated value of S p up to 10%. Since S p
is not the only measured parameter involved in the determination of TMR (equation (1a)) the
total error in the derived TMR value may exceed 10%. It is also stated that lateral electron
equilibrium does not exist for a field size less than 10 mm[12].
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the definition of TMR values.
So there is a problem to derive S c for the cones of 5, 7.5 and 10 mm in diameter. The value of
S p is a function of the field size r d at the level of the detector. To get a TMR value for the
smallest cone (5 mm) at a depth of 100 mm, the PDD and the S p of a field size of r s = 4.5 mm
is required. Unfortunately a smaller cone size than 5 mm in diameter is not available.
Extrapolation of data will introduce uncertainties especially in the S p since small changes in
field size will give rise to large changes in S p . Because of the reasons above, another method
has been developed to overcome these difficulties and obtain more reliable TMR values.
2.2. New conversion method
The definition of the TMR, which has been shown to be theoretically independent of SSD, is
given as the ratio D d /D t0 , as illustrated in figure 2
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ) = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 =
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡0

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ,𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓)

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡0 ,𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ,𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓+𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑−𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡0 )

(3)

For an equivalent field size r d at the level of the detector the dose D t0 per monitor unit at
reference depth t 0 is determined at focus detector distance f + d. The field size at the water
surface can be calculated by
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𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 �𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓+𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑�

(4)

With a set of depth dose curves P(d, r s ,f ) and the total scatter factor S c,p (r s ) it is possible to
calculate a dose in any point of the water phantom when the SSD is equal to f. For instance
the dose D d per monitor unit in figure 2 can be calculated by multiplying the relative depth
dose P (d, r s , f ) with the total scatter factor S c,p (r s )
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 , 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒) = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 , 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒) ∙ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 )

(5)

In equation (5) and beyond a factor of 1 cGy per monitor unit, representing the dose at
reference field size (10 × 10 cm2), reference depth (t 0 = 15 mm) and reference SSD (1000
mm) is omitted.
The dose D t0 per monitor unit will be approximated by
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓+𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

2

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡0 = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡0 , 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 , 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡0 ) = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡0 , 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠∗ , 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒) ∙ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠∗ ) ∙ � 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓+𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑0 �

(6a)

with

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠∗ = 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 �

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓+𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑−𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡0
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓+𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

�

(6b)

The total scatter factor S c,p (r s ∗) in equation (6) is an approximation of the real total scatter

factor for this situation. Electron contamination or change in contribution of low energy
scattered photons from the collimators may cause SSD dependence of S c,p [13]. For small field
sizes the electron contamination decreases because the electrons are assumed to scatter out of
the field. Besides, the scattered photons and electrons reaching the detector are scattered
under a very small angle and may be considered (by the detector) as coming from the primary
source. Because of the reasons above the total scatter factor S c,p (r s ∗) is assumed to be SSD

independent. In equation (6a) the relative depth dose P(t 0 , r s ∗, f ) is equal to unity because t 0

is the depth of dose maximum and therefore this parameter does not suffer from SSD
dependence. In this paper we will show the validity of this approximation with measurements.
The TMR can then be calculated by the ratio of equation (5) and (6a)
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 )

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ) = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 , 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒) ∙ �𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡0

∗
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 )

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓+𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 2

� ∙ �𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓+𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 �
0

(7)
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At this point equation (1), which describes the TMR in terms of PDD and phantom scatter
factor (S p ), has been approximated in terms of PDD and total scatter factor (S c,p ) resulting in
equation (7).
Next we introduce a depth dose curve D inf corrected for the inverse square law. This depth
dose curve represents a curve corrected for source–detector distance (infinite focus)
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓+𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 2

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 (𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ) = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 , 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒) ∙ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ) ∙ �𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓+𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 �
0

(8)

In order to have the value D inf (d, r) for arbitrary field sizes we fitted D inf (d, r d ) for each
depth as a function of r by a double exponential function
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 (𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ) = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎1 + 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎2 ∙ 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (−𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎3 ∙𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎) + 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎4 ∙ 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (−𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎5 ∙𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎)

(9)

For any field size r at depth d it is now possible to calculate the D inf by substitution of the
required r in equation (9). From its definition the TMR value can be calculated according to
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 )

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑) = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

∗
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 0 ,𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 )

=

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 )
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠∗ )

(10)

The value of S c,p (r s ∗) can be found by fitting the measured S c,p (r s ) with a double exponential
function such as equation (9) as a function of r and then substituting r s ∗.

3. Materials and methods
Many authors have described results of measured PDD- or TMR curves, total-, phantom and
collimator scatter factors or off-axis ratios for small field sizes[1, 14-17]. For these measurements
various type of detectors, such as diode, TLD, ﬁlm, diamond detectors or (small) ionization
chambers, have been used.
A detector with considerably smaller dimensions than the field size is preferable. The detector
should be constructed from water-equivalent material and the exact point of measurement
must be known. For the small cone sizes used in stereotactic radiotherapy lack of electron
equilibrium is reported to be a problem[11]. Differences in measured total scatter factors with a
small ionization chamber and a diode are typically 1%, and large detectors or ﬁlm exceed up
to 3% with diode[14]. Only few used Monte Carlo techniques[12, 18] to calculate PDD and TMR
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curves, and S c,p values. The total scatter factors (S c,p ) has been evaluated by (Zhu et al
2000)[14].
In this paper a shielded p-type diode (Scanditronix Medical AB) with 2.5 mm effective
diameter has been used, in an RFA300 water tank, equipped with the RFA300plus software
version 5.2. The total scatter factor and PDD curves are determined with this diode, and for
S c,p measurements the diode is connected to an Inovision electrometer 35040.
In small beams positioning of the detector becomes critical (especially for the smallest cones
5, 7.5 and 10 mm). Therefore the position of the detector with respect to the central beam axis
was checked with proﬁles in x- and y-direction at a depth of dose maximum and 100 mm. The
full width half maximum values for each cone, provided by the software of the water
phantom, were used to adjust the detector if necessary. Also the gantry angle was checked at
the beginning of the measurements with proﬁles at depth of dose maximum and 200 mm, and
adjusted if necessary.
The XKnife dose algorithm prescribes PDD and S c,p measurements to be performed at focus
detector distance 1000 mm.
For each cone the PDD is measured. The diode is positioned in upright position, facing the tip
of the diode towards focus. The diode starts at 300 mm depth and moves towards the water
surface. The phantom surface is positioned at f = 985 mm and thus the depth of dose
maximum (15 mm) is positioned at focus–isocentre distance. For the reference field 10 × 10
cm2 the monitor chamber is calibrated at dose maximum depth 15 mm at source–surface
distance 1000 mm. The ratio of the dose at this reference field size (10 × 10 cm2 defined at
isocentre, t 0 = 15 mm and SSD = 1000 mm) and the reference dose required in XKnife
planning system (10 × 10 cm2 defined at isocentre, t 0 = 15 mm but SSD = 985 mm) is
measured and appeared to be 1.03.
For each cone the total scatter factors were measured in water at a source–surface distance of
985 mm and the diode at 15 mm depth. The total scatter factor has been normalized to a field
size of 6 × 6 cm2 since this is the default collimator setting of the jaws when cones are
applied. The ratio of 6 × 6 cm2 relative to the 10 × 10 cm2 field size at f = 985 mm is
measured (for our accelerator 0.958).
To check the model presented in this paper TMR values have been measured with the diode.
TMR values at dose maximum depth down to 20 cm have been determined. This covers the
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range of clinically applied depths for stereotactic radiotherapy. The water tank is lifted (and
the diode lowered) to measure these points. This is a time-consuming procedure so only three
cones and six depths have been measured. The smallest cone size (5 mm) is tested because
this uses S c,p values in its steepest gradient, so the largest deviations are expected for this
cone.
Measurements were performed on a Varian 2300 C/D accelerator with a 6 MV photon beam.

]
Figure 3. Measured PDD curves of stereotactic treatment cones with diameters of 5, 20, 30
and 50 mm. These curves are measured with a diode in water at SSD = 985 mm and
normalized to a depth of dose maximum (15 mm).

4. Results
In figure 3 measured PDDs in water are shown. The variation in PDD between two
subsequent cones is very small. For clarity only selected cones are plotted (5, 20, 30 and 50
mm). All PDDs have been normalized to t 0 = 15 mm. Due to this normalization, for the 5 mm
cone the maximum percentage dose appears about 101% at 4 mm in front of t 0 = 15 mm. For
cone 7.5 mm the maximum dose is 100.5%, but no significant increase of build-up region
could be observed. Clearly the build-up region differs for these small cones due to lack of
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lateral scattering[12]. This shift in depth of dose maximum can also be attributed to low energy
photons, or scattered secondary electrons (electron contamination in the beam) produced in
the cone as described in the literature[13, 19]. Because of the normalization of all PDD curves at
t 0 , the dose exceeds 100% for the cones 5 mm and 7.5 mm. The total scatter factor is also
determined at t 0 and therefore the absolute dose is taken into account in the combination of
PDD and total scatter factor.
The total scatter factor S c,p (r) in water is given relative to a 6 × 6 cm2 open field size, and is
measured at depth t 0 = 15 mm at SSD = 985 mm (figure 4). According to (Zhu et al 2000)[14]
the expected error in the determined S c,p factor is 1%. The S c,p strongly decreases for cones
with diameter smaller than 20 mm. A fitted curve has been added (solid line) which represents
a double exponential function (such as equation (9)). For the larger cone sizes the fitted curve
slightly deviates from measured points.

Figure 4. Total scatter factor (S c,p ) as determined in water for a 6 MV photon beam as a
function of various stereotactic treatment cone diameters (points). The total scatter factor is
relative to a 6 × 6 cm2 open beam. The diode is placed at a depth of 15 mm and the source–
surface distance is 985 mm. The solid line represents a fitted curve; a double exponential
function similar to equation (9).
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Using the measured PDD and S c,p values, D inf values are calculated as a function of cone
diameter for various depths (points in figure 5). The D inf curves are not smooth since the
curve consists of data from various measured PDD curves. This noise will be reduced when
these curves are fitted according to equation (9). For some of the curves the ﬁt results a 3 and
a 5 are almost equal. As can be seen in figure 5 only the D inf curve at a depth of 200 mm
cannot be fitted accurately for cone 5 mm. Other fitted curves are within 1% of the measured
D inf values.

Figure 5. D inf as a function of the cone diameter for several depths d. Depth d = 15 mm equals
the S c,p curve in figure 4 since d = t 0 and P (d, r s , f ) = 1. The solid lines represent fitted curves
(equation (9)) per depth. These fitted curves are used to calculate TMR values (equation
(10)).
Maximum errors in the calculated TMR values, using D inf , are expected to be 2% for the
smallest cones, but for the rest of the cones they are 1%.
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Figure 6. Results of calculated TMR curve for cone diameters 5, 20 and 50 mm. To test the
presented model in this paper TMR points in the clinically applied depth range have been
measured. The circles represent measured TMR values with 2% error bars. The agreement is
better than 2%.
Figure 6 shows the calculated TMR curves of cones with 5, 20 and 50 mm diameter (solid
lines) and measured TMR values (points) with ±2% error bars. For the 5 mm cone diameter
the TMR value before t 0 is larger than unity but this is also observed with the measured PDD
(see figure 3). All measured TMR values are within 2% of the calculated TMR value. At 100
mm depth the TMR value has been measured twice, and the TMR value reproducibility was
within 1%. No TMR values have been measured in the build-up region. So for most measured
TMR values the agreement with the calculated TMR is within 1% and up to a depth of 200
mm within 2%. This is about the maximum depth applied for stereotactic radiotherapy in the
region of the head. For larger depths up to 300 mm the agreement is within 3%.

5. Conclusions and discussion
Using only measured PDDs and measured total scatter factors it is possible to calculate TMR
curves, which are in agreement within 2% of the measured TMR values. If the approximation
on S c,p to be SSD independent is not valid, the calculated TMR value should introduce a
systematic deviation. No trend is visible in figure 6, which presumably justifies the
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approximation for this range of depths. So the deviations are mainly attributed to
measurement and ﬁt uncertainties. PDD data per cone are measured with a reproducibility of
about 0.5%. When D inf values as a function of cone diameters are compared at fixed depth
(figure 5) the variation in the determined D inf is about 1%. This can be observed as the spread
of the points around the fitted (straight) lines for large cone sizes. The inaccuracy of the fitted
data adds up to the total uncertainty in the determined TMR values also (e.g. d = 200 mm, 5
mm cone). Nevertheless this model calculates TMR values within 2% (figure 6) of the
measured TMR values. This is in agreement with the required precision for the TMR tables to
be applied in our treatment planning system for stereotactic radiotherapy (XKnife).
In principle the method presented in this paper is also applicable for field sizes created with a
mini multileaf collimator (mMLC). Up till now the minimum field size applied with the
mMLC in our institute is 20 × 20 mm2. This is a relatively large field size in respect to the
cones. In the conversion of PDD to TMR values the ratio of phantom scatter factors for large
field sizes becomes very small so the correction of inverse square law becomes dominant and
therefore the standard PDD to TMR conversion method is also applicable. However, TMR for
the smaller field sizes are determined using PDD data.
The presented PDD to TMR conversion may be of use in the case where an expensive
mechanical TMR option is not available. Using the presented conversion method either as an
option in water phantom software or as separate software, laborious manual TMR
measurements can be avoided.
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Abstract
Sensitometric curves of Kodak XV-2 film, obtained in a time period of ten years with various
types of equipment, have been analyzed both for photon and electron beams. The
sensitometric slope in the dataset varies more than a factor of 2, which is attributed mainly
to variations in developer conditions. In the literature, the single hit equation has been
proposed as a model for the sensitometric curve, as with the parameters of the sensitivity
and maximum optical density. In this work, the single hit equation has been translated into a
polynomial like function as with the parameters of the sensitometric slope and curvature. The
model has been applied to fit the sensitometric data. If the dataset is fitted for each single
sensitometric curve separately, a large variation is observed for both fit parameters. When
sensitometric curves are fitted simultaneously it appears that all curves can be fitted
adequately with a sensitometric curvature that is related to the sensitometric slope. When
fitting each curve separately, apparently measurement uncertainty hides this relation. This
relation appears to be dependent only on the type of densitometer used. No significant
differences between beam energies or beam modalities are observed. Using the intrinsic
relation between slope and curvature in fitting sensitometric data, e.g., for pretreatment
verification of intensity-modulated radiotherapy, will increase the accuracy of the
sensitometric curve. A calibration at a single dose point, together with a predetermined
densitometer-dependent parameter OD max will be adequate to find the actual relation between
optical density and dose.
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1. Introduction
Film dosimetry is the method of choice for a variety of dosimetry purposes encountered in
radiotherapy[1-6]. Currently, film dosimetry is frequently employed for quality control of
intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) in the past few years[7-11]. It is well known that an
“optical density (OD) to dose” conversion or sensitometric (characteristic) curve needs to
be applied in order to correct for the nonlinear dependence of net optical density on dose.
Several publications have analyzed sensitometric curves[9,

12-15]

and confirmed their

importance for accurate dose measurements. The sensitometric curve is sensitive to variation
in emulsion, i.e., concentration and grain size, causing film batch-to-batch variation and
interbatch variations[8,

14]

, daily developer conditions[10], the densitometer type used[16],

wavelength applied in the densitometer[16, 17], measurement depth and radiation field size[4, 18],
energy dependence of the film[1,

10, 18]

, and film orientation with respect to the beam

[19-21]

direction

. To properly correct for batch and developer conditions, the sensitometric

curve is generally made prior to each measurement; i.e., frequently. Each point of the
sensitometric curve is then expected to be accurate within 2%[10]. The number of net optical
density versus dose points, required to determine a sensitometric curve, varies in literature
between 5 to 15 points. This is a time-consuming calibration, the accuracy of which might be
limited when insufficient dose points are used or insufficient dosimetric accuracy is reached
in the determination of the dose points or the optical density at zero dose (film fog).
In this paper we will test whether, for the current beam qualities applied in radiotherapy, the
curvature of the sensitometric curve of Kodak XV-2 film can be predicted, although the
overall slope might vary largely.
Measured sensitometric curves are usually fitted to a mathematical equation. Several authors
mention polynomial fit functions[1, 7, 15, 22]
n

OD = ∑ cn D n

(1)

1

Others use exponential fit functions[12,

13]

. Zhu et al[12]. proposed an exponential function

based on the theory of Silberstein. For Kodak XV-2 film the net optical density is modeled
according to the single hit model:
𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (1 − 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 −𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 )

(2)
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with OD max the net optical density at infinite dose and µ a measure of the film sensitivity
[Gy−1] and D the dose in gray [Gy].
Equations (1) and (2) are related. Equation (2) can be converted into a polynomial with a
Taylor expansion:
𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 −

𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾2
2

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷2 +

𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾3
6

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷3 −

𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾4

which is a polynomial as Eq. (1) with coefficients

24

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷4 + ⋯

(4a)

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 = 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2 =

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐3 =
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐4 =

(3)

𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾2

(4b)

𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾3

(4c)

𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾4

(4d)

2
6

24

The coefficients c 3 and higher can be expressed in terms of c 1 and c 2 , and Eq. (3) can be
rewritten as function of dose, slope c 1 , and curvature c 2 / c 1 :
c

2

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

2

1 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

3

𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 �1 − � 2 � 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 + 3 � 2 � 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷2 − 3 � 2 � 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷3 + ⋯ �
c1

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1

(5)

where c 1 is expressed in terms of Gy−1 and c 2 in terms of Gy−2. Equation (5) allows us to use
“sensitometric slope” for c 1 and “sensitometric curvature” for c 2 / c 1 . Both c 1 and c 2 / c 1 can
be determined from fitting Eq. (5) to experimental data.
Zhu et al[12]. use Eq. (2) and provide values for OD max and γ for Kodak XV-2 film, for
radiation of various energies. However, Bos et al[14]. clearly show in their Fig. 5 existing
nonlinearity of densitometers at high optical density, earlier mentioned, e.g., by Mersseman
and deWagter[16]. Use of Eq. (2) has the drawback that OD max is a difficult parameter to
determine experimentally. Most densitometers are obviously not accurate enough to read the
optical density near and above OD =3 and show nonlinear behavior[16]. Further, most
developer machines nowadays develop the film in about 90 s, which implies that the film is
not fully developed. The speed of throughput in the film processor influences the
effectiveness of the developing process since these processors interrupt the chemical reaction.
Infinite time in the developer tank should convert all silver halide grains, which causes an
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increase of optical density. However, if all silver halide grains have been developed and are
converted into opaque silver atoms, the maximum optical density should be a physical
constant (assuming the concentration of grains constant). The optical density may then exceed
4 or even 5. Zhu et al.12 report maximum optical densities (OD max in his Table II) between
3.67 and 4.65, dependent on energy. First fit results at our institutions resulted in values of
OD max on the order of 2.9 for the same film type. These differences in OD max cannot be
explained by the theory of Silberstein. In practice, the actual processor-densitometer
combination used in an institution will dictate the maximum reachable net optical density.
Thus, although the theory of Silberstein implies a fixed OD max for a film type, it cannot be
determined easily from an experiment.
Zhu et al.[12] also provide values of the sensitivity γ for Kodak XV-2 film, for radiation of
various energies. However, Bos et al[14] clearly show in their Fig. 1 the dependence of the
sensitometric curve (i.e., c 1 ) on developer conditions. To our understanding, it is the
temperature of the developer tank and the concentration of the chemicals as caused by the
setting of the replenishing rate that influence the chemical process.
This yields variation in the slope of the sensitometric curve. Both the difficulty in determining
OD max and the variation in c 1 is the reason to use Eq. (5) in fitting experimentally determined
sensitometric curves. However, the polynomial model and the single hit model are related.
Using Eqs. (4a) and (4b) in Eq. (2) leads to the description of the single hit model in terms
of sensitometric curvature c 2 / c 1 and sensitometric slope c 1 :
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1

𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 2(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
with

2 ⁄𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 )

[1 − 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(−2(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2 ⁄𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 )𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷)]

𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾 = 2(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2 ⁄𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 )

(6a)

(6b)

and

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1

𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 2(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

2 ⁄𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 )

(6c)

Equation (6c) shows that OD max can be determined from the dosimetric slope and curvature,
without irradiating films to maximum optical density.
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In this paper we investigate whether OD max as determined via Eq. (6c) from the sensitometric
slope and curvature is constant in our large dataset. If it turns out that indeed OD max
determined from Eq. (6c) is constant (at least for a given type of dosimetry films, and for the
densitometer and film processor in use), then a sensitometric curve can be described with
𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 [1 − 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(−𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷⁄𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 )]

7

This would imply that the sensitometric curvature (c 2 / c 1 ) is directly related via Eq. (6c) to

the sensitometric slope (c 1 ), and that for a specific film dosimetry experiment, only c 1
needs to be determined.
In the past ten years, the authors have performed many measurements with Kodak XV-2 film
(e.g., Refs.

[2, 23, 24]

) and for every individual experiment a sensitometric curve has been

determined, both for photon and electron beam dosimetry measurements. These
measurements have been performed mainly at one institute. In addition, recently sensitometric
curves have been obtained last year in another institution as part of an IMRT pretreatment
quality assurance procedure. During the year, three different film processors were used. This
was caused by changes in equipment related to the transition of the radiology department into
a filmless department. All data are used to test the above theory.
The study is limited in the sense that the sensitometric curves in this study are determined
at depth of dose maximum or at 7 cm depth in a water or water-equivalent phantom with
the film perpendicular to the central beam axis, in a 10 x 10 cm2 or 8 x 26 cm2 field and a
source surface distance of =100 cm. In this study we incorporated commonly applied beam
energies; i.e., electron beams above 6 MeV and photon beams of 6 MV or higher. We
distinguished between photon and electron beam sensitometric curves to reveal possible
differences.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1.

Equipment, measurement setup, and datasets

In one institute (ErasmusMC, Rotterdam) the sensitometric curves were determined as
follows. From a single sheet of Kodak XV-2 film several pieces have been cut and sealed in
black (opaque) polyethylene vacuum bags in a dark room. For each piece of film, one net
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optical density per dose point has been determined. A sensitometric curve consists of typically
8–12 film pieces originating from 1 to 2 film sheets (8 in. x 10 in.). Typically, 4 to 6 dose
points have been derived for each sensitometric curve; i.e., two pieces of film per dose point
are measured and averaged. The film is positioned between polystyrene slabs (ρ = 1.03 g / cm3)
at a depth equivalent to the depth of dose maximum in water in a 10 x 10 cm2 field, at source
surface distance (SSD) = 100 cm, and oriented perpendicular to the central beam axis. The
films have been processed in a standard automated Kodak RP X-Omat film processor. Here,
the processor is set to automatically maintain the standard concentration of developer and
fixation chemicals, provided a fixed number of films to be developed per day. The optical
density mentioned here is the net optical density (measured OD minus background or fog)
determined with a Wellhöfer WP102 densitometer. The background is determined with an
unirradiated piece of film, which has not been near the radiation beam, and which is handled
simultaneously with the irradiated films to incorporate possible influence of the red-light in
the dark room. In our study, the maximum applied dose is 1.0 Gy, which is a slightly larger
dose than recommended in literature[22]. A total of 19 sensitometric curves were obtained over
the years and analyzed (dataset I) consisting of ten photon beams (energy range: 6 – 25 MV)
and nine electron beams (energy range: 6– 50 MeV).
Last year, in one institution (Vumc Amsterdam), Kodak XV-2 was used as part of a
pretreatment 6 MV IMRT quality assurance procedure. Sensitometric curves were obtained
by irradiating a single film with a successively longer 8 x 26 cm2 dynamic multileaf defined
field, causing a staircase-type profile, of which the calibration was known from standard
dosimetry. For each sensitometric curve eight single dose points have been measured. The
film was positioned at a depth of 7 cm in polystyrene, at a SSD of 93 cm, with its orientation
perpendicular to the central beam axis, now positioned in its standard ready pack. During the
year various film processors have been used, a Kodak X-Omat 3000 RA, Kodak X-Omat
5000 RA, and an Agfa CP1000. The densitometer type used is a Vidar 12 VXR (dataset II).
The Wellhöfer WP-102 densitometer operates at 950 nm (dataset I). The Vidar VXR-12 uses
a broad spectrum of white light. Both densitometers have been calibrated with metallic neutral
density transmission filters on BK7 substrate from Mellis Griot (03FNG: 099, 057, 065, 0.69),
with nominal optical densities of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 at 550 nm. These filters were provided
with a calibration report of OD versus optical wavelengths between 400 and 1000 nm,
generated with a spectrophotometer by the manufacturer. The filters are specified with an
accuracy of ±1% of the density value. In addition, a single spot densitometer, an X-rite 301X
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with green light, has been calibrated with these filters and used over the years to check the
calibration of the other densitometers.

2.2.

Data handling

2.2.1. Dataset I
The measured sensitometric curves of the first dataset have been fitted to Eq. (6a), using the
Microsoft® Excel Solver (2000), with the reduced χ2 as the minimization objective. First each
sensitometric curve has been fitted separately with c 1 and c 2 / c 1 as parameters. Next, all
measured photon beam sensitometric curves have been fitted simultaneously with Eq. (6a). In
the latter case the parameters were a different c 1 for each curve, a single OD max for the family
of curves, and c 2 / c 1 related via Eq. (6c). The same procedure is applied for dataset I only
comprising sensitometric curves determined in electron beams. Finally, both photon and
electron beam datasets have been considered as a single dataset and have been fitted
simultaneously. Again, the parameters were a different c 1 for each curve, a single OD max for
the family of curves, and c 2 / c 1 related via Eq. (6c).

2.2.2. Dataset II
The second dataset was handled similarly. The data were also fitted to Eqs. (6a)–(6c), with the
reduced χ2 as the minimization objective, and c 1 and OD max as parameters, and using a
curvature c 2 / c 1 derived from c 1 via Eq. (6c).
2.2.3. Monte Carlo dataset
To find confidence limits on the estimated model parameters found in the fits, synthetic
datasets have been generated by Monte Carlo (MC) simulation[25]. Based on the instrumental
and statistical uncertainty present in the actual dataset, a synthetic dataset has been generated
with an absolute instrumental error of 0.01 in the net optical density plus a relative
measurement error of 1% for each measured optical density.
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3. Results
3.1.

Influence of film processor on sensitometric curves

A total of 19 sensitometric curves are considered (nine electron beams, ten photon beams).
Each of the curves was well documented and used for a dosimetry experiment, at some point
in time during the last ten years.
Each curve consisted of 6 to 11 dose points, with an average of 6.8 dose points per curve. The
maximum net optical density used in the dataset is 1.8. The dataset is shown as points in Figs.
1(a) and 1(b) for electron and photon beams, respectively.
As mentioned, various film processors have been used. Figure 2 shows example sensitometric
curves from our datasets, acquired with four types of film processor. For the AGFA CP 1000
and the Kodak 5000 RA three curves are plotted showing the effect of the film processor at
various moments in time. The large spread in curves shown here is attributed mainly to
difference in processor conditions; i.e., variation in film load, replenishing rates, and
temperature variation. The dashed lines are trend lines through the data points. This result
confirms what is stated in Sec. 1 and also is mentioned in literature[14]: the sensitometric curve
is dependent on the processing conditions.

3.2

Influence of densitometer on maximum optical density

The optical density of the Mellis Griot filter has been measured with three densitometers.
Figure 3 shows the optical density of the standard Mellis Griot filters according to their
specification at the applied wavelength versus the optical density measured with the applied
densitometers. Apparently, the densitometers are linear only up to an optical density of ~2.
This confirms the statement in the introduction that the maximum optical density is difficult
to measure, due to limitations of the densitometer. For the analysis of the sensitometric
curves, it must be understood that the optical densities measured with the WP102 are
slightly higher (factor of 1.05) than according to this measurement.
Similarly, the optical densities measured with the Vidar VXR-12 are lower (factor of ~0.85)
than according to this measurement. However, we have chosen not to correct the measured
optical densities for these factors, since the calibration is uncertain mainly because of the
very different geometry and light source applied in these densitometers.
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3.3.

Separate fit of the sensitometric curves datasets

Each of the curves was fitted separately with Eq. (6a). A large spread in fit results was found,
both for the sensitometric curvature c 2 / c 1 (0.3 – 0.7 Gy−1) and for the sensitometric slope c 1
(2.1 – 4.2 Gy−1). According to Eq. (2), this corresponds with a broad range for γ (range: 0.6 –
1.4 Gy−1) and for the OD max (range: 2.2 – 3.7; mean 2.9, st.dev. 0.4). Figure 4 shows the
sensitometric curvature as a function of the sensitometric slope c 1 for the separate fits of 19
sensitometric curves. Due to the limited number of points per curve, small measurement
errors have a large influence on the parameters. Further, the confidence limits on the
parameters are quite large, because a larger c 1 combined with a smaller c 2 / c 1 can easily give
a fit that is almost as good as the found fit. To illustrate this, a typical curve has been fitted
with a range of fixed sensitometric curvatures. The result is shown in Fig. 5. For this typical
case the 90% confidence interval for the sensitometric curvature, according to Press et al[25].
2
(Chap. 15.6 page 692), is defined by 𝜒𝜒𝜒𝜒𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
+ 4.61. This yields 0.30 < c 2 / c 1 < 0.54 Gy−1. This

example illustrates that measurement of a sensitometric curve with six points, with an optical
density between 0 and 1.5, when measured with a typical accuracy, is not adequate for an
accurate determination of the sensitometric curvature
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Figure 1 Data set I of sensitometric curves for a) various electron beams (9 experiments) and
b) various photon beams (10 experiments). The lines are fit results mentioned in table II.
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Figure 2. Various sensitometric curves acquired with four types of film processor (see text).
For the AGFA CP 1000 and the Kodak 5000 RA three curves are plotted showing the effect of
the film processor at various moments in time. The large spread in curves shown here is
mainly attributed due to difference in processor conditions (variation in film load,
replenishing rate, temperature variation).

3.4

Simultaneous fit of sensitometric curves (dataset I)

A simultaneous fit has been tested for which, according to Eq. (6c), the sensitometric
curvature is related to the sensitometric slope via a parameter OD max . First, to verify the
assumption that there is no difference in the sensitometric curves for photon or electron
beams, the photon and electron part of dataset I have been evaluated individually. The photon
beam data are fitted as a single dataset with Eq. (6a). The parameters are a separate value of
c 1 for each sensitometric curve, a single OD max for the family of curves, and c 2 / c 1 related via
Eq. (6c). The same data handling is performed for the electron beam dataset. Results are
shown in Table I.
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Figure 3. Three types of densitometers have scanned filters with specified optical densities
(see text). This figure shows measured versus specified net optical density. Clearly the
densitometers are non-linear at high-density values. Therefore, OD max is difficult to
determine experimentally.
Table I: Results of fit of 19 sensitometric curves for photon beams and electron beams,
respectively.
Photons (dataset I)

Fit results

Electrons (dataset I)

OD max

c 1 [Gy-1]

χ red 2

OD max

c 1 [Gy-1]

χ red 2

2.73

2.2 – 4.3

2.0

2.79

2.2 – 3.2

1.3

Table II: Result of simultaneous fit of 19 sensitometric curves (photons and electrons)
Data set I

Fit results

OD max

c 1 [Gy-1]

χ red 2

2.76

2.2 – 4.3

1.71
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All 19 sensitometric curves of data set I have also been considered as a single dataset and
fitted in a similar way. Results are given in Table II.
The lines in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) are the result of this last method. The relation between
sensitometric slope and curvature is shown as solid line in Fig. 4. The differences between the
fitted data and the measured data are shown in Fig. 6. Thus, no significant differences are
found between electron and photon irradiation. Further, it can be concluded that this
simultaneous fit with a clear relation between dosimetric slope and curvature according to Eq.
(6c) is adequate to fit the data.

3.5

Simultaneous fit of sensitometric curves (dataset II)

The second dataset of 35 curves has been analyzed similarly as the first dataset. It turned out
that the sensitometric slope showed a significant time trend. Therefore, the dataset was split
into three subsets. Subset 2.2 (n =6) differs from subset 2.1 (n = 17) only by a reduced use of
the film processor by the main users of the processor due to the increased use of digital
techniques, while the replenishing rate of the processor was not changed[26]. Subset 2.3 (n =
12) differs from subset 2.1 and 2.2 by the use of another Kodak film processor, since the first
one was taken out of use.
The results of the simultaneous fit of the subsets are shown in Table III, along with a
simultaneous fit of all data of dataset II.
Apparently, although a large variety exists in dosimetric slopes, all sensitometric curves could
be adequately fitted with a single OD max of ~ 3.0.
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Figure 4. Fit results of data set I for photon (plus signs) and electron (squares) beams with
single hit model (equation 6). Per sensitometric curve both sensitometric slope (c 1 ) and
curvature (c 2 /c 1 ) have been fitted to minimize the least square deviation between measured
net optical density and model. The solid line shows the relation between slope and curvature,
found from simultaneous fit of all sensitometric curves, with as parameter a separate value
of c 1 for each sensitometric curve, a single OD max = 2.76 for the family of curves, and c 2 /c 1
related via equation 6b.
3.6.

Uncertainty of sensitometric curvature (MC dataset)

From Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) and Tables II and III, it is clear that measured sensitometric curves
can be fitted quite well with a sensitometric curvature that is related to the sensitometric slope
via Eq. (6c), although a large variety of sensitometric slopes were found. When fitting each
curve separately, this relation is not found, as shown in Fig. 4. Apparently, the measurement
uncertainty hides this relation. To verify this statement, we used the method of Monte Carlo
simulations of synthetic data sets[26] to estimate the confidence limits on the sensitometric
curvature.
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Figure 5: Goodness of fit as function of assumed sensitometric curvature, for a typical
sensitometric curve, determined from 6 dose points in the net optical density range of 0 – 1.5
Table III: Result of simultaneous fit of sensitometric curves of data set II (6 MV photons)
Data set II
OD max

c 1 [Gy-1] χ red 2

Subset IIa

3.09

3.4 – 4.8

2.4

Subset IIb

3.05

3.1 – 4.1

2.0

Subset IIc

2.99

2.6 – 3.2

2.5

Full dataset II

3.04

2.6 – 4.8

2.4

First, one MC data set was generated as large as dataset I, with exactly the same number of
data points and at the actual dose levels as dataset I. The data points of a sensitometric curve
were generated from Eq. (7), with OD max equal to 2.9, with c 1 randomly drawn from the
interval 2.3–3.9. Further an instrumental error was added for the uncertainty in the
determination of the film fog. This error was considered Gaussian with a standard deviation of
0.01. A measurement error in the optical density determination was also added. This error was
considered Gaussian with a relative standard deviation of 1%.
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As in results Sec. 3.3, each of the curves was fitted separately with Eq. (6a) as with the
parameters c 1 and c 2 / c 1 . A large variety in sensitometric curvature c 2 / c 1 (0.35 – 0.65 Gy)
and sensitometric slope c 1 (2.3 – 3.7 Gy) was found, as in the analysis of dataset I, with very
similar statistics. The relation between sensitometric slope and curvature is largely hidden
when curves are analyzed separately.
As in results Sec. 3.3, each of the curves was fitted separately with Eq. (6a) as with the
parameters c 1 and c 2 / c 1 . A large variety in sensitometric curvature c 2 / c 1 (0.35–0.65 Gy−1)
and sensitometric slope c 1 (2.3–3.7 Gy−1) was found, as in the analysis of dataset I, with very
similar statistics. The relation between sensitometric slope and curvature is largely hidden
when curves are analyzed separately.
To be sure that the statistics entered in the generation of the synthetic datasets was adequate,
the distribution of deviations between synthetic data points and fitted data points in each
synthetic dataset was compared to the distribution of deviations between actual data points
and fitted data points. In the actual dataset, the standard deviation of this distribution was
0.014. For the above scheme of synthetic dataset generation, the standard deviation in the
distribution of deviations was also 0.014. The minimum reduced mean square deviation χ2red

was similar to the one of the actual dataset; i.e., around 2. Thus, the synthetic dataset can be
considered as similar to the measured dataset.
Next, a simultaneous fit of all generated curves was performed. The parameters are a separate
value of c 1 for each sensitometric curve, a single OD max for the family of curves, and c 2 / c 1
related via Eq. (6c). Not surprisingly, a good fit was obtained with χ2red equal to 2.29, and
OD max equal to 2.92.

The accuracy with which OD max can be predetermined for a specific densitometer is, of
course, dependent on the number of sensitometric curves used in the determination of this
OD max . The MC method of synthetic datasets is also applicable for this purpose. We gradually
reduced dataset I, then generated 40 MC datasets similar to that reduced dataset, analyzed
each dataset, and determined a 95% confidence interval from the variation in found OD max .
The results are shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 6. Differences are shown between measured net optical density points and net optical
densities as fitted with the single hit model, using a mutual OD max of 2.76 Gy and a varying c 1
per sensitometric curve (photon beams of data set I).
Finally, the accuracy has been determined that can be reached in an actual situation with a
predetermined OD max and a single net OD determination at a dose of 0.7 Gy. When OD max is
determined with a 2% accuracy (95% confidence interval), when the background is
determined with an instrumental accuracy of 0.01 (1 SD) and the OD at 0.7 Gy is determined
with a measurement error of 0.01 (1 SD), then at all dose levels the measurement uncertainty
is between 1.7% at low dose (0.1 Gy) down to 1.1% at higher dose (0.7 Gy).

4

Discussion

Both dataset I and dataset II can be fitted adequately with the parameters as a separate value
of c 1 for each sensitometric curve, a single OD max for the family of curves, and c 2 /c 1 related
via Eq. (6c). The OD max found in both datasets differs 10%: see Tables II and III, compared to
the 2% uncertainty with which OD max can be determined according to results Sec. 3.6 (Fig. 7).
This difference becomes larger if the calibration of the densitometers discussed in results Sec.
2.1 would be taken into account. The difference might be partly due to the slightly different
irradiation geometry: field size and SSD.
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In addition, some doubt can be cast on the absolute calibration of the optical density, since the
geometric layout of light source and detector is quite different, as well as the wavelength of
the light source. We tend to conclude that the differences in OD max when using the same
irradiation conditions would be caused mainly by the use of different densitometers. The most
remarkable result, however, is that in both datasets, the data can be fitted with a single OD max .
This implies that the model is applicable and hence the sensitometric curvature is related to
the sensitometric slope via Eq. (6c). Let us now consider three methods to determine a
sensitometric curve in clinical practice.
(I)

Measure a dedicated curve by measuring 6 data points. Fit the data points with Eq.
(6a) by varying c 1 and c 2 /c 1 . This leads to large uncertainty in sensitometric curvature
(see Fig. 4).

(II)

Starting with the same measurement data, fit the data by varying c 1 only and using a
sensitometric curvature c 2 /c 1 that is related via Eq. (6c) to a predetermined OD max .
Obviously, by adding the knowledge about OD max , method II is more accurate.

(III)

A practical method, slightly less accurate than method II, is to determine c 1 from one
data point only, by measuring the optical density at 0.7 Gy and the sensitometric curve
as given by Eq. (7), with a predetermined OD max . As mentioned above in Sec. 3.6,
with a measurement uncertainty of 1% (1 standard deviation) in optical density plus an
uncertainty of 0.01 (1 standard deviation) in determination of the film fog, and using
an OD max predetermined from ten curves, then the sensitometric curve is known with
an accuracy well below 2% at all dose levels.

5. Conclusion
Equation (2), as given by the single hit model (Zhu12), might lead to a misunderstanding.
OD max should be a constant for a film type, but in practice it is difficult to determine and
varies with film densitometer. In addition, the film sensitivity is not a constant but is
dependent strongly on film processor conditions. An alternative formulation of the single hit
model is more intuitive: Eqs. (5) and (6a) have two parameters, “the sensitometric slope,”
which is the slope of the sensitometric curve at low dose, and the “sensitometric curvature”. It
turns out that the sensitometric curvature is related to the sensitometric slope via a constant
OD max , derived from both parameters according to Eq. (6c). OD max seems to depend only on
the densitometer type used and the film batch. However, the variation due to film batch seems
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to be limited; otherwise, no constant OD max would have fitted the data. Once OD max has been
predetermined for a given densitometer, the only fit parameter is the sensitometric slope c 1 .
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Figure 7: Calculated OD max (circles, right Y-axis) in the MC generated synthetic data set as a
function of the number of curves involved in MC simulations. The 95% confidence interval on
the OD max value is plotted as crosses (left Y-axis). Each curve consists of 6-11 data points with
an average of 6.8 data points. The dashed line is the trend line of the 95% confidence interval
(crosses).
Bos et al. [14] and Georg et al.[22] have shown that normalization of sensitometric curves leads
to a “universal relative sensitometric curve”[14] or “unique sensitometric curve”[22] at a given
institute; i.e., for a given film processor-densitometer type and for field sizes < 20x20 cm2.
This is only in agreement with our result when in practice the sensitometric slopes do not vary
too much. In our datasets the slopes vary more than a factor of 2, and then the relation
between sensitometric slope and sensitometric curvature should be taken into account when
fitting the data.
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This study is limited to sensitometric curves obtained for beams with 10x10 cm2 field size, at
shallow depth (1.5–7 cm). It is well known from the literature that XV-2 film is more
sensitive to low energy photons,[4, 18, 22] so that at large depth and field size the optical density
is expected to be larger for the same dose. This is not included in our study. However, it is not
expected that OD max will change. Thus, sensitometric curves for larger field sizes and at
larger depths are expected to involve changes in sensitometric slope with related changes in
curvature according to Eq. (6c).
As shown in the discussion section the use of the sensitometric slope as the only fit parameter,
to a tailor-made sensitometric curve, will yield more accurate dosimetric results. It would
even be possible to obtain a sensitometric curve from one dose point only. This finding is of
importance; e.g., for pretreatment IMRT verification.
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Abstract
This paper focuses on the accuracy, in absolute dose measurements, with GafChromic™ EBT
film achievable in water for a 6 MV photon beam up to a dose of 2.3 Gy. Motivation is to get
an absolute dose detection system to measure up dose distributions in a (water) phantom, to
check dose calculations. An Epson 1680 color (RGB) transmission flatbed scanner has been
used as film scanning system, where the response in the red color channel has been extracted
and used for the analyses. The influence of the flatbed film scanner on the film based dose
detection process was investigated. The scan procedure has been optimized; i.e. for instance a
lateral correction curve was derived to correct the scan value, up to 10%, as a function of
optical density and lateral position. Sensitometric curves of different film batches were
evaluated in portrait and landscape scan mode. Between various batches important variations
in sensitometric curve were observed. Energy dependence of the film is negligible, while a
slight variation in dose response is observed for very large angles between film surface and
incident photon beam. Improved accuracy in absolute dose detection can be obtained by
repetition of a film measurement to tackle at least the inherent presence of film
inhomogeneous construction. We state that the overall uncertainty is random in absolute EBT
film dose detection and of the order of 1.3 % (1 SD) under the condition that the film is
scanned in a limited centered area on the scanner and at least two films have been applied. At
last we advise to check a new film batch on its characteristics compared to available
information, before using that batch for absolute dose measurements.
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1 Introduction
In radiotherapy, film is employed as a 2D-radiation detector with high spatial resolution,
applicable in water and (inhomogeneous) solid phantoms, preferably for research and quality
assurance (QA) or quality control (QC) measurements. Recent developments in radiotherapy,
such as intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT), have introduced the desire to check
calculated dose distributions per individual patient in phantom, prior to patient irradiation. For
that, but also for other investigations requiring the validation of 2D dose distributions, film is
a very powerful dose measurement tool.
Film dosimetry can be applied with two types of films i.e. radiographic (silver halide) and
radiochromic

(GafChromic™)

film.

Both

film

types

exhibit

specific

dosimetric

characteristics. Various types of silver halide films (Kodak XV-2, Kodak EDR) have been
used in the past1-3. Limitations are the high effective Z for radiographic films, resulting in a
non-water equivalent dosimetric response3-7. Further, all silver halide film types require
developer and dark room facilities while the film development process can influence the
results of the measurements6, 8, 9. Nowadays film processor facilities are becoming scarce due
to the widespread introduction of digital imaging.
Various radiochromic film types10 (e.g. XR, MD-55, HS, and HD810) show an
inhomogeneous response and substantial time dependent response while in addition high
doses are required. In 2005 GafChromic EBT film was introduced as a dosimetry film11-17.
According to the manufacturer, most of the previous mentioned disadvantages of GafChromic
film have been minimized with the new EBT film type (http://www.ispcorp.com). As
advantage it is mentioned that EBT film is easy to handle, relatively insensitive to
environmental light while no developer is required.
Water is the reference medium in radiotherapy absolute dosimetry18. In this paper the
dosimetric properties of GafChromic EBT film have been studied and compared with
ionization chamber data in water. The reason for this is threefold.
a). At first, as reported in literature19, most plastic phantoms materials (e.g. solid water, virtual
water20, polystyrene, etc) have relative electron densities comparable to water. However the
mass energy absorption coefficient and electron scattering relative to water depends on the
energy and is not a constant value. The absorbed dose depends on the energy absorbed in the
phantom at depth of measurement. At the point of measurement with film in a plastic
133
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phantom the dose will be dependent on the spectrum of the beam at that point, on the mass
energy absorption coefficient from film relative to water and the mass energy absorption
coefficient from the plastic phantom material relative to water. None of these parameters are
constant and should be known to predict the optical density, and so the measured dose.
Besides, energy fluence spectra change with field size and depth. Monte Carlo simulations
can help on this subject, but also introduce problems and uncertainties. Therefore, water as
phantom material is preferred, eliminating possible uncertainties in dose detection due to solid
phantom material.
b). Secondly, when film depth dose and profile curves have to be compared to ionization
chamber measurements, scanning dose distributions in a water phantom is less time
consuming.
c). Thirdly, when GafChromic film is submerged in water instead of inflexible phantoms, no
air gaps between phantom and film are present, i.e. additional errors due to air gaps will be
avoided21, 22.
In radiation therapy the aim is to achieve an overall dose delivery better than 3.5% (1 SD), i.e.
from calibration of the ionization chamber to the actual dose delivered to the patient23. That
means that the measurement uncertainty of dose detection of EBT film, which might be part
of the dosimetric chain, should be much less, e.g. less than 2% in absolute dose value (1 SD).
Although in literature most properties of GafChromic EBT film have been revealed, the
overall accuracy in dose determination in water is difficult to compose. The aim of this paper
is therefore to measure the overall dose accuracy achievable in water and to formulate
guidelines to improve GafChromic EBT film dosimetry.
To do this, several aspects have to be determined. First, due to ongoing technical innovation,
relatively inexpensive color (RGB) transmission flatbed scanners have become an interesting
alternative to previous generations of commonly used film digitizers such as the Vidar and
Lumiscan. Since transmission flatbed scanners were not designed as dosimetry tool in
radiotherapy, the scan procedure has to be evaluated carefully to determine its accuracy.
Previous research15,17,24,25 has shown that flatbed scanners need corrections in the lateral scan
direction (perpendicular to the scan axis). The lateral scan correction curves depend on the
scanner brand and type and color subtracted from the scan signal, and might be exemplary.
The scan protocols reported in literature differ, which enforces the investigation on scanner
properties at individual institutions. To investigate the contribution of the scanner on the dose
134
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accuracy achievable, the signal to noise ratio as function of the optical density, and saturation
of the scanner, has to be studied. Using the method described in literature26 the accuracy of
the scanner has been determined. In addition, to promote the usefulness of this work, the scan
procedure has been described in detail.
Secondly, film characteristics have been studied from literature and measurements for various
film batches. The conversion of optical density of a film to a dose distribution has been
evaluated. Sensitometric curves have been compared. For radiographic film, the response due
to field size and depth dependence is reported to vary up to 10% for 6 MV3, 4, 27. Therefore,
although the ratio of mass energy absorption coefficient of GafChromic EBT film to water is
reported to be almost constant

25, 28-30

, we have determined the influence of low energy

scattered photons on the optical density of the EBT film for a 6 MV photon beam. Percentage
depth dose curves and beam profiles obtained with film have been compared with standard
ionization chamber data. The dependence of the optical density of the EBT film on the angle
of incidence of the beam22 has been studied.
Based on all gathered information the dose detection accuracy, achievable with EBT film, has
been estimated.

2

Materials and Methods

2.1

EBT film

GafChromic EBT film is a double-layered film consisting of two nominally 17 μm active
layers separated by a 6 μm surface layer and sandwiched between two clear polystyrene 97
μm outer layers (total thickness of the film is 234 μm). The active layers consist of monomer
crystals (lithium salt of pentacosa-10, 12-diynoic acid) dispersed in gelatin. The monomer
converts to a polymer under irradiation; after irradiation the film shows a bluish image. The
effective atomic number of GafChromic EBT film is reported to be 6.98, which is almost
water equivalent (7.3). EBT film can be handled in existing interior light. However, it does
have a low sensitivity to UV light31. So it is recommended to minimize light exposure. EBT
film shows instant coloration on radiation dose, though with a small contribution of post
irradiation coloration. Post irradiation coloration, also depicted as post exposure growth, is the
increase of the optical density of the GafChromic film with time after exposure. Due to post
exposure growth it is recommended to scan the films at least 6hr11, 13, 25, 32-36 after irradiation.
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In our study, to avoid different influences of post exposure growth during experiments, film
calibration sheets have been scanned simultaneously with the experimental film sheets.
EBT film is applicable in water without the need of sealing the film4, 22. After 15 minutes of
immersion in water a slight light blue fog of about 2 mm width along the film edges is visible
due to water penetration. After drying the film at room temperature for one hour no such
water trace is detectible even if the film is scanned. Since we scan the film more than 6 hours
after irradiation, i.e. immersion in water, no additional precautions were necessary for this
effect.
According to its specifications, EBT film can be used up to at least 8 Gy. Most experiments in
this study were carried out below 2.3 Gy, which encompasses the clinical dose-range per
fraction for most IMRT cancer treatments, i.e. the main use intended for this type of film.
The films are distributed in boxes of 25 sheets of 8"x10", marked with a lot or a batch
number. This number is unique per manufacturing process date, but not per box; i.e. several
boxes can have the same number. A batch number consists of 5 digits, the first appears to be 3
in this study, the second represents the last digit of a year, while the three last digits represent
the production day of that year. For each experiment, films from the same batch (and even the
same box) have been used. This means that box-to-box or batch-to-batch variations do not
contribute to our measurement inaccuracy, unless explicitly mentioned.
It is possible to cut a film sheet in pieces to reproduce or compare experiments, but the
orientation of each piece, i.e. “needle direction”, must then be marked. In this study the film
was cut with a standard lever type paper cutter (Dahle 565, Germany). Water penetration was
not increased at the edges cut by this cutter, nor any signs of mechanical stress was
observed25.
To investigate the effect of front and back flipping of the EBT film, an irradiated film strip,
arbitrarily chosen from a benchmark of film experiments used to gather sensitometric data,
has been cut into eight parts, each part representing a step-wedge value (see below). On a
fixed position on the glass plate each film part has been scanned in portrait mode. The film
parts have been scanned and flipped front to back, and scanned again.
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2.2

Transmission flatbed RGB film scanner

All GafChromic EBT films in this study have been scanned with an Epson 1680 Expression
Pro transmission flatbed scanner (Epson Seiko Corporation, Nagano, Japan) in combination
with a Silverfast driver and software loaded on a recent type PC (with Microsoft Windows
XP). Driver software settings must explicitly exclude data enhancement to avoid for instance
the gamma and color balance picture enhancement common applied in most scanner software.
The scanner has been configured to scan with 72 dpi (~0.35 mm/pixel) and 48 bit RGB (16 bit
per channel). The maximum value of the ADC, i.e. analogue-to-digital converter scale, is 216
(65535). The absorption peak of EBT film is most pronounced13, 35 at 636 nm. Therefore it is
recommended to scan the film with this wavelength for maximum optical density values, i.e. a
good signal to noise ratio. Since flatbed scanners use broadband fluorescent tubes, the signal
has been extracted between 600 and 700 nm from the data file and is depicted as "red
channel". Raw image ADC data has been evaluated with ImageJ software (version 1.33,
National Institutes of Health, USA). Conversion to optical density has been performed with
self-written routines in Matlab (version 7.0.1) to select the red channel and performing pixelby-pixel divisions to acquire optical density values. Evaluations of most measurement results
have been performed in Excel (Microsoft Office 2003).
With a standard button in the Silverfast driver software it is possible to scan 1, 4, 8 or 16
times, and writing the averaged image to disk (TIFF file). Scanner warm-up effects24 have
been reduced by leaving the scanner on. Before dosimetry scans have been made, previewscans of the glass plate have been obtained, at least 16 times, to condition the lamp. Based on
our scanner analysis, films used in our further experiments have been scanned once. The
focus of the scanner detector is default at 2.5 mm above the glass plate, i.e. standard slide –
scan mode of the flatbed scanner, but this has to be adjusted to focus on the glass plate,
yielding a light-focusing on the film. To do this a standard option in the Silverfast driver
software can be used. The orientation of the film on the scanner, i.e. the orientation of the
needle shaped polymer crystals in the film with respect to the scan direction, is crucial and
should be held constant within an experiment16, 17. In this paper the film orientation on the
scanner is referred to as “portrait” when the short (8 inch) film side coincides with the short
glass plate side of the scanner (22 cm), or landscape when it is rotated 90 degrees.
The 2-D maximum scan area (or glass plate) of the Epson 1680 has the dimension of 22x31
cm2, denoted as the lateral and longitudinal (scan) direction or axis, respectively. The light137
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tube of the scanner moves along the longitudinal direction. It is recommended to avoid the
edges of the glass plate since scan data can be inaccurate here17. A Lucite template has been
used to position the film away from the glass plate edges. Therefore, although the glass plate
area is scanned, the data from the edges of the glass plate (1 cm) have been skipped in further
data processing. For the longitudinal scan direction the response in optical density is reported
to be constant within 0.5%15, 17. This has been checked for our scanner. For the lateral scan
direction the Epson scan profiles of EBT film images appear to be dependent on lateral pixel
position and optical density, causing up to 10% variation at a typical optical density value
corresponding to 2.3 Gy17, 37. Therefore we needed to determine the optical density-dependent
lateral correction. In all our other experiments we have applied the lateral optical density
correction.
In literature11,

26, 34

the accuracy of flatbed scanners have been described. As reported in

literature the optical density range is limited due to saturation and noise26. So the optical
density range of transmission flatbed scanners is mainly restricted to the intrinsic
reproducibility of the ADC value given at a reference optical density. In this study the Epson
scanner accuracy has been investigated.
The scan procedure consists of determination of the signal in ADC values per pixel for the
maximum scan area. First the glass plate (I 0 =ADC 0 ) has been scanned. In contrast to
literature25, the signal of I0 has been referred to the glass plate, i.e. an ADC 0 value around
64000 and not 216. After that the irradiated film is placed on the glass plate (I t =ADC t ). The
pixel-by-pixel division of these two ADC values and taking the 10logarithmic value yields (by
definition) the optical density (OD) values, i.e. OD =10 log

I0
. In this way, any imperfection of
It

the glass plate present is detected in both the I 0 and It value, so the influence on the measured
optical density will be minimized. The background or fog has been determined by scanning a
non-irradiated film (I t = ADC fog ), and is also determined pixel-by-pixel with respect to I0 . To
eliminate noise, the background applied in the dose detection procedure is the averaged
optical density value determined in a region of interest of about 5 x 5 cm2 on the central
longitudinal axis of the scanner glass plate. The background value is used to correct the
measured optical density value (OD) from an irradiated film pixel, yielding the net optical
density (OD net ). The background value has been compared for various films within a batch,
and from batch to batch.
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In summary, the EBT film scan procedure and data-handling, which leads to absolute dose
distributions, consists of the following steps [within brackets the software used for that
process]:
1. Scan glass plate (I 0 ) [Silverfast]
2. Scan the irradiated film (I t ) [Silverfast]
3. Select red channel from file (tagged image file (.tiff)) [Matlab]
4. Pixel by pixel division and logarithmic [Matlab]
5. Apply optical density dependent lateral correction [Matlab]
6. Subtract background [OmniPro I’mRT (Scanditronix-Wellhöfer)]
7. Apply sensitometric curve [OmniPro I’mRT]

2.3.

Sensitometric curve

GafChromic EBT shows a non-linear relation between net optical density and dose. The
process of coloration of the EBT film crystals, i.e. the interaction of photons with the active
component in EBT, is expected to follow Poisson statistics. Applying the single hit theory5, 8
yields the next relation between OD and dose (D):

OD =

{

(

c1
1 − exp − 2(c 2 / c1 ) D
2(c 2 / c1 )

)}

(1)

where c 1 is expressed in terms of Gy-1 and c 2 in terms of Gy-2. In equation 1 c 1 is given as the
“sensitometric slope” and c 2 /c 1 as the “sensitometric curvature” . Both c 1 and c 2 /c 1 can be
determined from fitting experimental data. In accordance to the single hit theory

8

we can

write equation 1 as

OD = ODmax {1 − exp(− c1 D / ODmax )}
with the maximum optical density ODmax =

(2)

c1
. The parameter OD max was initially
2(c 2 / c1 )

intended to be a physical constant by definition5, but here the parameter OD max will be a fit
parameter8. Assuming the optical density will reach a constant value at large dose, OD max will
be fitted as a single value for GafChromic EBT film. In this way the OD max value used in our
139
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way can be seen as a physical constant, although in magnitude it will not reach its final value
as the fit value is based on a limited range of dose values, instead of the infinite dose range.
For each measured sensitometric curve a value of c 1 has been derived, so over various batches
this yields a range of c 1 values, with a mutual value for OD max . Film composition and
construction process can vary per batch, and influence the outcome of the fit parameters, i.e.
due to variation of active layer thickness, concentration variation of the monomer crystals,
crystal sizes etc. In addition, the values of OD max and c 1 depend on film orientation on the
flatbed scanner. The fit parameters derived from equation 2 have been used to characterize the
film. The intra- and inter-batch variation of the film has been investigated and allows
comparison of film characteristics between various institutions. The scan procedure contains a
conversion of optical density to dose (step 7), applying the inverse function of equation 2. A
polynomial function of the fourth degree has been applied for this.

2.4.

Experimental set-up

Films have been irradiated on a Varian (Palo Alto, USA) 2300 C/D accelerator equipped with
a millennium type MLC (120 leafs, 0.5 cm at isocenter distance) and a 6 MV photon beam.
We have used a scanning 3-D servo system from Scanditronix-Wellhöfer, Blue Phantom
(48x48x48 cm3) with OmniPro Accept (version 6.4) and OmniPro I’mRT software (version
1.4.3.3.). Standard dose calibrated thimble ionization chambers with internal volume of 0.13
cm3 have been used for point, profile and depth dose measurements (CC13, Scanditronix).
Absolute output dosimetry has been performed with an NE2571 graphite ionization chamber
under reference conditions, i.e. 10x10 cm2 at SSD=100 cm, and at a depth of 10 cm, using a
Keithley 35040 electrometer, according to the NCS protocol18. The chamber is calibrated at
the Dutch National Standard laboratory (NMi, Delft). The signal of the thimble ionization
chamber has been calibrated to absolute dose values under reference conditions against the
NE2571 chamber. To guarantee spatially correlation between ionization chamber and film
dose measurements for both depth dose and profile measurements, both systems have been
aligned carefully with respect to the radiation isocentre, by applying the 50% field edge
points.
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2.4.1. Scanner accuracy
The ADC values have been measured up to scanner saturation according to the method
described by Gonzalez-Lopez26. In addition, the ADC value of an opaque piece of film has
also been determined as described by Devic11, 34. The signal to noise ratio of the scanner has
been determined by performing 11 scans per neutral density transmission filter, to derive the
standard deviation in the ADC values. The probability function 26 at 1 SD and 2 SD has been
derived for both the response of ADC value and the standard deviation at each calibrated
optical density. This experiment has been performed with nine transmission filters on BK7
glass, in the range OD=0.4 - 3.0 (03FNG040 – 03FNG069, Melles Griot (Carlsbad, CA)).
Optical densities up to OD = 5.0 have been determined by stacking no more than two filters.
The calibration value of the optical density as a function of the wavelength is given by the
manufacturer. From the calibration data the calibration optical density has been determined
for the red channel (range 600-700 nm), by averaging the OD within that wavelength range.
The ADC values have been extracted with ImageJ software, and calculations have been
performed in Excel.
2.4.2. Sensitometric curve
Further on, we have studied whether GafChromic film shows constancy in c 1 values per batch
and over batches. Maintaining the dose range under investigation fixed, OD max has been taken
constant (as described elsewhere), based on the idea of reproducibility in film production
process. Six batches have been studied and evaluated within one single experiment. Each film
was irradiated with a dynamic step and shoot dose step-wedge field (x= 9 cm, y=28 cm,
effective MLC field size y=22 cm) with 8 dose steps. The dose step-wedge was calibrated
with an ionization chamber in water in the middle of each dose step. The maximum dose to
the filmstrip was 2.3 Gy.
Each film was positioned at 7 cm depth at SSD=93 cm, positioned horizontal in the water
phantom and supported by a 2 mm polystyrene sheet. The 2 mm polystyrene sheet at 5 cm
depth in water has been considered to have a negligible effect on the absolute dose-to-water
measurement. For each of the six batches two filmstrips of 5 cm wide and 25 cm long were
exposed individually. Due to its water equivalence the measured optical density has been
considered independent of the width of the film strip. An unirradiated film piece was used to
derive the background of that batch. All twelve films were scanned both in portrait and
landscape mode to derive different fit parameters with regard to the scan mode. Sensitometric
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data were deduced with a mutual OD max for the family of curves and an individual c 1 value8
for each film.
To determine the lateral correction of the scanner we have defined a central longitudinal axis
of the scan area at the middle of the maximum scan area on the glass plate. The “8-stepwedge filmstrip” was positioned parallel to the longitudinal axis and has been scanned in that
position at different lateral positions on the glass plate15, 17, 24, 25, 37. The lateral correction has
been defined as the local optical density relative to the optical density value at the central
longitudinal axis. This way of work yields a lateral correction as function of optical density.
Over a period of a month we have determined the lateral correction values several times.
2.4.3. Water phantom set-up
According to the measurement setup of van Battum and Heijmen4 (their Fig. 1) a
measurement set-up device has been modified to position GafChromic EBT film sheets in
water. The films can be positioned in a vertical plane, perpendicular to the water surface. The
device allows rotating the film over 90º easily (within one minute) and due to its construction
the film is always positioned perpendicular to the water surface. We define a portrait mode as
the short film side along the water surface, and landscape mode as the long film side along the
water surface.
2.4.4. Angle of incidence on the film
For radiographic film it is common practice to position the film at an angle of about 2-3
degrees to the plane of the beam to avoid dose perturbation. For a previous GafChromic film
type small effects (<2%) have been reported21, 22. Since EBT film is almost water-equivalent
no perturbation is expected. To verify whether EBT film shows any angular dependence with
the incident beam we constructed a tool such that the angle between the incident beam and the
surface of the film can be varied between 0, i.e. film surface parallel to the beam, and 90º, i.e.
film surface perpendicular to the beam. The rotation point of the film is fixed with high
accuracy at 5 cm depth in the water tank. The field size for this experiment is 10x10 cm2 at
SSD = 100 cm, applying 200 MU (1.73 Gy). This experiment was executed three times and
each measurement consisted of three film pieces (5x5 cm2). Each film optical density is
normalized to the measurement at 0º. The optical density of the film was determined as an
average over an area of 5x5 pixels (1.7x1.7 mm2) at the centre of rotation of the film. All film
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pieces have been scanned at the same position on the flatbed scanner glass plate applying a
template.
2.4.5. Energy dependence
For larger depths and field sizes the spectrum of 6 MV photon beams will soften, due to
increased contribution of low energy photons (< 100 keV). If GafChromic EBT film shows
energy dependence the response of EBT film to a fixed dose would change at various field
sizes and depth. We adopted the method and device previously presented by van Battum and
Heijmen4 (their Fig. 1 and 3) to investigate this effect for EBT film. For the reference field
size of 10x10 cm2 a fixed dose of 2 Gy on the central beam axis at a depth of 1.5 cm, 5 cm, 10
cm and 20 cm depth was applied to the GafChromic EBT film, positioned on the central beam
axis in the 3-D water phantom and perpendicular to the water surface. These measurements
were repeated for 4x4 cm2, 20x20 cm2 and 30x30 cm2 field sizes. Each measurement
consisted of three individually irradiated pieces of film with their size optimized to the desired
field size. The net optical density per field size and depth combination was normalized to the
reference field size 10x10 cm2 and 5 cm depth. Within each measurement session a reference
field size measurement was included. All measurements have been repeated at least twice.
2.4.6. Depth dose distributions and profile measurements
EBT film sheets have been irradiated in water to determine the depth dose curve along the
central axis and dose profiles at various depths for gantry at 0º. For the depth dose
determination the film was irradiated edge-on, with the film totally immersed in water and the
edge of the film sheet less than 0.1 mm below the water surface. Field sizes of 10x10 cm2 and
18x18 cm2 have been studied for a 6 MV photon beam applying 200 MU per sheet. For dose
profile measurements the film was placed horizontally, at a depth of 5 cm, supported on a 2
mm polystyrene sheet. For each setting three film sheets were irradiated and averaged.

3 Results
3.1

Scanner

Scanning an opaque sheet11, 34 of film the maximum optical density of the scanner appears to
be 3.56 (ADC=18 ± 2 (1 SD)). In Fig. 1 the accuracy of the scanner is shown as a function of
the optical density, calculated with probability functions p=0.68 (1 SD) and p=0.95 (2 SD).
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Clearly, the accuracy decreases for optical densities between 0 and 0.5, and above optical
density 2.5.
6
p=0.68
p=0.95

Scan accuracy [%]

5
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3

2

1
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1
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3
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Optical Density [-]

Fig. 1: Scan uncertainty as function of the optical density, for two values of the probability
function p=0.68 (1 SD), p=0.95 (2 SD) for an Epson 1680 Expression Pro transmission flatbed
scanner. This figure has been determined according to the method of Gonzalez-Lopez26 with
transmission neutral density filters on BK7, with optical density values stated by the
manufacturer.
No influence on the optical density values has been observed due to warm-up effects of the
scanner. When scanning the same film ten times (short time variation), the scanner signal, i.e.
the ADC values, remains constant within 0.5% (3 SD) for all densities applied (0 < OD < 3).
To investigate the long time variations, repetition of this experiment over a period of several
weeks has been performed and has not shown any change in ADC value within 0.5% (3 SD).
The measured I 0 of the glass plate is around 64000 ADC value, and not constant over the total
scan area (0.8%, 1 SD). This emphasizes the necessity to use the pixel by pixel method, and
thus incorporating the glass plate image in the overall film dose detection procedure.
Experiments to investigate front and back flipping effect did not show any change in optical
density value, for the optical density range up to OD=0.9.
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Fig. 2:

Lateral correction curves as measured for various optical densities. Each

curve is the result of averaged data of at least 7 measurements over one month. Each
measured point in this figure has been determined with 0.5% accuracy (1SD). The dashed line
is the lateral correction curve averaged over all measured optical densities. The error bars
show the 0.5% accuracy.
In the longitudinal direction the read-out signal of the scanner, for a particular transmission
filter, did not change more than 0.5% (1 SD). This is independent of the lateral position of this
longitudinal scan. In the lateral direction the scanner signal is a function for both the lateral
position on the glass plate and the optical density. In Fig. 2 average correction values are
shown for various optical densities as determined relative to the central longitudinal axis
value. The reproducibility, for each measured data point in the curve, shows to be 0.3-0.5% (1
SD). The correction curve averaged over the eight optical densities is shown in Fig. 2 as the
dashed curve. The geometrical accuracy in both scan directions has been determined by
repetitive scans of a film with known dimensions. The geometrical accuracy of the scanner
resembles the scan resolution of 72 dpi, i.e. 0.35 mm.
Newton rings yield an increased variation of the ADC value, although mostly limited in area.
The location of the fringes are difficult to predict and can be regarded as located randomly.
The variation in ADC value due to those rings depends on the period of the fringe pattern and
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its amplitude. Within the area defined by the pixel size the optical density will be an averaged
value over that pixel area. Therefore, scanning the film with 72 dpi will damp the influence of
Newton rings with a period less than 0.35 mm, due to averaging. Studying this influence it
appears that for 72 dpi the effect of the rings on the ADC value cannot be distinguished from
the effect of the intrinsic inhomogeneity of EBT film.

Fig. 3: Sensitometric curves for six different batches scanned in both portrait (P) and
landscape (L) mode. The solid and dashed lines represent fitted curves according to equation
2 for the portrait and landscape mode, respectively. Fit values for OD max and c 1 have been
given in Table I. Measurement uncertainty is 1% (1 SD).
3.2.

EBT film

In Fig. 3 measured net optical density values are plotted against dose values, taken from six
different batches, scanned in portrait and landscape mode. Dots represent measured values.
The lines show fitted curves through corresponding measured values, applying equation 2.
The fit parameters obtained, and the accuracy in it given by the reduced mean square value
(χ2 red ), are given in Table 1.
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Table I: Fit parameters obtained as a result of simultaneous fit of the 6 portrait and landscape
sensitometric curves, respectively.
OD max [-] c 1 [Gy-1]

χ red 2

Portrait mode

0.684

0.298 – 0.355

0.06

Landscape mode

0.605

0.285 – 0.348

0.06

The variability in c 1 shown in Table I encompass the variation of six film batches, but also fit
uncertainty, scanner variation and experimental variations. When a sheet of film is cut into
four strips and each strip is irradiated with the dose step-wedge, the mutual optical density
variation along the scan line is 0.5% (1 SD). Within a single batch number it has been shown
that the variation in c 1 can be neglected, within the experimental uncertainty. No significant
post exposure growth effect has been observed beyond 15 hours after irradiation. The
background differs per batch, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Within a batch the background is
constant within 0.3% (1 SD). The average background value as shown in Fig. 4 is 0.17.

3.3.

Angular dependence on incident radiation beam

The measured relative optical density as a function of the angle of incidence on the film is
shown in Fig. 5. The measurement uncertainty is 0.25% (1 SD). Measured net optical density
values decrease in magnitude up to 1% with increasing angle of incidence above an angle of
about 70°.

3.4.

Field size and depth dependence at 6 MV

In Fig. 6 results of field size and depth dependency of net the optical density are shown. For
all data points the average standard deviation per point is 0.2%, given as error bars.
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Fig. 4: The background for eight different film batches, scanned in portrait mode. The error
bars represent an accuracy of 0.002 (1 SD) in optical density, i.e. 1% variation in optical
density.
3.5.

Depth dose distributions

Fig. 7 shows a depth dose distribution for a 10x10 cm2, measured with a CC13 ionization
chamber (dashed line) and EBT GafChromic film, both in water and expressed in dose values.
The average data for three films has been plotted as a solid line, derived from the single pixel
row of the film, representing the central beam axis. The difference between ionization
chamber measurements and the average EBT film data has been plotted too (right y-axis). The
average GafChromic EBT film data agrees on average within ±0.6% (1 SD) with the
ionization chamber data, with a maximum deviation of about ± 1.5%.
When measurements from a single film have been compared with ionization chamber data,
differences between 0.8% and 1.0% (1 SD), with maximum difference up to 3%, have been
observed. In this evaluation, we excluded a part of the buildup region shallower than 0.9 cm
depth since the applied ion chamber measurements do not predict the dose in that region
correctly. All measured depth dose data with film have been scanned in portrait mode and on
the center of the glass plate, i.e. no corrections on the lateral scanner readings were needed.
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Fig. 5: Sensitivity of GafChromic EBT film as a function of the angle of incidence of the
radiation onto the film, normalized to the zero angle value. The error bars represent 0.25%
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Fig. 6: Field size and depth dependence of the net optical density. The net optical density has
been normalized to a dose of 2 Gy at 5 cm depth for the 10x10 cm2 reference field, SSD=100
cm. The error bars show measurement variation of 0.2% (1 SD).
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Fig. 7: Depth dose distribution in water for a CC13 ionization chamber (dashed line) and three
EBT GafChromic films (averaged, solid line). The difference between these two measurements
has been shown on the right y-axis.
3.6.

Profiles in water

Fig. 8 shows beam profiles detected with three EBT films, compared to ionization chamber
measurement. Data has been plotted in absolute dose value, for an 18x18 cm2 field size. As
the measured beam profiles with film were scanned in portrait mode and on the center of the
glass plate no scanner correction was needed. The data shown has been derived from a single
pixel row of the image. The maximum dose variation detected between film and ionization
chamber over three film measurements is 4.6 cGy, while the average dose deviation is 1.8
cGy or 1.3% (1 SD). The part of the profile in the vicinity of the penumbra, i.e. 0.5 cm from
the 50% field edge, was excluded.
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Fig. 8: Profile of an 18x18 cm2 field in water, measured with three EBT GafChromic films and
an ionization chamber. Dose values have been given as absolute values. The differences
between EBT film and the ionization chamber have been shown too (right y-axis). AVG is the
average profile, determined from the three EBT films.

4

Discussion

In this study it has been shown that absolute dose detection in water can be performed with
GafChromic EBT film in combination with a low cost transmission flatbed scanner as the
Epson 1680. However, care must be taken with respect to film and detector related practical
aspects, as already partially mentioned in the literature.

4.1.

Scanner

The performance of the scanner, e.g. light focus and applied software, as well as the scan
procedures should be optimized. Color flatbed scanners produce image files in which the
visible light data is divided into three channels: red, green and blue. The image is exported in
a tagged image file format (tiff). It is recommended to use only the red channel of the tiff file
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since in this light range the light signal variation, i.e. the sensitivity of the scanner, is at its
largest ††††. From Fig. 1 it can be concluded that the scanner accuracy is better than 0.5% (1
SD) in the optical density range of 0.5 to 2.5, i.e. subtracting the background value of about
0.5 yields a net optical density between 0 and 2.0. The net optical density for the EBT film –
Epson 1680 scanner combination appears to be about OD net =0.4 at 2 Gy. This is relatively
low compared to radiographic films8, e.g. Kodak XV-2: OD net = 1.6 – 1.8 at 1 Gy. It means
that the film has a relative low sensitivity for a 6 MV photon beam, as already mentioned in
literature.
The ADC signal per pixel depends on the lateral position of that pixel in the scan plane. This
variation is slightly asymmetric in shape (Fig. 2). Variation up to 10% has been observed,
which is in the order of that found by Fiandra15, but less than reported by Lynch17. For highest
accuracy film dosimetry we recommend determination and use of the lateral optical density
dependent correction data as function of optical density and to check these values on
constancy in time, e.g. 0.5% in this work. In our institution the lateral correction of the scan
image is applied based on a look-up table in Matlab.
As shown in Fig. 3 the optical density for a single batch of EBT film, scanned in portrait
versus landscape mode, vary up to 10% at 2 Gy. This is in agreement with literature17. When
the film is rotated 90 degrees on the scanner glass plate, the anisotropic light scattering caused
by the needle-shape polymers crystals in the film will result in different lateral scan correction
data. Therefore, the lateral correction value discussed above might be different between
portrait and lateral scanned film. In principle both scan modes can be applied, however within
an experiment the scan mode should be unchanged. The portrait mode has been chosen as the
standard scan mode in our institution.

4.2.

EBT film

In Fig. 4 a variation in background up to 13% over eight batches can be observed. Therefore,
the background value should be measured for each batch number individually. Within a batch
the background appears to be constant within 1%, so experiments applying film from the
same batch does not require individually determined background values.
††††

For detials: go to ISP
http://www.ispcorp.com/products/dosimetry/content/brochures/gafebt/EBTwhitepaper.pdf.
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The different range of c 1 -values for landscape and portrait mode reported in Table I imply
that the light scattering in the scanner is probably anisotropic due to the orientation of the
polymer “needles” in the film with respect to the light tube. For sensitometric curves
measured up to 8 Gy it is observed that the value of OD max increases to about 1.00, with c 1 of
about 0.27 Gy-1. The c 1 value of 0.27 Gy-1 here differs from the c 1 range reported in Table I
because the sensitometric data differs significantly from the data set related to Table I. The
negligible variation of c 1 within a single batch can only be obtained if in the determination
procedure of the optical density to dose conversion the output of the accelerator is checked by
ionization chamber measurements. The inter-batch variation in c 1 (see Table I) is much lower
than encountered with Kodak XV-2 film reported in a previous study8. This can be described
fully to the absence of a developing process for the EBT film.
An error in the overall dosimetric EBT film accuracy might be introduced by the fit process of
the net optical density to dose curve. The standard deviation of the difference between
calculated (fit) dose and measured dose is 0.005 Gy, and shows no dose dependency. If this
value is displayed as a relative dose uncertainty, a slight increase at low dose is observed
(0.5% up to 0.8%). This fit uncertainties incorporates experimental uncertainties as well34.

4.3.

Angular dependence

The angular dependence in dose response of the EBT film can be ignored up to 70º angle
between film and photon beam. For larger angles (between 70º and 90º) an angular
dependence seems present even taking into account the experimental uncertainty of 0.8%. For
EBT film the film response decreases up to 1% at 90º. The angular dependence, as reported
for GafChromic MD-55-2 film21, 22, showed an increase in response of about 1%.
The explanation for the angular dependence is not clear. Possible small misalignment in
measurement setup can cause deviations of signal with respect to the normalization angle. But
careful examination of the rotation axis did not show variations to that extend that the results
shown in Fig. 5 can be explained. Another explanation might be the non-perfect water
equivalence of the film, i.e. small differences in secondary electron scattering around the
point of interest. The angular dependency should be considered in high accuracy dose
detection experiments, for example in IMRT-composite plan measurements.
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4.4.

Energy dependence

For the largest field sizes in radiotherapy beams, Compton scattered low energy photons in
the phantom are most pronounced. The slight energy dependence reported in the literature28
could show up under these conditions. As expected from theory, at 20 cm depth, the optical
density of the largest field size is expected to be highest due to the increase of these low
energy scattered photons. Yet, no significant increase of optical density is observed for a
30x30 cm2 field size at 20 cm depth, also not for the 20x20 cm2 field size (Fig. 6). On the
contrary, the optical density seems to decrease for larger field sizes. The fact that the optical
density of the 20x20 cm2 field size is 1% lower at 20 water depth, but for 30x30 cm2 this
effect is less than 0.5%, shows that no significant field size effect can be demonstrated.
Therefore, the conclusion here is that for EBT film no significant variation of optical density
was determined, which is in accordance with the water equivalent specifications of the EBT
film. The experimental variation of the normalized optical density has been determined as
0.2% per measurement point. For all points shown in Fig. 6 the average value has been
determined yielding a standard deviation of 0.4% (1SD). Therefore, considering the net
optical density independent of field size and phantom depth, an uncertainty of 0.4% (1 SD) is
introduced.

4.5.

Depth dose distributions and profiles in water

For a single film, measured depth dose values are in agreement with the standard ionization
chamber data within 1% (1 SD) of the dose maximum value. Averaging the results from three
films improves this accuracy to 0.7%, although local deviations up to 1% of dose maximum
value might occur. For a profile measurement the standard deviation of the difference
between the ionization chamber data and a single EBT film is 1.4% (1 SD), with locally a
maximum up to 4.3%. After averaging the data from three films, the mean difference reduces
to 0.9% (1 SD). Smoothing the data with e.g. a moving average filter decreases deviations
attributed to noise, but will influence accurate measurements of penumbral widths and steep
dose gradients, e.g. in IMRT dose distribution experiments. Inhomogeneous composition of
the EBT film resulting from the manufacturing process is the main cause behind the variation
between EBT film and ionization chamber dose values. It introduces a systematic uncertainty
at locally but unpredictable points. For highest accurate dose detection with EBT film it is
advised therefore to perform the film measurements at least twice to tackle this problem. Note
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that the EBT film and the ionization chamber measurements were yielding and comparing
absolute dose values, i.e. no normalization has been applied.
The EBT film depth dose and profile data were derived from scans in the longitudinal
direction of the scanner. In the lateral scan direction the reported accuracy decreases due to
the additional uncertainty of the lateral correction (Fig. 2).

4.6.

Overall accuracy of EBT film measurements

In Table II the observed uncertainties in dose determination separated into its elements have
been presented. The left part of the table summarizes the obtained dose uncertainties as
derived in this study.
Scan mode, inter batch variations and intrinsic film inhomogeneity are most pronounced
uncertainties which can be introduced in EBT absolute film dosimetry. However these
uncertainties can be avoided by applying an optimized dosimetry procedure. That means, per
experiment film from the same batch and consistency in scan mode have to be used. The
inhomogeneous construction of the film within a single batch is the most pronounced
uncertainty which is unavoidably present. Therefore, to tackle at least this problem, multiple
films should be irradiated and the outcome averaged. For the same reason, measurement of a
sensitometric curve should be performed with at least two sheets of film too, i.e. from the
same film or applying different films from the same batch. Our experiments show that an intra
batch variation of the sensitometric curve is very small. That means that in principle the curve
can be determined once for that batch. However, for caution we advise to determine this curve
always simultaneously for each experiment, as in this way unexpected situations can be
controlled, for instance, variation of the output of the linear accelerator.
In literature26,34 dose uncertainty analysis has been described as a function of optical density
and dose. Both papers show a large error at low dose, i.e. low optical density values.
Gonzàlez-Lopez22 also shows an increase in measurement uncertainty at optical density
values close to the saturation of the scanner, i.e. maximum applicable OD. For our Epson
scanner the maximum optical density is 3.56. To minimize the Epson 1680 scanner influence
on the absolute dose detection, it is advised to perform measurements in the optical density
range of 0.5 – 2.5, i.e. the net optical density up to 2.0 regarding the background of about 0.5.
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Yet, the background value of EBT is slightly less than 0.5, which implies a scanner accuracy
value of 0.9% down to 0.3% for net optical densities between 0 and 0.3, respectively.
In Table II the dose uncertainty after applying an optimized dosimetry procedure have been
tabulated in the right two columns, for two and three films respectively.
A good estimation of the overall accuracy obtainable in EBT film absolute dose measurement
is given by the uncertainties in scanner, film calibration, fog, and film inhomogeneity. It
should be realized that in the latter three uncertainties the uncertainty in the ADC value (table
II, scanner) is incorporated. Adding these four uncertainties in a statistical way we observed
an overall uncertainty of 1.5% (1 SD) in EBT film absolute dosimetry for a single sheet. If the
lateral correction is desired, e.g. for a 2-D dose scan over the maximum scan area, the overall
uncertainty increases, while a systematic optical density dependent uncertainty is introduced.
Using a limited centered scan area the overall uncertainty is about 1.8% (1 SD). The angular
dependence has to be considered if desired. Reduction of the overall accuracy to 1.3% (1 SD)
for limited centered scan area can be obtained if two films are used.
Our experience and our measurements show that before a batch is used for dosimetrical
experiments the batch has to be tested on its characteristics. Especially the film
inhomogeneity might be a weak point. In principle the batches have to be constructed
conform a consistent protocol, resulting in almost identical film batches. To check the
characteristics of a new batch the optical density curve can be compared with a data base of
curves already available, of course measured under the same conditions. Our experience
shows a correspondence within 5% net optical density value for a dose of 3.5 Gy. In addition,
film inhomogeneity has to be checked. Regarding our results, we advise the uncertainty in
dose detection due to inhomogeneity has to be less than 1.5% (1 SD) and 5% at maximum.
Besides, variation in lateral correction curve have been reported38 as function of batch
number, and therefore has to be verified as well.
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Film inhomogeneity after averaging films

Angular dependence

Energy dependence

Background

Use a single batch/box

Intra batch variations

Fit accuracy (OD  Dose)

Scan mode

Limited scan area (OD and position)

Scanner

Recommendations/Improvements

0.7%

0.5%

0.5%

0.5%

-

0.5%

0.5%

-

0.5%

0.3%

2 films

0.6%

0.5%

0.5%

0.5%

-

0.5%

0.5%

-

0.5%

0.3%

3 films

Reduced Variations

mentioned in the text are followed, such as applying 2 or 3 films, film of the same batch, lateral correction, and an optimized scan mode.
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For IMRT dose verification GafChromic film seems to be applicable, but the question
remains to what accuracy level? In literature accuracy dose levels between 3% and 5% and
distance-to-agreement levels varying between 2 and 5 mm have been applied for gamma
evaluation39 of IMRT verification films and treatment planes e.g. 15,40.
In literature41,

42

the gamma evaluation criteria for absolute dose distributions which fulfils

most practical clinical needs are reported to be 3%/3mm. If GafChromic EBT film is used to
verify absolute dose distributions, the accuracy should be much better than 3%. In this study
for static large field sizes in water the optimized accuracy is achievable to be 1.3% (1 SD) at 2
Gy. It should be noted that the dose uncertainty due to film inhomogeneity influences the dose
correspondence for steep dose gradients too. That means in the distance-limit this effect
should be covered. Regarding this and the geometrical resolution of 0.35 mm of the applied
scanner mode (72 dpi), the 2 mm criterion might be feasible while at the same time accuracy
decrease due to for example Newton rings have been avoided. Despite these considerations
further research should be focused which accuracy level is achievable of EBT GafChromic
film in case of dynamic treatments such as IMRT.

5 Conclusions
The overall accuracy of EBT film absolute dosimetry in water has been studied. By evaluating
possible sources of uncertainty, recommendations have been given to minimize these overall
uncertainties. Based on data evaluation, we stated that the overall uncertainty is random in
absolute EBT film dose detection and of the order of 1.8 % (1 SD) for a single film if it is
scanned in a limited centered area on the scanner. We stated that at least two films have to be
applied in an experiment to tackle the problem of inherent film inhomogeneity construction.
The overall uncertainty of 1.8% reduces then to 1.3% (1 SD). At last we advise to check a
new batch on its characteristics compared to available information before using that batch for
absolute dose measurements.
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Abstract
Film is an excellent dosimeter for verification of dose distributions due to its high spatial
resolution. Irradiated film can be digitized with low-cost, transmission, flatbed scanners.
However, a disadvantage is their lateral scan effect (LSE): a scanner readout change over its
lateral scan axis. Although anisotropic light scattering was presented as the origin of the LSE,
this paper presents an alternative cause. Hereto, LSE for two flatbed scanners (Epson 1680
Expression Pro and Epson 10000XL), and Gafchromic film (EBT, EBT2, EBT3) was
investigated, focused on three effects: cross talk, optical path length and polarization.
Cross talk was examined using triangular sheets of various optical densities. The optical path
length effect was studied using absorptive and reflective neutral density filters with welldefined optical characteristics (OD range 0.2-2.0). Linear polarizer sheets were used to
investigate light polarization on the CCD signal in absence and presence of (un)irradiated
Gafchromic film. Film dose values ranged between 0.2 Gy to 9 Gy, i.e. an optical density
range between 0.25 to 1.1. Measurements were performed in the scanner’s transmission
mode, with red-green-blue (RGB) channels.
LSE was found to depend on scanner construction and film type. Its magnitude depends on
dose: for 9 Gy increasing up to 14% at maximum lateral position. Cross talk was only
significant in high contrast regions, up to 2% for very small fields. The optical path length
effect introduced by film on the scanner causes 3% for pixels in the extreme lateral position.
Light polarization due to film and the scanner’s optical mirror system is the main contributor,
different in magnitude for the red, green and blue channel. We concluded that any
Gafchromic EBT type film scanned with a flatbed scanner will face these optical effects.
Accurate dosimetry requires correction of LSE, therefore, determination of the LSE per color
channel and dose delivered to the film.

1 Introduction
In radiotherapy, film is a powerful 2D-radiation dose detector

1-6

. It has a high spatial

resolution, can be immersed in water and is suitable for use in (inhomogeneous) solid
phantoms. Recent developments in dynamic irradiation techniques, such as IMRT, VMAT,
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and Rapid Arc with high intensity modulation, increase the need for film as an accurate and
reliable dosimetry system to verify the accuracy of those complex techniques.
Gafchromic film (Ashland, Bridgewater, NJ, USA) has been evaluated extensively over the
past decade and its accuracy is greatly improved

7-12

. In 2004, Gafchromic EBT was

introduced, with adequate dose homogeneity properties of the sensitive layer 2. In 2008 EBT2
film replaced EBT film, consisting of the same sensitive material, but with a yellow dye to
correct for non-uniform thickness of the film sensitive layer. EBT3 film succeed EBT2 film in
2011, solving EBT2 film related artifacts, e.g. upside down scanning and avoiding formation
of Newton’s rings patterns 13-16.
After irradiation, the optical density (OD) of each point of the film can be digitized using
commercially available flatbed scanners. Such scanners are generally used for graphical
applications. They are relatively inexpensive and fast in scanning, even at a high special
resolution of up to 4800 dots per inch (dpi). Their dosimetrical disadvantage is their inherent
variation in OD along the axis perpendicular to the scan direction, referred to in this paper as
the lateral scan effect (LSE). For Gafchromic EBT film scanned with the Epson 1680
Expression Pro (Epson Seiko Corporation, Nagano, Japan), LSE is reported up to 20% for
dose distributions of 2 Gy 2, 8, 9, 17-24. Other brands of film, such as Kodak XV2, exhibit a LSE
of up to 4%, indicating that LSE variation is also related to the type of film. Furthermore, the
LSE dependents on the irradiation dose and the various combinations of scanner brand and
film type. OD-evaluation algorithms have been reported to handle its sensitivity variation per
film pixel, but these algorithms partially correct the lateral scan effect 22, 25-29
Flatbed scanners can be used in transmission or reflection mode

16, 26, 30

. In transmission

mode, the cover of the scanner contains a light source while the detector is below the glass
plate in the scanner base. In reflection mode, the cover contains a white reflective sheet while
both the light source and detector are situated underneath the glass plate. For OD
measurements of transparent media such as film, transmission mode has been shown to be
superior for long and short term stability 16 and is the recommended scan mode. For reflection
mode the results reported in literature are inconsistent: some report a less pronounced LSE 26,
30

. For both scan modes no systematic variation in response measurement has been reported

for the longitudinal direction, i.e. parallel to the transport direction of the light source.
Scanning of the film in landscape orientation instead of portrait orientation (see definition in
Appendix I) changes the measured OD value, in transmission mode, by up to ~10%

2, 18, 22

.
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The manufacturer of Gafchromic film reports anisotropic light scattering §§§§ as the cause of
the directional dependency and, therefore, they recommend to utilize consistent film
orientation during scanning. Recently, the anisotropic light scattering behavior of EBT3 film
has been confirmed 22. They suggest that it is the origin of the LSE.
In this paper we describe an alternative explanation for the persistent lateral OD variation in
transmission mode. Hereto, we studied the LSE for two standard Epson type flatbed scanners
in combination with different types of Gafchromic film, starting with describing the design of
the flatbed scanners themselves. We systematically investigated the influence of three effects
on LSE: cross talk, optical path length and polarization, and is discussed in relation to
findings in literature.

2 Theory
2.1 Optical density and flatbed scanners
The optical density (OD) for each flatbed scanner pixel (x,y) is defined according to the
Lambert-Beer law of absorption 31 as
OD( x, y ) = log10

I 0 ( x, y )
I t ( x, y )

(1)

where I 0 (x,y) is the incident light intensity on the medium, and I t (x,y) is the transmitted light
intensity detected by the scanner at position (x,y) in the lateral (x) and longitudinal (y)
direction, respectively .
In practice, the measurement of optical density on flatbed scanners is complicated by the
optical design.
Firstly, the light source is not a point source but line source in the x-direction (see Appendix
I). This could lead to cross talk, i.e. light originating adjacent to the pixel of interest, can
contribute to I t (x,y) (Eq.1). This effect can be described by a point spread function PSF 32, 33.
Undesired light scattering inside the scanner influence that PSF, probably in an anisotropic
way 22.

§§§§

For details: go to Ashland, http://www.gafchromic.com.
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Secondly, the optical path of a light ray towards the CCD sensor in the scanner is different
depending on the position along the lateral axis. In Appendix I, the construction of a
disassembled commercial flatbed scanner is described. It appears that flatbed scanners used in
this paper have folded optical image paths towards the detector (CCD). To obtain a CCDreadout, it was observed that light rays have to be incident perpendicularly on the glass plate
at its center, while towards the lateral edges of that plate the light rays have to enter obliquely.
This implies an increasing optical distance through a film with increasing lateral x-position on
the glass plate (see Appendix II). As result, the OD will increase as function of the angle (α)
and the refractive index (n) of that medium (see Appendix II). Due to the construction of the
scanner, this effect is only present in the x-direction.
Thirdly, as described in Appendix I, light through the glass plate of a flatbed scanner is
transported to a CCD sensor via four mirrors. This means that the light becomes partially
polarized from Fresnel's Laws of Reflection

31, 34

. The degree of polarization depends on the

actual angle of light incidence on the mirrors, i.e. there is a relation between that degree and
lateral x position on the glass plate. Hence there is a mutual change in intensity of the two
electromagnetic components of the light beam, depending on lateral x position. This is
detected by the CCD sensor as change in readout with lateral x position. For the Epson 1680
scanner the angle of light incidence γ on the first mirror is estimated to be in the order of 30°
to 40° while angle α equals 0° (Fig I.b, Appendix I). This latter angle increase up to about 23°
for most lateral position. Both angles do not reach the Brewster angle, so the degree of
polarization of the reflected light increases with lateral x position according to Fresnel’s
law31, 34.
Prior to each scan, the internal calibration procedure of the scanner measures the transmission
of an empty strip of the scanner’s glass window (pre-scan area in Fig. 1a Appendix I). This
operation cannot be switched off. The commercial scan driver software is programmed to
correct for detected intensity differences in each of the three color channels over the xdirection. These differences have many causes: light intensity variation of the lamp, cross
talk, optical path length changes and light polarization effect as mentioned above and
differences in sensitivity of individual CCD elements. Not included are uncertainties related
to imperfections in the glass plate and the scanning movement of lamp and detector; those
have to be investigated by scanning an empty glass plate.
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Radiochromic film, even non-irradiated, changes crosstalk and optical path length variation as
mentioned before, while it partially polarizes the source light beam even before it is reflected
and further polarized by the mirror system 22, 35, 36. The latter is caused by the base layers and
any polymerized active component present in the sensitive layer of the film. Because the
degree of polarization of the transmitted light will be a function of the amount of polymers in
that sensitive layer of irradiated Gafchromic films, its effect is dose dependent.

2.2. Lateral scan effect
Lateral optical density variation (f lateral ), called in this paper lateral scan effect (LSE), can be
expressed as the ratio of the measured optical density OD(x) at lateral position x and the
optical density OD(x c ) measured at the central axis (see Appendix I).

f lateral ( x) OD ,k =

OD( x) k
OD( xc ) k

(2)

This ratio varies with optical density level and is expected to be different in the three color
channels (k), red, green and blue (RGB) as provided by a flatbed scanner. As no optical
density change in the longitudinal (y) direction is reported in the literature, we decided to
perform only a limited number of tests to check this observation (see section 3.7).

2.3. Cross talk
Cross talk will blur an image. The point spread function I 0 (x,y) of the equipment itself will be
broadened by various media on the glass plate, e.g. the anisotropic light scatter properties of
Gafchromic film

22

. For accurate film dosimetry the response value for a given pixel should

not be influenced significantly by cross talk. In case the optical density is constant over a
large area around a pixel of interest, cross talk might be either negligible or correctable.
However, in clinical practice it is often variable from pixel to pixel, and so cross talk is pixel
dependent. The magnitude of the cross talk effect can be assessed from measurements of the
OD of adjacent pixels for various optical density patterns.
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2.4. Optical path length in the medium
The optical path length through film will be dependent too on the lateral x-position on the
scanner. The ratio of OD d (perpendicular incidence of light on the film) and OD dx (light
incidence at angle α for a non-central location) is given as (Appendix II):
ODd
= 1 − (sin α ) 2
n
ODd x

(3)

Here, the optical index n is assumed to be independent of dose. The optical path length effect
can be assessed from measurements with OD filters placed at various x-positions along the
lateral axis.

2.5. Polarization
Gafchromic films (EBT, EBT2, EBT3) differ from earlier types of film (e.g. MD-55, and HS)
in terms of the active component, the base layer thicknesses and dimensions and the
configuration of the layers in the films

26, 35-38

(Table 1). According to basic theory of optics,

the combination and sequence of layers may influence light polarization. This means that the
polarization effect has to be investigated for each specific film type. Polarization capabilities
of the active layer are known to increase with dose due to the creation of dipole polymers 39.
The polarization capabilities of a film should be assessed per color channel and scanner as
those active layers have specific absorption peaks and the light source has its particular light
spectrum.

3 Materials and Methods
3.1. Gafchromic film
Gafchromic film (Table 1) changes color by exposure to ionizing radiation 39 and absorb light
in typical bands at wavelengths of 635 nm (red) and 585 nm (green) while in the blue channel
(~425 nm) only a small signal is present

40-42

. For this study, the film manufacturer provided

us with samples of the polyester (base) layer used in EBT film, as well as the polyester layer
with the substrate layer on top. These sheets were used to study the optical characteristics of
the individual layers. Since the marker dye (EBT2, EBT3) absorbs in the blue channel,
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dominant over polymer signal, a method was developed to use RGB color information to
correct for inhomogeneities of the sensitive layer thickness 25-29.
The surface of the polyester substrate in EBT3 film contains small, well dispersed silica
particles with the aim to prevent the formation of Newton’s rings interference patterns.
However, those silica particles lead to increased light scattering relative to films such as EBT
and EBT2. Furthermore, batches of Gafchromic film might vary slightly in construction,
which is the reason to mention the batch numbers used in this study: Gafchromic EBT film:
47207-03i and 48022-05i; EBT2 film: A09031001B and A12171002B; EBT3 film:
A07111101. Finally, post exposure growth effect was absent due to long rest-time between
film irradiation and scan moment.

3.2. Flatbed scanners
Films were scanned with two scanners, both in transmission mode. The first was an Epson
1680 Expression Pro with scan window 22x31 cm2 (A4 paper size), and the second an Epson
10000 XL with scan window 31x44 cm2 (A3 paper size) (Epson Seiko Corporation, Nagano,
Japan). A standard Silverfast Twain driver was used; image data was saved as a tagged image
data file (.tif), in RGB color channels. All data modification options from the scan software
were turned off. Raw image Analog to Digital Conversion data (ADC) were evaluated with
ImageJ software ***** (version 1.33, National Institutes of Health, USA) and Excel (Microsoft
Office 2010). The spatial resolution for both scanners was set default to 72 dpi (0.35 mm).
Optical resolution was 16 bit, i.e. with ADC values between 0 and 65535, for each color
channel. Uninterrupted light results in maximum ADC values. Maximum optical density
theoretically yields ADC=0, but in practice this is limited by the dark current of the CCD
chip, which is for both scanners about 15 (±5, 1SD).
In this study, the optical density per pixel (x,y) was calculated as the log 10 ratio of the
intensities of the empty glass plate scan I 0 (x,y) and the film scan I t (x,y) (Eq.1). In this way the
optical density was corrected for imperfections in the glass plate and the scanner optical
system, i.e. effects not corrected for by the initial scanner calibration procedure.
According to the literature, Gafchromic film is known to have OD variation by up to 10%
when turned 90 degrees sideways on the glass plate of a flatbed scanner
*****

20, 22, 36, 43, 44

.

http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/
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Therefore, the orientation of the film on the scanner should always be considered carefully. In
this study film orientation is limited to portrait mode (Appendix I).

3.3. Calibration of optical density
Two experiments were performed to measure the response characteristics of both scanners.
First, Gafchromic films were irradiated with a 6 MV photon beam (Varian 2300 C/D, Varian
Palo Alto, CA, USA) in a polystyrene phantom. Calibration pieces of film were placed at dose
maximum depth and irradiated with dose D from 0.2 to 8.7 Gy, according to the NCS-18
dosimetry protocol

45

. The average OD of a circular region of interest of about 1 cm in

diameter, centered at x c (Appendix I), was related to the corresponding measured dose value,
yielding the film calibration curve. Secondly, the ADC – OD response of the scanner was
tested at x c using reflective neutral density filters in the range OD=0.2 to 2.0 (Melles Griot,
Carlsbad, CA, USA, part number range 03FNG043 – 065).

3.4. Cross talk
To examine cross talk, the scanner response was determined along the line AB in Fig. 1 a, b, c
for three isosceles triangular configurations. For Fig. 1c an opaque piece of black polystyrene
sheet was cut in the wing shape, i.e. “worst case scenario”. Fig. 1a and 1c represent opposite
extreme experimental situations. The light source moves from A to B, and therefore the
amount of scattered light originating in pixels adjacent to column x c increases (Fig 1a) or
decreases (Fig 1c).
In Fig. 1b triangular shaped pieces of Lee color filters were placed on the glass plate to
determine the cross talk effect in a more clinically relevant OD range (www.leefilters.com,
Hampshire, UK, Red (#106), Green (#124), Blue (#119), and Yellow (#102)).
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A

A

A

C

Dx

x

B

B

B
~10 cm

Triangle OD=0

Lee Filters OD=[1.6 – 2.3]

(a)

(b)

Triangle opaque

(c)

Scatter

(d)

Figure 1 Geometry of cross talk experiments; The top of the triangle is denominated ‘A’ and
the center of the base is denominated ‘B’ and line AB is placed on column x c (Appendix I).
During scanning, the light tube moves over the objects in the direction A to B. The inner angle
of the triangle near A is 40 degrees. (a)The glass plate covered with opaque sheets to form
the “wing shaped shielding”. Figure (b) is the inverted form of (a) with OD levels ranging
from 1.6 to 2.3. while (c) is the 100% inverted form of (a). In (d) the glass plate is covered by
an opaque rectangular sheet at point C x while at point D x various pieces of film have been
placed. Each scan the data along the C-D line is evaluated.

In Fig. 1d the scanner glass window has been partially covered with an opaque polyethylene
sheet, so at point ‘C’ only the dark current of the CCD chip is measured in the absence of
cross talk. At point ‘C’ the ADC reading is most sensitive to the contribution of light from
point ‘D’(10 cm away from ‘C’) At that point ‘D’ EBT3 film pieces were placed which had
been irradiated with various dose levels. The change in ADC values at point ‘C’ relates to the
amount of scattered light originating from point ‘D’.

3.5. Optical path length in the medium
The film induced optical path length variation becomes relevant if its refraction index differs
from that of the glass plate of the flatbed scanner (Eq. 3). To demonstrate this effect, two sets
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of measurements with neutral density filters have been performed, i.e. with reflective and
absorptive neutral density filters. Reflective neutral density filters used are glass pieces (BK7)
with a metal coating where the intensity reduction is caused by partial reflection of the
incident beam. Absorptive neutral density filters absorb light energy linear with its thickness.
First the read-out of the CCD sensor was measured for six circular reflective neutral density
filters of 2.5 cm diameter (Melles Griot, Carlsbad, CA, USA). The optical densities are
specified by the manufacturer for the visible wavelength range (400-700 nm, i.e. RGB range).
The filters do not polarize the transmitted light. The refractive index of the filters is equal to
that of the glass plate of the scanner. The filters were scanned in seven lateral x-positions on
the scanner. The optical density was determined at the center of a filter (5x5 pixel area). The
measured optical density for each filter at each position along x was divided by the OD at the
center column of the glass window x c (Eq. 2).
Secondly, the experiments described above were repeated with three absorptive neutral
density filters with OD=0.3, 0.7 and 1.0, each with a diameter of 12.5 mm (#48-524, #63-458,
#48-529, Edmund Optics, York, UK, www.edmundoptics.eu). The refractive index of these
filters differs from glass. These absorption filters are homogeneously colored so the light
intensity will be reduced consistently for each RBG color. For each filter in this study, the
optical density is specified by the manufacturer for the visible wavelength range (400-700 nm,
i.e. RGB range). These filters do not polarize the transmitted light.

3.6. Polarization effect
Linear polarizing laminated filter sheets (19x20 cm2, thickness 0.8 mm, TECH SPEC™,
Edmund Optics, York, UK) were used to study the scanner response to linearly polarized
light. The polarization efficiency of these laminated filters is stated by the manufacturer to be
99% and is color independent. One of the laminates was cut to ~ 5x5 cm2. From here both
laminates will be referred to as “large-polarizer”, i.e. 19x20 cm2, and “small-polarizer”, i.e.
5x5 cm2. Three different experiments were performed with those polarizer sheets.
First, the large-polarizer was placed on the glass plate with one side parallel to the scan
direction. At this orientation, the polarizer was referred to as being at 0°. Note that this does
not necessarily coincide with its polarization axis

31, 34

. A scan was repeated with the large-
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polarizer turned 90° sideways. This experiment was performed on both scanners and repeated
various times to study the constancy of this effect.
Second, the small-polarizer was placed at the central pixel column (x c ) and fixed in an arctemplate allowing exact rotation of the polarizer. The polarizer was rotated in the x-y plane to
angle β, in steps of 10° from 0° to 360° (Appendix I, Fig. I.a). A fixed pixel area (3x3 pixels)
in the "center of rotation" of the small-polarizer was used to measure the optical density. This
experiment was repeated with its center of rotation at 6 cm and 11 cm from x c . In addition, the
construction (base) layers of EBT were placed successively on the glass plate at x c with the
arc-template with small-polarizer on top. Again, the small-polarizer was rotated over 360° in
steps of 10°.
Thirdly, Gafchromic EBT film pieces, also used for OD- Dose calibration, were placed on the
glass plate with the small-polarizer, embedded in the arc-template, on top. In this way the
light beam first passes through the polarizer, then the film and finally the glass plate. For each
film (dose) the polarizer was rotated again 360° in steps of 10°. It is expected that the OD will
show a sinusoidal curve as a function of the angle (β) of the polarizer, which can be expressed
as:

OD ( β ) = A ⋅ cos(2 β + f ) + ODoffset

(4)

where A is the amplitude of the sinusoidal curve, β represents the angle of rotation of the
polarizer; Φ is the phase and OD offset the base line value. Measured data were fitted to Eq.4
with least square fit in MATLAB (R2011a) for data parameterization and comparison.

3.7. Lateral and longitudinal OD variation
To measure the lateral scan effect, film pieces as described in section 3.3, each with a specific
OD level, were scanned at various x-positions, on both Epson scanners. The measured OD(x)
per dose step was divided by the measured central OD(x c ) value (Eq. 2), yielding the relative
optical density OD rel . This experiment was repeated at least three times with various film
strips, and the average result recorded. The lateral optical density response for an unirradiated piece of film was also measured. Variations in longitudinal OD were checked by
scanning film strips at various y-coordinates.
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4 Results
4.1. Calibration of optical density
OD (red channel) versus dose for EBT2 film samples is shown in Fig. 2a for the Epson
10000XL and 1680 Expression Pro scanners. Both calibration curves differ mutually up to
1.3% at OD = 0.5 (D = 1.9 Gy), and 6% at OD = 1.0 (D = 8.7 Gy), where the Epson 10000XL
measures a higher OD response. Scanning reflective neutral density filters (BK7) produces for
both scanners OD responses within 0.5% (1 SD) from their specified values in the range OD
= 0 to 1.0. A deviation of up to 9% is observed for OD = 2.0 (dashed line in Fig 2b).

4.2. Cross talk
The optical density measurement results of cross talk effect (Fig. 1) are shown in Fig.3. Each
curve is normalized to its OD value at point B. In practice, at tip A the first 3 pixels (~1 mm)
have been excluded due to measurement uncertainties. Fig. 3 shows that the decrease in
relative OD is 2%, 4% and 6%, at the tip of the triangle (A) for the Lee color filters with OD
1.6, 1.9 and 2.3, respectively. This is quite small compared to the extreme drop for the
opaque triangular shielding situation (‘OD=max’). In clinical cases, most OD ranges will be
less than OD=1.2, i.e. up to 10 Gy for EBT3 film. For the situation shown in Fig. 1a the
relative OD does not increase more than 0.5%. In Fig. 1.d the ADC value measured at point
‘C’ represents the dark current of the CCD sensor: its ADC value only changes slightly (from
15 to 18) when a piece of film, irradiated with 1200 cGy, i.e. an OD above 1.0, is placed at
‘D’.
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Figure 2 (a) EBT2 optical density versus dose for the Epson 1680 (solid line) and the Epson
10000XL (dashed lines) scanners, for the red channel only. Error bars are 1.8% (1 SD) at 1 Gy.
The background (or fog) value of the un-irradiated film appears to be about OD=0.18. (b)
Measured OD values for the reflective filters vs their nominal values, as stated by the
manufacturer. The unity line (dashed line) indicates the expected match of measured to
nominal OD values.
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4.3. Optical path length
The measured OD-variations f lateral (x) for the reflective neutral density filters with x r ranging
from 0 to 1 (Appendix I) are shown in Fig. 4 (large dashed line). The data points were fit to a
polynomial function in order to reduce measurement noise (1%, 1 SD). As shown, the OD for
each reflective neutral density filter does not vary with lateral position on the glass plate. The
OD-variation f lateral (x) for the absorptive neutral density filters are also shown in Fig. 4 (small
dashed line). An increase in OD of 2% was observed at x r =0.8 compared to the center. Unirradiated EBT2 film shows an increase in OD of up to 6% with increasing lateral distance of
x r =0.8 for the red color channel (Fig. 4, solid line). For the blue color channel (Fig. 4, dots)
the OD turned out to be very similar to that of the absorptive neutral density filter.

4.4. Polarization
Fig. 5 shows the result of OD measurements with the large-polarizer at 0° and 90°. For both
scanners several experimental sessions were performed, those data were averaged and fitted to
a third order polynomial function to reduce noise. The average standard deviation for all
measurements was 0.7% (1SD). The OD curves are depicted as p or s polarized light
component according to Fresnel's Law of Reflection

31, 34

. Fig. 5 shows that the difference in

OD values between p- and s-component at position x c for both scanners is about 14% and
17%, respectively. This difference increases to about 30% at x r =0.8, left and right of x c .
The difference in response between both scanners at x c for the p-component is about 3%,
while for the s-component the difference is less than 1%. The OD-sum of both p- and scomponents at x r =0.8 is 1.3% higher than the value at x r =0. In the longitudinal direction, the
large-polarizer experiment yields a constant OD per pixel column, both for s- and pcomponents, within experimental uncertainties.
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Figure 3 Cross talk for the Epson 1680 Expression Pro scanner as measured along the line A-B
according to the three configurations shown in Fig. 1. Optical densities were normalized to
the OD value at 12 cm (Position B) Here the distance 0 is at the tip (Position A);
measurements have been stopped 3 pixels before that zero-point. The ‘OD=0’ and the
‘OD=max’ curve refer to the configuration shown in Fig. 1.a and Fig. 1.c respectively.

The observed OD variation in the small-polarizer experiment is presented in Fig. 6. A small
shift in phase, of 3 to 5 degrees, seems to be apparent from the data, i.e. the rotation angles at
which the maxima and minima OD occur depend on the lateral location. The amplitude (A)
increases by ~4% from x r =0 to x r =0.7. The mean OD value (i.e. OD offset ) over all polarizer
angles appears to increase by no more than 1% from x r =0 to x r =0.7, which confirms the
results shown in Fig.5.
Rotation of the small-polarizer placed on top of an un-irradiated EBT film as well as on the
two basic-layers yields an “corrected OD” (OD corr ) variation as depicted in Fig. 7. The
measured optical density (OD meas ) was corrected for the optical density effect due to the
polarizer itself (OD pol ) (see Fig. 6): OD corr (β) k =OD meas (β) k - OD pol (β) k .
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Figure 4 Measured relative lateral scan effect as determined for absorptive filters (small
dashed line), reflective filters (large dashed line), un-irradiated EBT2 film in the red channel
(solid line) and in the blue channel (dots). Measurements were made at various lateral
positions on the Epson 1680 glass plate, from the center (x r =0) to one side of the glass plate
(x r = ~0.8) (Appendix I). The data in this figure have been fitted to reduce noise (1.5%, 2 SD).

Subtraction has been performed per color channel (k) individually (~100 nm range). The OD
measured for the EBT film (Fig. 7, dots) consists of the OD values belonging to twice the
sensitive layer in combination with twice the polyester layer and once the substrate layer
(Table 1). Both layers are colorless, and have very low OD. As shown in Fig. 7 these layers
do show polarization behavior; their individual phase differs from the combination (EBT
film).
The variation in measured OD corr of irradiated EBT2 film (red channel) as a function of the
rotation angle of the polarizing filter is shown in Fig. 8. Increased dose results in increased
OD, as expected from Fig. 2. The angle of rotation of the polarizer at which the maximum and
minimum OD

corr

values occurs change slowly with increased dose, indicating a change in

phase Φ.
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Figure 5 Lateral optical density profiles of the linear polarizer sheet for both the s- and p
components on each scanner: Epson 1680 (A4, dashed line) and Epson 10000XL (A3, solid
line). For x r : see Appendix I.

The amplitude variation also increases with increasing dose, indicating that the polarizing
behavior of EBT2 film increases with dose. For each curve in Fig 8, the parameters A, Φ and
OD offset have been determined by a fit to Eq. 4. Those fit results as a function of dose (OD up
to 1.05) are presented in Fig. 9 for the red and blue channel, respectively. For both color
channels the amplitude increases with dose. The phase Φ, expressed in degrees, indicates the
variation in detected position of minimum and maximum OD. At zero dose phase Φ is about
18° and 12° for the red and blue channel, respectively. At 3 Gy (OD = 0.67) phase Φ dropped
to -6 degrees for both color channels. Therefore, a phase decrease of about 24° (red) and 18°
(blue) can be attributed to irradiation of the film to 3 Gy. The phase Φ does not change above
a dose of 3 Gy. The experiment shows a change in polarizing behavior, which is also different
for each color channel.
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Figure 6 The optical density variation for different degrees of rotation of a small-polarizer
sheet on the Epson 10000XL at x r =0, 0.4 and 0.7. The measurement uncertainty is 0.5% (1
SD), shown as error bars in these curves. Smooth lines between measured points have been
added for clarity.

4.5. Lateral and longitudinal OD variation
The LSE for EBT, EBT2 and EBT3 film, f lateral (x), on both scanners are shown in Fig. 10 (red
channel, OD=0.86). For both scanners the f lateral (x) curve is slightly asymmetrical around x c ,
in the order of ±1%, 1 SD. The measurement uncertainty per data point is about 0.7%, 1 SD.
The data for the various film types at an off-axis position on a flatbed scanner show a spread
of about ±1%, 1 SD. For x r ranging from -1 to 0 the curves do not explicitly differentiate
between scanners and film type. For x r from 0 to 1 the data suggest that the Epson 10000XL
shows a larger lateral scan effect than the Epson 1680. No optical density variation was
observed for either scanner in the longitudinal direction, i.e. all were within ±0.4%, 1 SD.
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Figure 7 The corrected optical density (OD meas – OD pol ) for different degrees of rotation of a
small-polarizer sheet at x c placed on film samples in the Epson 10000XL. Data is given for
three samples: un-irradiated EBT film and two sample layers of which EBT film is constructed.
Lines between measured points have been added for clarity.
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Figure 8 Variation in corrected OD for different degrees of rotation of a small-polarizer placed
on an irradiated EBT2 film. The corrected OD is the measured OD value corrected for the OD
of the small-polarizer (OD meas – OD pol ). The dose delivered to the EBT2 film is given in the
legend. Lines between measured points have been added for clarity.
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Figure 9 (a) Amplitude A and (b) phase Φ according to Eq. 4 for the red and blue channels as
fitted from small-polarizer experiments. The phase has been converted to degrees.
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Figure 10 Lateral optical density response curves for the Epson 10000XL scanner (A3), dashed
dotted lines, and the Epson 1680 (A4), solid lines, determined for EBT, EBT2 and EBT3 films
with an OD of 0.86, red channel. The legend indicates film type and scanner combination,
respectively. The x-axis shows x r ranging from -1 to1. Lines between measured points have
been added for clarity.

5 Discussion
5.1 Calibration of optical density
The linear relationship, i.e. CCD response versus nominal OD of the reflective neutral density
filters, up to OD = 1.0 (Fig. 2b) indicates that the CCD-sensor performs almost linearly with
OD, for both scanners. Only at OD = 2.0, i.e. ADC = 655, a deviation is detectable. In case
calibration films are scanned (Fig. 2.b) the relationship of OD with dose is non-linear; a wellknown effect in Gafchromic film dosimetry. This OD to dose relationship depends on the
scanner type, as demonstrated (Fig. 2a). As the film is positioned on both scanners in exactly
the same way, the different responses of both scanners at x c have to be related to small
differences in scanner construction (mirrors) and light source properties. It is known that
Gafchromic film is a polarizer, as is the mirror system in the scanner, and both influence the
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same light ray before it reaches the CCD sensor. The sensitivity for rotation of one polarizer
relative to the other can be large (Fig. 5 and 6), introducing an off-set in the calibration curve.
The Epson 1680 and 10000XL scanners have different dimensions (width and height), so
small differences in the angle of incidence on the mirrors can be expected between the
scanners.

5.2 Cross talk
Results shown in Fig. 3 indicate that cross talk is apparent and it appears that internal light
scattering

32

in the flatbed scanner is dominant. However, according to the results from the

Lee color filters, the influence of cross talk is estimated to be less than 0.5% for dose ranges
relevant to clinical practice (large field sizes and OD < 1.2). Cross talk is only a concern in
cases where small regions of high OD are surrounded by regions of low OD, e.g. small field
sizes or brachytherapy. In clinical practice, in a field size with an area of radius ~5 mm (or
less), the determination of OD should exclude cross talk influence, e.g. by means of a shutter
or a mold with an appropriate aperture. This is for instance advised when measuring small
field output factors with film. We recommend to scan the calibration films with the same
shutter or mold configuration as the small field sizes. In our practice we measured in those
situations a cross talk effect of up to 2%.
For exposed films, Rayleigh scattering

31, 34

in the film contributes to cross-talk as well,

4

proportional to ~1/λ , indicating that the blue light scatters more than red light. The increase
in signal at point ‘C’ (Fig 1d) is very low when adding a 1200 cGy irradiated EBT3 film at
point ’D’. EBT3 film irradiated with lower dose levels placed at point ‘D’ did not change the
ADC value at point ‘C’. So we conclude that the contribution of anisotropic scattered light 10
cm away from its center is negligible for OD values less than 1.0.

5.3 Optical path length in the medium
Optical path length experiments involving the reflective neutral density filters revealed no
LSE for any of the filters tested (Fig. 4). This is expected, as BK7 glass filters and the scanner
glass plate have comparative refractive indices.
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For the absorptive neutral density filters at x r = 0.8, an increase of ~2% was determined (Fig.
4), which corresponds to theory given by (Eq. 3). So absorbing and reflecting neutral density
filters can be used to test the internal scanner calibration procedure.
When positioning an absorbing medium with n = ~1.6, e.g. EBT2 film 26, on the glass plate of
the scanner, an increase in the OD-value due to optical path length effect of up to 3% near the
lateral edges of the glass plate is expected (Fig. II.b). Fig. 4 shows that the OD-value of the
un-irradiated EBT2 film in the blue color channel at x r =0.8 is about 3% higher than at the
center of the scanner. As the blue channel signal is almost fully related to the dye
concentration, the contribution due to polymer concentration can be ignored in first
approximation. So we conclude that the LSE for the blue channel can be related only to the
film induced optical path length effect.
Regarding Appendix II, Fig II.b, color-variation in the refraction index n around 1.6 will yield
no significant change in the film induced optical path length effect. So we assume that this
effect is of the same magnitude and independent of the color channel under discussion. It
means that for the red and green channel the film induced optical path length effect is about
3% at x r =0.8.

5.4 Polarization
The results of the large-polarizer experiments plotted in Fig. 5 show a difference in OD at x c
of about 14.5% and 19% for the A4 and A3 scanner, respectively, between p and s polarized
light. In addition, Fig. 5 shows that for the large-polarizer, the polarization effect increases in
the order of 10% towards the side of the glass plate (x r =0.8) for both scanners. Fig. 6.
confirms those values for the A3-scanner: about 17.5 % at x c with an increase of about 8% to
x r =0.8.
When the LSE data from Fig. 10 is corrected for the film induced optical path length effect
(section 5.3) of 3%, and cross talk is neglected, see section 5.2, the remaining effect ranges up
to about 7% for an OD= 0.86 at x r =0.8. Its values is somewhat less than observed for the
large- and small-polarizer. According to our hypothesis the reason is that even for films
irradiated with a high dose, the active material (crystals) still contain a large number of nonpolarizing monomers. Therefore, the magnitude of polarization due to film is less than that of
the linear polarizer sheets. However, Fig. 9 indicates that the dose given to the film with an
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OD of 0.86 becomes more and more a full-linear polarizer: above OD=0.86 the increase of the
amplitude A in Fig. 9a diminishes.
In Fig. 6 the minimum and maximum OD values are more pronounced if the pixel position is
situated more lateral on the glass plate. This corresponds with Fresnel's Laws of light
reflection on a mirror, showing an increase and decrease in intensity for the s- and pcomponent of the reflected light beam, respectively, when the angle of incidence comes closer
to the Brewster angle.
Since Gafchromic film partially polarizes the incident light (Fig. 7 and 8), even un-irradiated,
its orientation on the scanner glass plate, i.e. from portrait to landscape mode or vice versa,
will influence the observed OD value for otherwise the same situation. The magnitude of that
OD change will depend on the dose delivered to the film; an effect of 10% as mentioned in
literature

26

seems realistic. It should be realized that this OD change depends too on the

scanner used as indicated in Fig 5 for the A4 and A3 scanner. The obvious reason is that for
the A4 scanner the angle of the light beam incidence on the (first) mirror comes closer to the
Brewster angle.
The light polarizing capability of the polyester base layer is clearly shown in Fig. 7. The base
layer combined with the substrate layer (substrate and polyester) shows a different phase, and
a slight increase in amplitude. The active layer could not be studied alone; un-irradiated EBT
film in Fig. 7 is the result of the combination of layers (Table 1). To derive the active layer
data from Fig. 7 results cannot easily be subtracted mathematically. Each layer will alter the
magnitude and direction of polarization and therefore the layer sequence is important.
However, it is clear from Fig. 7 that Gafchromic film, even un-irradiated, has light
polarization capability. Therefore, for each Gafchromic film type different shaped LSE curves
can be expected.
For the green channel similar light polarization behavior has been obtained as observed for
the red channel. This is expected, as the light polarization in the red en green channel is set by
the dipole behavior of the polymers generated after film irradiation. For the blue channel (Fig.
9) it should be noted that its amplitude is a combination of a dominant dye-signal and a minor
polymer-signal

42

. The main change in phase shift (Fig. 9b) occurs between zero dose (fog)

and the first low dose given (OD=0.26). As the mono- and polymer chains are oriented inside
rod-like crystals which remain constant in number and direction 22, change in phase can only
be attributed to the dose-induced polymers inside these crystals.
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5.5 Lateral scan effect LSE
According to the results of our experiments we conclude that the LSE can be described fully
by light polarization, optical path length and cross talk. All effects are inherently present in
the flatbed scanner, depending in their magnitude on the lateral pixel position on the glass
plate and influenced by the Gafchromic film if present. Their inherent presence in the scanner
itself becomes only manifested when a film is scanned; the scanner calibration procedure
corrects introduced intensity differences over the lateral pixels due to those optical effects, but
doesn’t remove causes.
The magnitude of the LSE seems more pronounced for the A3 than for the A4 scanner (Fig.
10). Previous investigations

21, 46

on LSE have reported differences between two A4-sized

scanners of the same type. Within the manufacturer’s specification range, individual scanners
can differ in output due to variability in components and construction. E.g. the fluorescent
light tube, the CCD sensor response, the optical properties of the mirror system and the
geometrical arrangement of components. The observed asymmetry in LSE for the A4-scanner
might be due to such construction variations. Therefore, characterization of LSE should be
investigated separately for each individual scanner.
As a consequence of our findings on LSE, any combination of EBT-like films and Epson-like
flatbed scanners will be subject to the causes underlying the LSE. EBT, EBT2 and EBT3
films differ in layer construction and composition (Table 1), influencing the final film
response

47

, but the physics behind light transmission through Gafchromic film remains

unchanged. Similar conclusion can been drawn about Epson-like flatbed scanners. Use of the
reflection scan-mode will not avoid these effects: cross talk, optical path length and light
polarization will remain present in scanner and film. The magnitude of each contributor to the
overall LSE is, of course, expected to be different from transmission mode scanning 48.
As a practical consequence of this study, several recommendations can be given. The first is
to use a frame to fix Gafchromic film in a reproducible way on the scanner glass plate.
Secondly, as light transmission through layers suffering polarizing light depends on their
mutual sequence, EBT3 film is preferable to EBT2 due to its symmetrical construction. The
problem of flipping seems to be solved with that 16. Thirdly, corrections on the scanner-pixel
readout should be applied to compensate for LSE prior to dose calculation. Single-channel or
triple-channel dosimetry methods are available 24, 26-29, 49. Other recommendations are given in
the literature 50.
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5.6 Anisotropic scatter versus our observations
Another explanation for the LSE is presented by Schoenfeld and colleagues 22, who suggested
that anisotropic light scattering causes LSE. In our opinion this is not correct, based on our
experiments. First of all, the results presented in Fig.1d show a very low influence, not
observable under conditions used for clinical dosimetry. Secondly, according to Rayleigh
scattering the strongest anisotropy effect should be observed for the blue channel and weakest
for the red channel. However, the reverse is observed for the LSE. Thirdly, if anisotropic light
scatter plays any role in LSE, its influence is almost fully included in the calibration to dose
curve of the film as measured at x c ., i.e. in OD at x c . Finally, if our observations are correct
about the underlying causes of LSE, they can be avoided when using a drum scanner (Howtek
7500). As in that scanner light always incidences perpendicular to the film, optical path length
variation over the film is not present. In addition, the detector is directly opposite the light
source, i.e. no light polarizing system like mirrors are present. It means that light polarization
by the film itself at each OD value is constant and can be incorporated in the calibration
curve. Cross talk is unknown for drum scanners. First experiments in repeating LSE
measurements on a drum scanner supports our idea (Fig.11): no difference between a
measured dose profile detected with a diode and film scanned on a drum scanner.
While a large difference up to 10% is present when scanning the film with a flatbed scanner,
without applying any LSE correction. Similar results as obtained for a drum scanner have
been reported in literature for a 2D spot scanning densitometer 20, 51. In case anisotropic light
scattering would be the main cause of LSE, even for the drum scanner the LSE would be
expected. With those observations, we conclude that anisotropic light scattering is present, i.e.
incorporated in cross talk, but cannot be set as cause of the LSE.
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Figure 11 EBT3 film read out, irradiated with a 15x15 cm2 6MV photon beam at 5 cm water
depth scanned on both Epson 1680 scanner and a Drum scanner (Howtek 7500). EBT3 film
data is uncorrected for LSE. Data are compared with dose profile detected with a diode scan
in water.

6 Conclusions
This study shows that LSE for Epson-like flatbed scanners in combination with Gafchromic
film can be ascribed to light polarization, optical path length and cross talk. Up to 7% of LSE
is detected for light polarization, depending on the dose delivered to the film. Additional 3%
is related to film induced optical path length variation. Cross talk is only relevant for (very)
small field size in combination with high dose gradients (up to 2%), e.g. intracranial
stereotactic treatments. Accurate, reference film dosimetry based on Gafchromic film in
combination with Epson-like scanners can be improved when understanding the physics
behind the LSE. The use of alternative scanners, e.g. drum scanners, might be the other way
to avoid the complex readout behavior of flatbed scanners. However, their costs are high.
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Appendix I Practical information on flatbed scanners
In Fig. Ia, a schematic top view of the Epson 1680 Expression Pro flatbed scanner glass plate
is presented. The light source moves over the y-axis; i.e. the longitudinal scan direction. The
lateral scan plane is in the x-direction, which is the shorter glass plate planar dimension
parallel to the light tube. The origin of the x-y plane is at the top-left position. Film can be
positioned in portrait scan mode, i.e. with its short side parallel to the lateral scan direction, or
in landscape mode, i.e. with its long side parallel to the lateral scan direction. The angle β is
defined as 90° when the film is scanned in landscape mode.
Flatbed scanners used in this study are designed for digitizing pictures, slides and other
graphical products. Therefore, the response per color (red, green, and blue; RGB) is intended
to be identical over all glass plate pixels for an empty glass plate. Prior to each scan, the uninterrupted light tube intensity is automatically detected on a predefined section of the glass
window (pre-scan area, Fig. Ia) and the CCD readout is calibrated. This calibration process
should not be interrupted. No log-file about the extent of the calibration result is available.
Scanning an empty glass plate yields for all pixels almost the same signal in each RBG
channel. Until now it is also not known to what extent this calibration data varies from day-today or within a scan session.
A digital scan readout consists of i columns and j rows. The values of i and j depend on
scanner size and scan resolution; various values are reported in literature. The absolute lateral
scan distance x ranges from 0 cm to x i . For the two scanners investigated in this paper x i = 22
cm and 31 cm, respectively. The lateral centre of the glass plate is depicted as x c , where c
represents i/2 . To compare different scanners, a relative lateral scale (x r ) is defined ranging
from -1 to 1, where x r =0 depicts the scanner lateral centre (x c );
xr =

x
−1
xc

I.a

Transmission scanners use a white fluorescent light tube with xenon gas, collimated by a slit.
Below the glass plate, an optical system consisting of four flat mirrors projects the transmitted
light onto a lens, which focuses the light on the detector, i.e. a CCD line chip (Fig. I.b (a)).
For most flatbed scanners it is possible to focus the lens on the glass plate surface (0 mm) or,
in case slides in a frame are digitized, 2.5 mm above the glass plate. Standard settings of 0
mm focus is recommended. A dismantled Epson 1680 flatbed scanner is shown in Fig I.b (c).
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xc
Pre scan

x
Longitudinal scan direction

y
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β

Lateral scan
-1

0

xr

1

Fig I.1. Top view of an Epson 1680 Expression Pro flatbed scanner glass plate.
The light ray was simulated with a hand-held laser pointer. If the hand held laser pointer is
positioned towards the edge of the scan window and perpendicular to the glass plate surface,
we noticed the light ray will not reach the lens until the light ray is angled in the x-plane (Fig.
II.a) by angle α. The maximum angle depends on the scanner construction and design. For the
Epson 1680 Expression Pro, the measured maximum angle α is about 23 degrees. The angle
of incidence on each mirror can be split into an angle γ in the y-plane (Fig. I.b.a) and angle α
in the x-plane (Fig. I.b.b.).
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Fig. I.b. (a) Schematic representation of a cross section in the longitudinal y-plane, (b)
Schematic representation of the cross section in the lateral x-plane, (c) Photo taken from a
dismantled Epson 1680 Expression Pro flatbed scanner, showing four flat mirrors. A light ray
simulated with a hand held laser pointer is drawn as a thick dashed line where small dashed
lines illustrate angle α, defined relative to the normal.
Table 1 Gafchromic film construction 47. Film sheet dimension: circa 20x25 cm2.
EBT

EBT2

EBT 3

Polyester layer

97 µm

Active layer

17 µm

Polyester layer

50 µm.

Substrate layer

6 µm

Adhesive layer

25 µm

Polyester layer

125 µm

Active layer

17 µm

Active layer

25 µm

Active layer

25 µm

Polyester layer

97 µm

Polyester layer

175 µm

Polyester layer

125 µm
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Appendix II Optical path length in media
The Lambert-Beer law 31, 34 describes transmission T of a light beam through media as:

T=

It
= 10 −ξ ⋅d
I0

II.a

where ξ is the absorption coefficient of the medium [cm-1], d is the optical path length [cm], I 0
is the light intensity incident on the medium, and I t is the transmitted light intensity.
A light ray incident on a medium will refract according to the Snell’s law:

n=

sin α
sin θ

II.b

where n is the refractive index of a medium, α is the angle of the incident beam and θ is the
angle of the refracted beam. Optical path length d x (Fig. II.a) can be expressed as a function
of thickness d by:

dx =

d
cos θ

II.c

In combination with Eq. II.a, the change in transmission due to the angle α becomes:

10 −ξ ⋅d
T
)
−ξ ⋅d (1− 1
cos θ
= −ξ ⋅d
= 10
Tx 10 cos θ
This theoretical ratio of T is expected to be an under-estimation

II.d
31, 34

. Ignoring these details

then:
ODd
log T
log⋅ 10 −ξd
ξd
=
=
=
= cos θ
−ξ d
d
ODdx
log Tx
cos θ
ξ
log⋅ 10
cos θ

II.e

From equation II.b and II.e follows:

(

ODd
= 1 − sin α
n
ODd x

)

2

II.f

In Fig. II.b this relation has been depicted for several n-values.
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α

dx

d

θ

Film

α
Figure II.a Definition of angle α of a light ray incident on film with refractive index n, distance
d x and distance d, i.e. film thickness.
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Figure II.b Calculated increase in OD as function of angle α, according to Eq. II.f with n=1.0,
n=1.5, and n=2. The optical index of EBT2 is estimated to be n=1.7 according to Park et al
2012 (dashed dot line). For the EBT2 and EBT3 the manufacturer provided data that the
active layer n=1.53 and the polyester base layers n=1.68. In this paper the averaged value
n=1.6 is used.
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Chapter 9

Abstract
Purpose:
Gafchromic EBT3 film is used as a very practical dosimetry tool for clinical electron beam
radiotherapy both as relative and absolute dosimeter, but in literature the achievable accuracy
is described sparsely. Some publications report unexpected systematic deviations at shallow
depth in a water phantom compared to ionization chamber and diode measurements.
Therefore, the dosimetric properties of Gafchromic EBT3 films in electron beams have been
investigated.
Methods
A Varian Clinac 2300 C/D was used to produce electron beams with energies between 6 and
22 MeV. The absolute dose at dose maximum depth (d max ) was determined with an ionisation
chamber. Percentage depth dose curves (PDDs) have been measured in water with a 0.13 cc
ionisation chamber and an unshielded electron field diode. Per energy, the mean of those
PDDs is considered as a reference data set and compared with PDDs obtained with
Gafchromic EBT3 film irradiated in water parallel with the beam axis. The achieved accuracy
was determined and an explanation of the detected disturbances near the surface has been
pursued by using multiple Coulomb scattering theory to estimate the influence of the film
itself on the measured PDD.
Results
For all electron energies, the PDDs measured with the ionization chamber and diode showed
good correspondence: their 50% range agree within 1.0 mm. Film PDDs showed good
correspondence with this reference set, with a 50% range within -0.7 to 0.3 mm compared to
the reference PDD curve. Absolute film dose deviations at d max are -0.7% (±0.9 % 1 SD).
Disturbance in film-PDD curves at shallow depth up to d max were found for all energies. Film
PDDs from water surface down to ~10 mm were found to differ up to ~3% compared to the

corresponding reference PDD. The non-water composition of EBT3 film is identified as the
cause of this deviation.
Conclusion
Gafchromic EBT3 film is a reliable and accurate absolute dosimetry tool in a homogeneous
water phantom irradiated with electron beams with energies between 6 and 22 MeV. A
practical way to circumvent the superficial disturbance is to position the film slightly nonperpendicular to the water phantom, or by rotation of the gantry.
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Introduction
Since the 1950s, electron beam irradiation is a well-used modality in radiation oncology,
mainly for treatment of superficial tumours. For the physics group the particular point of
interest is the application of computerized treatment planning systems and its accuracy.
However, measuring electron beam dose distributions and checking electron beam dose
calculations using various (inhomogeneous) phantoms is still a challenge. Here Gafchromic
film might prove to be helpful.
Publications on film dosimetry with electron beams mainly deal with radiographic film (such
as Kodak XV2 or EDR), but these materials became obsolete after film developers were not
available anymore due to large scale introduction of digital imaging. A drawback of the
radiographic film type was its non-water equivalence, i.e. its electron scatter properties and
stopping power deviates from water, and its non-linear optical density to dose behaviour

1, 2

.

Nowadays, dose measurements with Gafchromic film in water and other phantom materials
provide a valuable method to acquire clinical data as Gafchromic film does not need to be
developed and is more water equivalent than radiographic film. It has already been proven to
be an accurate dosimetry tool for photon radiation3.
The ionization chamber and diode are accepted as accurate dosimetry tools for electron
radiation 4, 5. Ionization chambers can be calibrated for reference dosimetry purposes, with the
6, 7

disadvantage that an ionization-to-dose conversion has to be applied

. More important, an

ionization chamber might not be applicable due to its size due to potential volume averaging
across the diameter of the chamber. Diodes feature a high spatial resolution but many factors
such as temperature and beam direction influence their response

8, 9

. Both detectors can be

used for simple water phantom measurements, but are often not applicable in more realistic
clinical irradiation geometries. Gafchromic film is a relatively new and still quite unexplored
option for electron beam dosimetry.
Gafchromic film is an attractive dosimetry tool because of its high spatial resolution, energyindependent dose response for energies above 40 keV, independency of dose rate and its
applicability in water and more clinical realistic phantoms. Gafchromic film is easy to handle:
it is self-developing and it is nearly water equivalent10. Moreover, a single measurement
provides a 2D dose plane, making it a very powerful tool to measure dynamic treatments.
Dose response anomalies in the order of 3% are reported for depth dose measurements at
shallow depth.
207
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In literature, only a few papers have been published with data on the accuracy of
radiochromic film (such as EBT3) in electron beams irradiations

11-14

. Some authors do

mention disturbance of the measured depth dose in its first 10 - 15 mm in water or solid
phantom material, using EBT or EBT2 film15. Others do not mention this effect

16-20

.

Preliminary dosimetry test measurements at the author’s institution with Gafchromic EBT3
film gave unexpected deviation with respect to ionisation chamber and diode measurement at
shallow depth in water, leading to the current investigations.
The purpose of this study is to verify whether Gafchromic EBT3 film can be accurately used
as a dosimetry tool for electron radiation, with special attention to the accuracy at shallow
depth (~10 mm) in water. Therefore, absolute dose measurements and PDDs obtained with
EBT3 film have been compared to reference dose data obtained with an ionization chamber
and diode.

1.

Theory

1.1

Stopping power of Gafchromic film

According to literature1 the optical density distribution of the film is a measure of the dose
distribution D film (x, y, z) in the active layer, which is related to the electron fluence
distribution:

D film (x, y, z ) = ∫ f (x, y, z , E ) ⋅ ( S ( E ) ρ ) f dE ,

(1)

where ( S ( E ) ρ ) f is the mass collisional stopping power of the film and f ( x, y, z , E ) is the
fluence distribution in the film as a function of the lateral coordinates x and y , depth
coordinate 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 and the electron energy E . To obtain the dose distribution in water in the

absence of the film, the distribution needs to be multiplied by the mean energy water to film
mass stopping power ratio S wf (z ) :

Dwater ( x, y, z ) = D film ( x, y, z ) ⋅ S wf ( z ) .

(2)

This stopping power ratio is depth dependent, since the energy spectrum is depth dependent.
The stopping power ratio from film (f) to water (w) is given by:
208
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∫ 𝜙𝜙𝜙𝜙(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧,𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)(𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)/𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌)𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
����
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) =
.

(3)

∫ 𝜙𝜙𝜙𝜙(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧,𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)(𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)/𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌)𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

In literature21 the mass collision stopping power is given as a function of the energy and

medium, so the ratios can be determined for each electron energy. This ratio for the obsolete
radiographic film1 (Kodak XV2 or EDR2) is compared to the data provided for a
radiochromic film active layer22 and silicon (Si) diodes, and air (ionization chamber) in figure
1.

Stopping power ratio relative to water
[-]

1.9
1.8

Water/Radiographic

1.7

Water/Gafchromic
Water/Si

1.6

Water/Air

1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0
0.9
0.01

0.1

1

Electron energy [MeV]

10

100

Figure 1. Ratio of mass collision stopping powers21, 22 of Gafchromic film (solid line), Si diode
(dashed dotted line), air (small dashed line), and obsolete radiographic film (like Kodak XV2,
EDR2) (dashed line) relative to water.

2.2

Influence of film on dose distribution of electron beams in water

In this section we will investigate the influence of the (nearly water equivalent) film on the
measured dose distribution. The most used calculation model for electron beams is the pencil
beam model, originating from Hogstrom23. In this model, the dose distribution 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) of

a infinitesimal small beam in water is described by:
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(4)

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(0,0, 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) ∙ 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧),

where 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(0,0, 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) is the measured depth dose distribution of a broad beam at the central beam
axis and 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 is the lateral spread due to multiple Coulomb scattering, which is assumed to be
Gaussian:

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) =

1

2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 2 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �−

𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 2 +𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 2

2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 2 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)

�.

(5)

In a homogeneous phantom or a phantom with slab geometry, the spatial spread of the
electrons, characterized by 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) , depends on the depth 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 in the phantom where the electrons
interact as:

1

𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧

𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 2 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) = (𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 . 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿)2 + ∫0 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 ′ )) ∙ (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 − 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 ′ )2 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 ′ ,
2

(6)

where 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇�𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 ′ )� is the mass angular scattering power of the material, 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 the distance between

the electron applicator and water surface and 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 the initial angular spread according to Van

Battum and Huizenga24: 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = �13. 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 , with 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 the scattering power of air according to
ICRU-35. The dose distribution of an arbitrarily shaped beam in a non-homogeneous phantom
can be approximated by the convolution of all pencil beams:
∞

∞

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(0,0, 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧). ∫−∞ ∫−∞ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 ′ , 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 ′ ) 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 �(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 ′ ), (𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 ′ ), 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧�𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 ′ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 ′ ,

(7)

where 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 ′ , 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 ′ ) is 1 for all 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥′ and 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦′ within the field boundaries, and zero outside the field

boundaries. This is strictly spoken not valid for non-slab geometry, but widely numerically
applied in clinical dosimetry, using pencil beams which vary with lateral position (x, y) due to
local differences in chemical composition and density. For the case of a film composed of
several layers, positioned vertically in a water phantom, an analytical solution can be derived.
It would be more accurate to use a full 3D redefinition model25, 26, a Monte Carlo model27 or
the phase space evolution model28. However, all these models are not available or tested for
the very small step sizes required to handle the thin film with an active layer of 0.025 mm
only.
Therefore, an analytical solution to eq. 7 is applied as an approximation. To improve the
model the pencil beams are “redefined” at the surface level23. With the detailed properties of
polyester and the active film layer as given in the appendix A and using eq. 6, pencil beam
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widths have been calculated in water (𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)), in polyester(𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)), and in the active layer

𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
(E) and scattering power 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 (E) of
material of EBT3 film (𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (z)). The stopping power 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

material m, such as polyester and the active layer, relative to water is calculated from its
atomic composition, according to Huizenga and Storchi29, 30
𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸). 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 ,

𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) = 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸). 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 . 𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻
,

(8)
(9)

𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
where 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 represents the electron density of the material relative to water and 𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻
its

effective atomic number for multiple Coulomb scattering relative to water, which is different
from other definitions of effective atomic number, and is given by:
𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

=

2

�𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 �
𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍
�𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
�

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

. 0.1515.

(10)

The mean energy at depth is taken as 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸0 − 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧. 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) , with 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸0 the mean beam energy21. The

dose distribution in the plane 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 = 0 is calculated, perpendicular to the film plane 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = 0, using

eq. 7 for a broad beam incident on a water phantom, thus with geometry:
𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 < −𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

: water,

−𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 < 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 < 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

: active film,

𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 > 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

: water.

−𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 < 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 < −𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

: polyester,

𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 < 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 < 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

: polyester,

where a and b are defined in figure A1 in the appendix. Neglecting divergence, which is a
very small effect in this geometry, eq. 7 can be analytically solved as:
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𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(0,0, 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) .

1
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
1
−𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 − 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
−𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
�1 − erf �
�� + �erf �
� − erf �
��
2
2
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)√2
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)√2
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)√2

1
𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 − 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
−𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 − 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
+ �erf �
� − erf �
��
2
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)√2
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)√2

1
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 − 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
1
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
+ �erf �
� − erf �
�� + �1 − erf �
��
2
2
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)√2
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)√2
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)√2

(11)

providing the perturbation due to the film itself.

2.3

Diode detector and ionization chambers

For ionization chamber dosimetry, ionization readings have to be converted to dose in the
medium, as published in various protocols (NCS-1831, AAPM TG5132, etc.). The stopping
power of silicon relative to water is shown in figure 1 and shows an overresponse for low
energy electrons in the beam21. In literature the dosimetry with diodes as related to electron
beams have been studied and correction from reading to dose is relatively small. The electron
beam diode reading will be corrected for stopping power differences according to NCS-1831
and ICRU-3521.

3

Materials and Methods

3.1

General information

A Varian 2300 C/D (Varian Palo Alto, CA, USA) linear accelerator with electron beam
energies of 6, 9, 12, 15, 18 and 22 MeV was used. The source to surface distance 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 is set to
100 cm (isocenter), where the surface is the water phantom (IBA, BP2, Schwarzenbruck

Germany). A standard electron field applicator was inserted, creating a field of 10x10 cm² at
the isocenter. For this field size and 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷, the accelerator is set to give an output 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 of 1.0
cGy/MU at the maximum dose depth 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 . The output variation per MU over time of the

linear accelerator is kept well within 1% (3 SD). All detectors have been irradiated with 600
MU using the 10x10 cm2 applicator, i.e. 600 cGy at 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 . Measurements were performed
along the central beam axis. The measured film dose at depth of dose maximum has been
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registered. Also the depth read-out curves have been normalized to the maximum read-out at
the central beam axis, which results in percentage depth dose distributions. All experiments
have been repeated at least three times, for verification of results, and averaged. Variations in
data between these sessions were small, within 2%.
In addition various measurements have been performed for other geometrical conditions, e.g.
a larger 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷, in our quest to understand and unravel the dosimetry effect at shallow depth.

For this purpose, some PDDs has been measured with the film positioned perpendicular to the
central beam axis to reveal a possible film-related cause. For this measurement set-up, a mold
is designed to clamp a piece of EBT3 film of 7x7 cm2 and fix it to the horizontal bar in the
IBA water phantom. Also, the influence of angulation of the film plane with respect to the
beam direction has been investigated.

3.2

Film dosimetry with EBT3

The active component of EBT3 film consists of crystals filled with a monomer (diacetylene;
Lithium pentacosa-10,12-diynoate (LiPCDA)), that react upon radiation by polymerization,
forming polymer chains33 . These polymer chains absorb light in typical bands at wavelengths
of 585 (green) and 635 nm (red). Gafchromic EBT3 film (8x10 inch) consists of three layers
of material, i.e. two outer polyester layers and the active layer (fig.A1; Appendix A).
Experiments have been performed with batches #A05021301, #A05021304, #03031402 and
#04141402. The film is placed in a Lucite frame and placed parallel with the beam axis,
perpendicular to the water surface34. A fine-tune positioning device on the film mount
provided the possibility to position the film in such a way that the water surface is
uninterrupted within 0.1 mm while the film touches the water surface. No air is present at the
film-water interface.
Films are scanned on the Epson 10000XL flatbed scanner according to scan protocols and
recommendations publisher earlier3, 35, 36, in transmission mode and portrait orientation at 72
dpi in RGB. A flatbed scanner digitizes the film where the x-z-plane of the film coincides
with the 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 plane of the scanner glass plate. Then the optical density 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 for each flatbed
scanner pixel is defined according to:

𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦) = log10
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where 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼0 (𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦) is the incident light intensity on the medium, and 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 (𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦) is the transmitted
light intensity detected by the scanner at position (𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦) in the lateral (𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥) and longitudinal (𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦)

direction. The warming-up of the scanner (> 8 scans) is followed by the empty glass plate
scan 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼0 (𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦).

Optical density is converted to dose with a calibration curve specifically made to varify every
experiment. A sheet of film from the batch is cut into 9 pieces and each film piece is
irradiated with an intermediate electron beam energy at the dose maximum depth in water,
positioned perpendicular to the central beam axis. Read-out to dose conversion with triple
colour correction has been conducted using FilmQA-Pro 3.0 (ISP, Ashland, Wayne, NY,
USA). The calibration curve is determined in FilmQA-Pro software using a standard
analytical fit function.
No lateral scan effect35 correction are required for the depth read-out data since these readouts of the film are obtained at the center of the glass scan window only.

3.3

Diode

An unshielded electron field diode (EFD) (IBA, Schwarzenbruck Germany) is mounted in
upright position with its effective point of measurement at 0.5 mm from the tip of the diode.
The manufacturer states the effective point of measurement for an EFD to be < 0.9 mm, so the
position of effective measurement introduces an uncertainty of less than 0.4 mm, but is
systematic in origin. The diode reading has been corrected for its known energy dependent
behaviour (figure 1). Diode measurements are averaged over three sessions.

3.4

Ionization chamber

An 0.13 cc ionization chamber (IBA, Schwarzenbruck Germany) was used with an internal
bias voltage of 400 V. The effective point of measurement for this chamber is half its radius,
i.e. 1.5 mm. Small variation in effective point of measurement as a function of nominal
electron beam energy37 was ignored. All scans were performed from larger depths towards the
surface with low scan speed to minimize uncertainties in measurement depth, as might be
caused by lifting water on top of the ionisation chamber or changes in meniscus. Ionisation
reading to dose conversion is performed using the IBA Accept v7.3 scan software with the
214
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AAPM TG51 built-in correction protocol. Data evaluation was conducted using Microsoft
Excel and the measurements were averaged over three individual sessions.

4

Results

4.1

Percentage depth dose data

For all electron energies investigated with the 10x10 cm2 electron applicator the PDDs as
measured along the central beam axis are shown in figure 2. The data from both the diode and
ionization chamber have been compared to acceptance data from the accelerator and turned
out to be within statistical uncertainty limits (±1 mm).

4.2

Ranges

To quantify the relative depth dose difference between detectors, we calculated the observed
difference in range ∆𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 at dose levels of 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 80%, 50% and 20%, according to

∆𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) = 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) − 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)

(13)

To illustrate, the 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇80 depth is the depth in millimetres of the 80% depth dose value for that

specific energy. The data from the both ionization chamber and diode detector are shown in
detail in figure 3. The diode data show PDD curves extending systematically to a slightly
larger depth than ionization chamber data. At 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇80 depths the differences are small (~ 0.5 mm),

while at 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇20 depths the differences increase to 1.7 mm for the higher energy electron beams.
At those 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇20 depths the electron energy spectrum has shifted towards lower energies and has

become very broad.

To compare this result to those of the film measurements we decided to average the data from
the ionization chamber and the diode and regard this data set as ‘reference beam data set’
(R ref ). This set will be compared with the film measurements (R film ).
In accordance to Eq. 13 we define:
∆𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) = 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) − 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)

(14)
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Results are shown in Figure 4. Overall, the ranges measured with EBT3 film agree mainly
within -1 and 0.5 mm to the reference data set.
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Figure 2: The PDD curves for all six energies. The solid lines indicate the averaged film
measurements. The dashed lines indicate the averaged diode measurements. The dotted
lines indicate the averaged ionization chamber measurements. The insert shows the film data
at shallow depth.

In the Bremsstrahlung tail of the curves, dose differences between the film and the reference
data are up to 0.5%, where Gafchromic EBT3 film shows a slight overresponse.
The absolute dose measured with film at dose maximum depth deviates up to -0.7% (0.9%
SD) from the reference data.
In figure 2 a clear and consistent overshoot in dose is shown in the first 15 mm. The dip in the
curve increases with energy, but the “depth” of the dip appears constant with energy. A
detailed image is given in figure 5. In this section, the results of several experiments are
reported that were carried out to find the cause of this effect at shallow depth. The
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overresponse is most pronounced at 22 MeV so all experiments have been carried out at 22
MeV.
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Figure 3. Overview of the difference for the R 80 . R 50 and R 20 ranges measured with diode and
ionisation chamber , in mm, as calculated with equation 13.
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Figure 4. Overview of the difference for the R 80 . R 50 and R 20 ranges measured with film with
respect to the reference data set, in mm, as calculated with equation 14.
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4.3

Surface dose

It is known that scatter from the electron applicators24, 38 has a lower energy than the primary
beam electrons. The sensitivity of the active layer for low energy electrons (see figure 1 and
equation 1) could be responsible for the shallow depth effect. If indeed applicator scatter38
causes this effect, it would decrease at larger SSD. Measurements have been performed under
the same conditions, but at an extended SSD of 115 cm (figure 5, dashed line). Results are
corrected for invers square law, although inverse square law is not exactly valid in practice.
The effect at SSD=115 cm is very similar to the effect at SSD=100 cm. When the applicator is
removed the electron beam will not be affected anymore by applicator scatter. Data obtained
without applicator (Fig. 5 dotted line) show the same effect in the first 15 mm as at SSD= 100
cm and SSD= 115 cm. From these experiments it is clear that applicator scatter can be ruled
out as the cause of the dip.

600

Dose (cGy)

580
560
540

SSD=100 cm
SSD=115 cm
Perpendicular
without applicator
+5 mm
+1 mm

520
500
480
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

Depth in water (cm)
Fig. 5. Investigation of the shallow depth effect for a 22 MeV electron beam in water.

Thus, the effect as shown in fig. 5 appears to be dependent on the presence of EBT3 film
itself. Therefore it is expected that this effect should move along with the film when it is
positioned 1 mm or 5 mm below the water surface. In figure 5 data belonging to +1 mm and
218
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+5 mm film shift has been plotted which shows that the surface effect moves along with the
film. These experiments indicate that the film itself causes a perturbation. In case the film is
positioned 1 mm above the water surface, an overshoot is detected in agreement with the
literature of Dutreix39.
The effect might be influenced by the direction of the electron beam relative to the film plane.
This is studied by repeating the measurements with a gantry angle 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼 of 0, 2, 4, 6 and 8
degrees. We positioned the film in the 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 plane, and rotated the gantry in the 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 plane. The

point of rotation is the water surface, and the depth 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 has been corrected with the cosines of
the gantry angle. It can be easily calculated that by a 0.3 degree rotation of the gantry the film

part which receives the dose maximum (22 MeV) is out of its upstream film shadow.
Measurement results are shown in fig. 6 where the overresponse of the film decreases with the
increased gantry angle α. This experiment demonstrates clearly that the film itself causes the
observed effect which can only be attributed to the non-water composition of the film.

550

Dose (cGy)

530
510
0 degree
490

2 degrees

α

470

4 degrees
6 degrees
8 degrees

450
0.0

0.2

0.4
0.6
Depth (cm)

0.8

1.0

Figure 6: Surface dose measured with EBT3 film with gantry angle α of 2, 4, 6 and 8 degrees,
depth corrected at the rotation point at z=0.
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Fig. 7: Calculated dose distribution in the plane 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 = 0 showing scatter effects in and near

EBT3 film at 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = 0 , when irradiated in water with a 22 MeV electron beam. Note that x and
z-scale are different.
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Fig. 8: Calculated depth dose distribution in the EBT3 film, when irradiated with electron
beams with various energies in water. Note that the correction is given at shallow depth [0-2
cm].

4.4

Calculation of dose distribution perturbation by EBT3 film

Using equation 11 and the underlying properties provided in the appendix, the perturbation by
the film itself has been calculated and presented for a 22 MeV beam in figure 7. The depth
dose at 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = 0 has been calculated for all beam energies and is presented in figure 8.

From the calculation results in fig. 7 and 8 it is clear that the composition of the film causes
hot and cold spots in and near the EBT3 film.
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5

Discussion and Conclusion

The advantages of film dosimetry in clinical practice, especially for low energy electron
beams, are its spatial resolution in the steep dose fall-off region, its accuracy and its ease of
use. But how accurate is this dosimetry?
Systematic differences in measured PDDs of ionization chamber and diode in this study are
on average 0.5 mm ± 0.3 mm where the diode shows a deeper 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇50 range than the ionization
chamber. For the 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇20 this difference is energy dependent, i.e. the higher the electron beam

energy, the larger the difference in 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇20 . For the 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇80 the difference is smaller and independent

of electron beam energy. These differences might find its origin in the small variation in
sensitive volume, set-up uncertainties and effective depth uncertainties of the detectors
applied in this study. It might be a challenge to reduce the difference between these detector
types. In literature5 comparable differences between ionization chamber and diode

measurements are found. Differences between PDDs measured with ionization chamber,
diode and film are small: most relevant range parameters such as the 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇80 , 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇50 and 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇20 are

within 1.5 mm, i.e. within 4-5 pixels at a scan resolution of 72 dpi40. Here film positioning
accuracy is better than 3 pixels.
In this study, EBT3 film has proven itself to be an accurate dosimetry tool for electron
radiation, except at shallow depth. This effect does not only show up at lower energies but it
is even more pronounced at higher energies where scatter behavior is very forward peaked.
Some literature15, 17-20 shows surface dose profiles unaffected by such a shallow depth effect,

where others15 try to minimize this effect. Arjomandy et al.13 also found and evaluated the
effect with EBT2 film. Despite using a frame to mount EBT2 film in water at a 2 degree tilt,
they still found an overshoot in the first 5 mm. They mention that experimental uncertainties
of cutting edge and position are most likely responsible for the shallow depth effect. We also
studied the influence of the way in which the film edge was cut, but found that edges cut by a
paper cutter, by scissors and factory cut film edges all gave similar response, ruling out an
effect by the way film is cut.
Our results point in a different direction. The effect is not due to low energy electrons
generated by the applicator, as follows from measurements at larger SSD and without
applicator. All films parallel to the beam axis show an overresponse, and for the films fixed in
the 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 plane perpendicular to the beam axis this overresponse is absent. When film is placed
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at a larger depth, the overresponse is reproduced for the first 2-3 mm. From this we conclude
that the film itself is the cause of the shallow depth effect. Differences in atomic number
composition of the active layer and the polystyrene protective layer as compared to water
cause hot and cold spots in and near the film, as was shown by the dose calculation according
to multiple Coulomb scattering theory. As mentioned in section 2.2, the used calculation
method is not suited for this extreme of non-slab geometry. But it is evident from this
calculation that disturbances of the dose distribution by the film itself do occur and are of the
magnitude measured and shown in fig.2. More advanced dose calculations might even
provide a correction curve to correct measurements for this shallow depth effect.
Measurements performed in the past with radiographic film, sealed in opaque light tight
vacuum envelops, always showed disturbances in the dose distribution in the first 5 to 10 mm
of the depth dose curve1. This was partially assigned to an unavoidable small air bubble in the
film envelop at the film edge i.e. at the water surface7. The accuracy of radiographic film
experiments was probably also influenced by low energy electrons affecting1 the first 5 mm,
or the surface effects described by Dutreix39.
How to avoid this shallow depth effect? Measurements with film perpendicular to the beam
direction is an option, but these measurements are time consuming and the information
gathered is limited, so this set-up is not the method of choice. Rotation of the electron beam
with respect to the film plane in the order of 4 degrees also largely reduces the effect and is
very practical. Future work might provide correction curves from advanced electron beam
dose calculations.
In conclusion, EBT3 film dosimetry is accurate and can be applied to verify clinical dose
distributions, both in solid phantoms and in water.
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Appendix A
Gafchromic EBT3 film consists of three layers, an active layer of 25 µm and two outer layers
of polyester of 125 µm. Immersed in water, we distinguish five layers of medium (figure A1).
In the study of Bekerat10 et al it was shown that the chemical compound has been optimized
to improve the energy independency of Gafchromic EBT3 film. Properties of the film
according to equations. 8 -10 are given in table A1.

Figure A1 Schematic overview of EBT3 film in water (vertical alignment). EBT3 Gafchromic
film consists of three layers i.e. two outer layers of polystyrene of 125 µm around the active
layer of 25 µm.
Table A1 Composition in weight percentage10 and properties of the active EBT3 layer and
outer polyester layers.
H
Polyester

C

O

Li

4.0 63.0 33.0 -

N

Na S

Cl

Br

-

-

-

-

-

𝝆𝝆𝝆𝝆

𝝆𝝆𝝆𝝆𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘
𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆

𝒁𝒁𝒁𝒁𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘
𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆

1.35 1.219 1.028

Active layer 9.7 58.4 28.4 0.9 0.1 0.4 0.2 1.1 0.8 1.2

1.079 1.254
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10.1 Film dosimetry in radiotherapy
This thesis covers a time period during which treatments have evolved from a few rectangular
beams at fixed gantry angles, often manually shaped with tungsten or cerrobend blocks, to
treatments delivered with computer controlled accelerators using dynamic, intensity
modulated, rotational techniques. This has required extensive quality assurance (QA), e.g.
dosimetric and performance verification, system stability checks, and quality control
management. Collaboration of the various disciplines involved in radiotherapy (e.g. clinical
physics group, QA staff, engineers, technicians, radiation oncologists) to develop protocols,
procedures and training has been required to make the introduction of new technology a
success[1, 2]. Fast and accurate dosimetric verification (chapter I) has a key role in providing
users with high levels of confidence in new techniques.
Film dosimetry in general outperforms other dosimetry techniques with its ability to integrate
dose in any plane, high spatial resolution and use in any desired phantom. Dose detection with
film is based on a light attenuation measurement per film pixel, the magnitude of which is
related to the amount of radiation received by that pixel. Today film measurements are
performed with commercially available flatbed scanners. The absorption per pixel is
expressed in the optical density (OD) for that pixel; an increase in OD means an increase in
dose. Results obtained with film dosimetry can be presented in two forms, i.e. in absolute
dose values (unit of Gray: Gy) or as percentage of the dose in a defined normalization point.
Film dosimetry always requires a conversion of the optical density (OD) of a film pixel to
dose at that pixel. To achieve this, a known dose is given to the film and correlated with the
film read out, i.e. OD, to create a sensitometric curve. Its inverse, i.e. dose versus a known
OD value, represents the calibration curve. This relation is not linear and depends, among
other factors, on the film type and scanner being used. The accuracy of the absolute dose
reading depends on the accuracy and validity of the calibration curve. Some of the main
challenges to ensuring the quality of film dosimetry are consistency in film production,
energy dependence and handling process (developer conditions, scanner artifacts, etc.).
Relative dose distributions are normalized to a defined dose point in the plane of interest, e.g.
measured with an ionization chamber or other detector whose performance is ideally traceable
to the national standards laboratory. In this situation only ratios of the OD values are
considered over the film pixels and systematic errors in OD values often cancel out; in
essence the calibration curve is normalized at a certain OD value. This method has gained
popularity because it avoids the aforementioned calibration uncertainties.
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As a more recent alternative to film dosimetry, 2D dose detector arrays can be used. These are
now frequently used because they provide a direct read-out of the measured signal, but as
stated in chapter I, they lack the phantom flexibility and high spatial resolution of film
dosimetry. The reading for a particular detector cannot be simply converted to an absolute
dose value, traceable to the national standards laboratory. Therefore, the output of a 2D dose
detector array is generally expressed as a relative dose distribution, i.e. relative to a dose in a
normalization point.
The overall accuracy[3] of a clinical dose delivery system should be within ~ 3.5% (1 SD) and
1 mm (γ =2; Mijnheer et al[4]) to be able to adequately correlate a medical effect to the dose
delivered to that tissue. This means that all steps in the dosimetry chain should have a (much)
higher accuracy. Therefore, we have aimed at 1.5% (1SD) in dose and 0.5 mm spatial
resolution for film dosimetry (see chapter I, Introduction). In the beginning of this work, both
accuracy levels were restricted to relative dose distributions, but with the introduction of EBT
film these accuracy levels were also goals for absolute dose measurement. With these
accuracy requirements in mind, this thesis has explored the potential and the application of
film dosimetry over the last 25 years, during which time there have been numerous
developments in film dosimetry itself and in radiotherapy techniques and technologies.

10.2 Radiographic Film dosimetry in Radiotherapy
In chapter II some of the initial practical questions were addressed: how to measure scanning
electron beam dose distributions in water, and how to accurately measure in inhomogeneous
phantoms. This was necessary in order to test dose calculation models in planning situations
of varying complexity[5, 6]. In this period radiographic film was used, but several of the
insights gained from this work turned out to be valuable for the subsequent use of
radiochromic film.
For radiotherapy applications, a lack of alternatives meant that radiographic film types like
Kodak XV2 or EDR2 were commonly used from the beginning of the 1990’s up to 10 years
ago. Radiographic films consist of silver bromide (AgBr) granules and are extremely sensitive
to environmental light and Cerenkov radiation[7]. Therefore, we vacuum sealed radiographic
film in opaque sheets. The workload to handle radiographic film such that it could be used,
for instance, in a water tank or inhomogeneous phantom was considerably (chapter II).
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Cutting and sealing film was a cumbersome process. When it was necessary to position the
film parallel to the beam axis, the film position with respect to phantom surface could not be
checked because it was sealed in an envelope and so positional uncertainties (typically < 2
mm) had to be accepted. Sealing a film for water tank measurements, always resulted in some
residual air pockets which found their way to the phantom entrance surface disturbing the first
millimeters of the measurement[8, 9]. In addition to this, it was recognized that radiographic
film itself could disturb the electron fluence distribution relative to water and hence the dose
distribution, visualized as a change in angular spread of the electrons at the film position
relative to surrounding phantom material, e.g. water or solid plastics, compared to the
situation when the film was absent. For such reasons the film results in the first 5-10 mm were
treated with caution. A thorough explanation for this became clearer later on through the use
of radiochromic film (chapter IX). As a consequence of this uncertainty, measurements were
often repeated, especially when unexpected results were present. Chapter II deals with the
validation of sealed radiographic films in water.

MUen/RHO ratio's relative to water
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Figure 1 Mass attenuation coefficients ratio of a detector relative to water, as a function of
the energy, as tabulated by Hubbell[10].
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Due to the high density of AgBr, radiographic film is more sensitive for low energy photons
than for high energy photons in comparison to water. Therefore, for absolute dosimetry in
water the mass attenuation coefficient ratio between radiographic film and water should be
considered[11]; it shows strong dependence on photon energy below 100 keV photons (Fig 1).
Over- or underestimation of dose at depth as well as field size dependency could be expected:
the photon beam spectrum changes by penetrating the phantom tissue in a complex way due
to beam hardening and phantom scatter. From a study with a photon energy of 23 MV such a
field size and depth dependent response was detected[12] (chapter III), generating a 4% optical
density variation at shallow depth but up to 7% at 20 cm depth. Since the nominal energy of
this beam is relatively high, i.e. the photon spectrum has a relatively small amount of low
photon energies relative to a 6 MV photon beam at 20 cm water depth, the field size and depth
dependent effect here represents a lower limit. So, for most applicable energies in
radiotherapy like 6 MV the energy dependence is expected to be larger. This was the main
reason not to use radiographic film (despite its spatial advantages) in the Tissue Maximum
Ratio (TMR) measurement of stereotactic fields (chapter V), as the energy dependency for
those situations was unknown. Monte Carlo calculation could have helped but was not
available at that time.
At the turn of the millennium, radiographic film was applied as a verification tool for the
introduction of Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT)[13]. A drawback of
radiographic film was the disturbance of the OD value due to the energy dependent behavior
of radiographic film13. Therefore, the patient specific quality control in the plane of the tumor
(about 10 cm depth) with radiographic film showed deviations. Inside the region of interest in
an IMRT verification plan, dose errors due to radiographic film energy dependence could
exceed tolerance levels and results had to be considered carefully. For high-dose regions the
energy dependency of the film could be ignored as the film was calibrated under similar
photon beam spectrum conditions as those during treatment. However, in the low-dose region,
i.e. outside the treatment field, an over response in optical density was often observed due to
the dominant presence of low-energy scattered photons[14]. For moderately and strongly
modulated photon fields the interpretation of differences between calculated and measured
dose distributions was challenging. Therefore, evaluation of the quality of the dose calculation
algorithm was not straightforward as it was difficult to distinguish whether a dose deviation
occurred due to film energy dependence or to an unknown deviation of the dose calculation
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algorithm. Calibration of the film at intermediate field sizes and intermediate depth could
mitigate the dose error (chapter III) but not solve it.
After irradiation, radiographic film needs to be developed on-site in a developer machine. The
chemical concentration and stability of the developer processes depend strongly on the load or
throughput of films developed per day[15] in that machine. The developer process requires
constant transport speed, i.e. a fixed period of time where the chemicals can convert the silver
bromide (AgBr) of a latent image into metallic silver. This reaction changes the steepness of
the non-linear slope of the calibration curve with unknown magnitude and instability of the
developer process as described in chapter VI made absolute dosimetry with radiographic film
cumbersome. In contrast to diagnostic applications, for dosimetry in radiotherapy a clear
relationship between the darkening of the dose calibrations film and the film under
investigation should be guaranteed, and this was not the case. Relative dosimetry also had
shortcomings because variation in the developer machine conditions during the developer
process could influence the optical density over a single film sheet and might cause optical
density variations unrelated to dose variation. Over the years, variation in the stability of the
developer process becomes clearly visible in the data (Chapter VI). Calibration curves varied
in slope, causing up to 50% variation in dose detected between various sessions. Chapter II
and IV demonstrate that the application of a sensitometric curve influenced the width of the
penumbra of electron beams as the curves did not have a linear OD to dose response, which
meant that the accuracy of such measurements had to be considered carefully.
Within a measurement series, i.e. a batch of films, the calibration curve could be accurate
within 2% (1 SD) in absolute dose value. But for pre-treatment QA with a gamma evaluation
criterion of 3% / 2mm this calibration accuracy appeared too large. The variation in the
calibration curve was investigated (chapter VI). It was demonstrated that a universal format to
generate the sensitometric curve shape can be used, irrespective of the absolute calibration.
This simplifies the use of film dosimetry as relative measurement device[16-18].
The experience gained with radiographic film provides a cautionary note for radiochromic
film. Radiochromic films are delivered in batches, often in 25 A-4 size sheets per box. Each
batch (production date) has its own production process but in principle their construction is
identical. That means that calibration curves might be expected to be the same for all films,
and sensitivity variation over a film should be minimal, i.e. less than 0.5%. However,
experience is that imperfections in the manufacturing process can still lead to unusable film
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batches. In order to identify between- and within-batch variations a quality control method is
under development. There is also a need for strict quality control of the film scanner itself.
At the beginning of the 1990’s dosimetry audits were introduced. One of them was the
comparison of breast-dose calculation in The Netherlands. Since a 2D dose distribution had to
be used, film dosimetry was the only option. It proved to be a fast and practical dosimetry tool
for measurements at different locations[19] and for different accelerators types, including
scanning[20, 21] types, and was suited to the need to do the measurements with low machine
time occupation (chapter IV).
Through routine radiographic film dosimetry QA of every new patient receiving an IMRT
plan at our center, the VUmc, we learned that the instability of the developer machine resulted
in insufficient clinical reliability of these measurements. Therefore, in addition the dose to a
point of choice in the tumor (mostly at the isocenter) was measured with an ionization
chamber in a polystyrene phantom to verify the calculation results in that point. However, this
intensifies the workload for daily patient QA, and gives the absolute dose in one single point
only. Stereotactic plans in particular need to be checked for sharp dose fall-off and positional
accuracy (i.e. spatial information is important). Here relative film dose distributions
normalized to the ionization point dose measurements could help, but for very small field
sizes this method also lacks spatial accuracy.
After the introduction of digital imaging in diagnostic departments about 10 years ago
commercial developer machines fell out of use. Combined with the dosimetric and
performance problems above, it was time to switch over to radiochromic film.

10.3 Radiochromic Film dosimetry in Radiotherapy
Radiochromic (or Gafchromic) film has several advantages over radiographic film: it is selfdeveloping, insensitive to environmental light, i.e. usable in daylight (although UV has to be
avoided if possible), reacts in real time to radiation, is almost water equivalent in dose
detection and is water resistant, i.e. can be easily submerged in water phantoms.
Radiochromic film has an effective Z eff =7.46 and density ρ=1.2 g/cm3, both close to water.
The active layer of the film has been held almost constant in composition from its
introduction in 2004 up to now [22].
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In figure 1 the ratio of mass energy attenuation coefficients for radiochromic film relative to
water show much less variation compared to radiographic film. So, for megavoltage photon
beams the energy dependence of this film type with respect to water is expected to be, and is
reported to be small[22-25]. It means that no field size and depth dependence is observed. In
addition, for electron beams, the energy dependence of the stopping power relative to water is
much lower than for radiographic film (fig. 2). In addition, radiochromic film response is
reported to be independent of the dose rate, i.e. the amount of dose per unit of time[26].
Finally, the film is constructed for radiotherapy purposes, so a dose up to 40 Gy can be
delivered. In practice, it is the film scanner that limits that dose up to 20 Gy, and so the dose
per film pixel is far from saturation. All indications are that radiochromic film seems to be an
ideal 2D-dose detector for intensity modulated (arc) radiotherapy, irrespective of beam
energy, accelerator pulse capacity (Flattening Filter Free mode: FFF), pulse repetition
frequency and level of dose rate.
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Figure 2 Ratio of collision stopping powers relative to water of Gafchromic film according to
ICRU-35[27] (solid line), Si (diode) (dashed dotted), and previous type radiographic film (like
Kodak XV2, EDR2) and air (dashed).
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The second part of this thesis is focused on the External Beam Therapy (EBT) film. Over the
last decade several radiochromic or Gafchromic EBT film types have been introduced, i.e.
EBT, EBT2 and EBT3. Other Gafchromic film models HD-V2, MD-V3 are precursors of
EBT film and so are not addressed in this work.
The first commercial EBT film batch was introduced in 2004. Through a good professional
relation with the manufacturer (Ashland Incorporation USA) we were able to use early
samples of upcoming film types. A standard commercial Epson flatbed scanner (initially A4
size, A3 became available later) was used as a film-read out system enabling all film sizes to
be read, i.e. entire film sheets or down to 1*1 cm2 and smaller. A further advantage for this
scanner was that a TIFF format file containing 48 bit RGB color information was provided as
output. In general, a pixel value of 72 dpi (0.35 mm) was used although higher resolution up
to 300 dpi is available. For EBT film readout only the light transmission of the red channel
was used since this represents the main absorption peak of the sensitive layer. Later on, for
EBT2 and EBT3 the green and blue channel information was also considered, and used to
eliminate inhomogeneity’s in film thickness. The absorption spectrum of the sensitive layer of
radiochromic film shows that it is insensitive (transparent) to IR and UV light. In clinical
practice, the flatbed scanner was and still is, used in transmission mode only, providing the
best configuration with which to determine the optical density between 400nm to 700nm
(RGB).
For the first type of EBT film, excellent homogeneity was reported in literature[24]. The active
layer thickness was very well dispersed leading to constant layer thickness, i.e. same crystal
volumes and monomer density. Therefore, minimal sensitivity variation over the film plane
was observed. We investigated the overall accuracy in absolute dose measurements (chapter
VII) and benchmarked these against the dosimetric accuracy standards suggested by
Brahme[3] and Mijnheer[4]. Chapter VII also showed good accuracy of EBT film as a dose
meter. Although not published, additional IMRT dose distribution comparison in water was
performed with EBT-film and a linear diode-array with 99 diodes (LDA-99). As the diode
detector can only be used in the large water phantom (50*50*50 cm3) a single IMRT beam
was used to irradiate the water phantom from top-down. The 2D-dose distribution in a plane
perpendicular to the IMRT beam was measured. The 2D dose distribution comparison showed
excellent agreement over the entire radiation area (Fig. 3). This result supports the data
presented in chapter VII and further justifies the use of radiochromic EBT film in routine
IMRT QA.
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The shape of the sensitometric curve for EBT film as measured in chapter VII did not follow
the single hit theory[29] as suggested for radiographic film (chapter VI). Therefore, the curve is
generally fitted with a polynomial function (without extrapolation) or with an analytical
equation[30]. Variations in sensitometric curves reported for radiographic film disappear for
radiochromic films due to the absence of instability in film development and fixation for the
radiographic film. The method as described in chapter VI to correlate different radiographic
sensitometric curves seems also to be valuable for radiochromic film data (work in progress).

EBT

EBT

LDA99

LDA99

Gamma

Figure 3 Comparison of a measurement of an IMRT dose distribution in water, measured with
the EBT film and a diode array (LDA-99). Left: 2D-dose distribution at identical depth for EBTfilm (upper left) and diode array (lower left). Right-up: dose profile (in cGy) as measured over
the vertical line given in the EBT-film and diode array dose distribution pictures. Right-down:
2D dose comparison using the gamma evaluation method[28]. The Dutch standard gamma
criterion of 3% / 2mm has been applied. Blue colour means that the gamma evaluation
criterion is satisfied (γ ≤ 1.00).
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All sources of error for the first EBT type film in the clinical process were evaluated, leading
to final accuracy estimate of 1.8% (1SD) for a single EBT exposure. Since at the VUmc we
always use two films per dose plane, the overall accuracy was improved, in clinical practice,
to 1.3% (1SD), better than the goal of 1.5% (1 SD) (chapter VII). At this point better results
with this film type, e.g.1.0% (1 SD), seemed unrealistic.
At the VUmc (2008) EBT film played an important role in checking the first clinical
volumetric modulated treatments (Rapid Arc/VMAT). However, for many institutions film is
not the preferred 2D dose detector for such investigations for 3 main reasons. The first is the
desire to obtain the detector readings online, despite the loss in spatial resolution with
alternatives. For radiochromic film it can take at least one day before scanning is performed
as these films have a post-exposure growth effect, meaning that here is 1-2% local increase in
signal over 72 hours[31, 32]. Others[33] have proposed scan protocols to limit the time between
irradiation and scanning of the films, however consistent film experiments and handling
remain a prerequisite, and can be a barrier to implementation. For relative dose distribution
measurements, the post-exposure time is not important; however, it is for absolute dose
detection as the film read out per pixel has to be converted using the calibration curve. This
means that a systematic protocol has to be applied to avoid a post-exposure influence on the
film dosimetry outcome. The second reason is that institutions feel uncomfortable with film
dosimetry due to the ongoing discussion about its application. Finally, the necessary software
needs to be available to correct radiochromic film scans with triple color correction
algorithms and to correct for imperfections of the flatbed scanner (Chapter VIII).
Due to changes in the supply industry, the production of the first generation of EBT film
suddenly ceased and the manufacturer had to adapt their product, introducing the EBT2 film.
This film type appeared less constant in sensitive layer thickness so a yellow dye was added.
As the sensitive layer only attenuates the light transmission of the red and green channel, the
dye is chosen such that its presence only influences the blue channel light transmission. If per
pixel there is a good mix of the sensitivity material and the dye, the blue channel read-out of
the flatbed scanner can be used to provide information about the variation in sensitive layer
thickness. To correct optical density data per film pixel due to film homogeneity variations,
complex data handling

[30, 34]

techniques were introduced like triple color (RGB) correction

methods. However, up to now accuracy results obtained with EBT film are still difficult to
reproduce with EBT2 and EBT3 film.
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Chapter VIII is focused on the distortion of the light transmission measurement due to the
flatbed scanner itself in combination with film - the lateral scan effect. This is due to the
construction of the scanner, in combination with the light polarization behavior of
radiochromic film. Anisotropic light scattering of the scanner light on the film has also been
mentioned as an alternative cause of the lateral scan effect[35, 36]. However, this light scattering
process is not separate from, but part of one of the causes mentioned in chapter VIII, i.e. cross
talk. In chapter VII it is shown that in most clinical scenarios cross talk is not relevant.
In contrast to radiographic film (chapter V), radiochromic film is promising in measuring
dosimetry of very small field sizes as used in stereotactic beams, e.g. less than 2*2 cm2. It
compares very favorably with alternative dose detectors like the ion chamber, electron and
stereotactic field diodes[37]. Still the uncertainty range in absolute film dose was +/- 5%. Here
the effect of cross talk was considered to be up to 2 % (chapter VIII).
Due to the water-equivalent behavior of radiochromic film, the disturbance in photon and
electron fluence through the volume around the film relative to water was expected to be less
or even absent when compared with radiographic film (chapter II). The absence of air pockets
means that positioning radiochromic film parallel to the beam axis with its edge perfectly
aligned to the water surface is easy to do. As expected a very good match between electron
beams percentage depth dose data beyond dose maximum depth was obtained between film,
diode and ionization chamber (chapter IX). But, surprisingly, in the first few millimeters
below the water surface, the measured dose distributions showed a systematic oscillation for
all electron beam energies. Analytical calculations in chapter IX show that it is caused by the
systematic difference in the local multiple scattering behaviors of electrons in the film
material relative to water, i.e. in absence of the film. This raised questions about the data in
the first few millimeters at the surface of the water phantom in electron beams with
radiographic film - what was the effect of enclosed air gaps and what was the contribution
from film induced electron scattering differences relative to water? The EBT3 film
measurements did not provide a simple answer.
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10.4 Future developments: challenges
Ionization chamber dose detection is the gold standard in radiotherapy. As the knowledge and
experience with this type of dose meter is the most developed, 1D and 2D detector array
systems based on ionization chambers are still being developed to improve dose
measurements. Other detector types, for instance diodes or MOSFET, have advantages like
improved spatial resolution and much faster detector response, i.e. within μ-seconds. This
facilitates detection of dose per pulse signal. However, all of these detectors have significant
limitations in terms of phantom applicability, energy and directional dependence and the
reading-to-dose conversion for these detectors is complicated.
Radiochromic film is a good alternative since it is versatile in its use in phantoms and it has
much higher spatial resolution compared to other 1D and 2D dose detector systems. Readingto-dose conversion can be solved easily: in principle, a simple reading-to-dose calibration
curve is sufficient although care should be taken about the non-perfect water equivalence of
film However, online read out is not possible and care should be taken with the post-exposure
growth effect (paragraph 3).
Radiochromic film dosimetry is in clinical use as absolute dose detector for quality assurance
of IMRT and VMAT irradiation techniques, flattening filter free (FFF) applications and end
to end tests. Whether film can be used as dose detector for MRI-guided irradiation devices
(MRIdian ViewRay, Elekta) is under investigation and is not validated at this moment. For
the B 0 =0.35T MRIdian device our first in-house measurements show no influence of the
static B 0 on the film read out, irrespective of the film orientation with respect to the magnetic
field[38]. From this preliminary data it seems that the film crystals containing the dipole
polymers are not affected by a 0.35 T magnetic field strength and therefore film maintain its
characteristics. For the B 0 =1.5T field used in the Elekta MRI-accelerator this has not yet been
systematically investigated[39]. In addition, although film is also in use for proton and heavy
ion dosimetry[40], the main issue here is the detected difference in magnitude of the Bragg
peak between film readout and an ionization chamber. For both systems, the reading-to-dose
conversion requires additional research.
Although radiochromic film dosimetry works well several challenges remain in clinical
practice. The accuracy in absolute dose determination for EBT3 film has to be determined.
Until now in the VUmc the dosimetric uncertainty is in the order of 2.0% (1SD), which is
worse than that obtained with the first generation EBT film. This is also less accurate than the
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benchmark of 1.5% 1SD (or better) that we set ourselves as a goal. Shortcomings in film
construction, for example: film crystal size, the number of monomers per crystal and their
mutual orientation, the amount of dye added per crystal and the constancy of the dyemonomer ratio, and the water-based gluing of the sensitive layer on the support layers may all
play a role in this. The recently introduced EBT-XD film aims to minimize the influence of
film induced light polarization on the film readout. The readout system may also affect the
accuracy. Flatbed scanners are cheap and offer triple color data, but they are not specifically
developed for accurate film dosimetry. From in-house experience we can conclude that the
construction of these scanners introduces systematic errors in the readout signal, although
fortunately these errors can be corrected. Scan driver software may also be relevant. Software
offered by the manufacturer to make color copies of images, is not always optimal. While
another type of scanner, like the drum scanner, might solve a lot of the detection uncertainties,
these are very expensive and cumbersome to use with the small film pieces required by most
QC tests.
An additional challenge is how to maintain constant quality within and between batches and
how to assure this. There is no literature available on how to check the film quality
unambiguously and no recommendation on specifications and limits are available. Initial
attempts are being made in our institute to develop such a method but it still has to be
validated. In clinical practice the influence of the batch number, i.e. manufacturing process for
that batch, and film type still has to be taken into account. Over the years, EBT3 film quality
has improved which is reassuring.
The implementation of radiochromic film dosimetry in small and less well-equipped
departments merits specific attention. At this time, accurate absolute film dosimetry requires
substantial manpower to implement in practice. Here departments have to make strategic
choices on priority and manpower deployment. The physics behind radiochromic film has to
be understood and the flatbed scanner readout has to be checked regularly to preserve film
dosimetry accuracy. Data from the literature is of limited value as each scanner has its own
characteristics. Measurements itself are not that time consuming but to understand results
most measurements have to be repeated more than once. Furthermore, users need to have
confidence in the data conversion from film readout in red, green and blue to a dose value.
Several methods are available and published as, for example, the triple color method which is
commercially available. But the user still has to satisfy themselves that the software is doing
the conversion correctly. To help institutions implement film dosimetry, an AAPM Task
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Group is preparing new guidelines. But this task group is hampered by the sometimes
contradictory results of film dosimetry research, and struggles to make recommendations. The
result of this is that the uptake of film dosimetry is limited.
Further work is still needed to understand the physics behind film dosimetry. In general, such
work will be performed in academic settings. Fundamental questions include the conversion
of film readout to dose in any material desired, e.g. in lung and bone tissue and near heavy
metals like in hip replacements. Even with the high correspondence between the Z eff value for
film and water, our electron beam experiments show that the variation in electron scatter
behavior between materials has to be considered carefully. Although clinically these
differences in water can often be ignored, it serves as a warning that the conversion to dose is
complicated. As stated in the introduction (chapter I) in-house we observe small (< 1.5%) but
systematic differences between percentages depth dose curves detected in water by ionization
chamber and with radiochromic film aligned (almost) parallel to the beam. Besides difference
in attenuation of the primary photon beam between film and water, we think electron
perturbation differences may also have an influence.
Last but not least, the availability of radiochromic film on the market has to be addressed. As
shown by the experience with EBT-film supply, the development and production of film
needs to be cost effective for the manufacturer. Disappointing levels of clinical use might
increase the price per film batch up to unrealistic amount, with a risk that development and
even production might stop. Currently, the availability of a very useful dose detector depends
heavily on the success of a single manufacturer, with no alternative at hand.

10.5 Conclusions
Film dosimetry, both absolute and relative, is a powerful quality assurance dose detection
system tool in radiotherapy. Applications are broad: from simple machine quality control (e.g.
field symmetry and flatness) and beam data input (e.g. percentage depth dose curve and
output) to checks on volumetric modulated arc therapy and end to end dosimetry chain tests.
Initial work also shows that film can be used in a B 0 field strength 0.35 T MRI guided system
(MRIdian ViewRay) and radiochromic film is being used to determine proton beam
characteristics and dose calculations.
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It is still the case that the power of film dosimetry has yet to be equaled by other dose detector
systems: 2D, sub-millimeter spatial resolution

[41, 42]

, unsurpassed flexibility in implementing

it in (inhomogeneous) phantoms (even after cutting the film it does not lose its dosimetry
characteristics), and its good dose accuracy < 2.0% (1SD). Desired accuracy to 1.5% (1 SD)
may be achievable with current film types.
As discussed, although film has no dosimetric equivalent, several significant challenges
remain before it can become a standard dosimetry tool in all radiotherapy institutes and a
practical alternative for the ionization chamber or diode. To be used more widely a dosimetry
tool needs to be well-understood, easy to use, and to have good absolute dose accuracy. Such
tools are a prerequisite in institutes introducing the most recent innovations in radiotherapy.
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Summary
Accurate dosimetry is a prerequisite for safe and effective radiotherapy treatments; without
accurate treatments tumour control cannot be achieved, and severe complications to patients
might occur, some of which can even be lethal. Worldwide, every radiotherapy institute bases
its dosimetry on the ionisation chamber as the gold standard dose detector, whose calibration
is traceable to a national standards laboratory.
In both routine clinical practice and research and development use of the ionisation chamber
is limited by a lack of flexibility for certain geometries. Drawbacks are its size, limited spatial
resolution and an inability to manipulate the ion chamber in phantoms. As a consequence,
despite it having gold-standard performance characteristics, the ionisation chamber is only
used in relatively simple irradiation geometries like a water phantom or homogeneous plastic
phantoms.
As one of the alternatives with which to overcome these limitations film dosimetry was
introduced about 25 years ago. The big advantages of film are the 2D integrated dose
information, the high spatial resolution, the ability to cut it into particular shapes and the
flexibility to insert film in almost all (inhomogeneous) water and water-equivalent, i.e. plastic,
phantoms.
Of course, using film in daily practice has its challenges. In radiotherapy, it has been
suggested that the overall dose accuracy required is at maximum 3.5% 1 SD based on a dose
effect curve with a γ-value of 2. Overall dose accuracy means the accuracy over the entire
dosimetry chain, i.e. from calibrating the ionisation chamber at the national standard
laboratory up to the total dose delivered to the patient. To detect such overall dose accuracy,
dose detectors are needed with a measurement uncertainty at least 2-3 times less than this. For
film dosimetry that is a challenge.
The basic concept of film dosimetry is the determination of the amount of light transmission
through each film pixel after irradiation. The output per film pixel is expressed as optical
density and has to be converted to a dose value. Twenty-five years ago, film dosimetry was a
relatively unknown tool. Since then, it has been better characterized and it remains
unsurpassed in its spatial resolution and flexibility. As water is the preferred medium for
measurements and the ionization chamber is the “gold-standard dose detector”, film
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characteristics were also determined in water and (if possible) benchmarked against ionisation
chamber data.

Radiographic Film dosimetry in Radiotherapy
25 years ago radiographic film was the only option available for diagnostic and radiotherapy
applications. It is based on the radiation induced transition of the silver bromide AgBr
molecule into metallic silver (Ag). To fixate the latent image, a chemical development and
fixation process is required. At that time, commercial “developer” and “fixation” systems
were in use in diagnostic radiology departments.
In this thesis, radiographic film was investigated using the CGR Sagittaire scanning electron
beam system. In chapter II, the stability of the machine output was investigated and input
beam parameters for treatment planning were measured. The first practical hurdle was lining
up the radiographic film in a water phantom parallel to the beam axis. Application of
radiographic film in water required sealing of the film in a light excluding envelope in a dark
room, which could lead to small air cavities between the film and sealant. In addition, sealing
made it problematic to exactly level the film edge at the water surface. The consequence was
an uncertainty in film position, influencing the accuracy of the electron beam input
parameters. The air cavities disturbed the dose distribution such that the film results of the
first 5 mm had to be omitted. After commissioning of the electron beam planning system its
output had to be tested. One of the parameters was the relationship between electron beam
spread with depth and field size which were dependent on the construction of the electron
beam applicator. The electron beam dose calculation model had to be improved in order to
interpret the treatment planning output data in challenging planning situations (chapter IV).
The next piece of work focused on the scanning photon and electron beams of the
Scanditronix MM50 racetrack microtron. This highlighted the difficulties of using
radiographic film as accurate dose detector systems. From a theoretical point of view the nonwater equivalence of film was known and some experimental solutions to deal with that had
been published. Experiments were performed to detect the magnitude of the energy
dependence of film as a function of field size and phantom depth (chapter III). Later on, film
dosimetry was used to determine dose in adjacent electron and photon fields.
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This work also identified the instability of the film developing and fixation process. For
diagnostic applications these instabilities were not relevant. However, for radiotherapy small
variation in those parameters influenced the number of Ag atoms converted in the film,
introducing a variation in optical density not related to any dose variation. A well-defined
working process helped to control this variance in one measurement session but didn’t
guarantee similar results over multiple sessions. This necessitated extensive film calibration
measurements at each session to maintain optimal dose accuracy. In chapter VI a practical
method was developed to limit the extra work that this generated.

Radiochromic Film dosimetry in Radiotherapy
Ten years ago radiographic film ceased to be used. With the development of digital 2D
measurement technology for diagnostic applications, the developing and fixation machines
disappeared. Alternative digital detector systems, like 2D ionization chamber and 2D diode
arrays, plastic scintillation detectors and 3D gel dosimetry were developed. However, none of
them matches the potential of film in terms of spatial resolution and phantom flexibility.
At that time, a new generation of film, called radiochromic film, of the Extended Beam
Therapy (EBT) type, was introduced as a successor for radiographic film. Radiochromic film
is based on polyesters and on radiation induced transition of monomers to polymers. Big
advantages of this type of film over radiographic film are its self-developing property, its near
water-equivalent material and a lack of energy dependence, its suitability in daylight and its
water resistance. Digitizing the film image by cheap standard commercial flatbed scanners
also looked promising. Therefore, in chapter VII the overall accuracy in absolute dose was
investigated for the first EBT film type. The results indicated substantial improvements
compared to the experience with radiographic film.
Unfortunately, the manufacturing facility for EBT disappeared and alternative facilities could
not provide comparable consistency in the amount of monomers per crystal as well as a
constant film thickness. This limitation was tackled by adding a dye to the crystals in a
constant ratio to the monomers: EBT-2 film. With the flatbed scanner, the visible light
transmission through each film pixel can be read out in red, green and blue signals. The red
and green signals are directly related to the amount of polymers induced. The dye, mainly
visible in the blue color channel, is almost insensitive for dose so the signal variation in blue
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can be a surrogate measure for the thickness of the film. Assuming the dye is mixed well with
the monomers during the manufacturing process the blue channel signal can therefore be used
to correct for variation in film thickness and the amount of monomer concentration per
crystal. In daily practice this method is called “the triple color correction method”.
A problem with commercial flatbed document scanners is amplification of the optical density
for film pixels situated towards the sides of the scanner glass bed, i.e. over the width of the
scanner. In film dosimetry, this is called the lateral scan effect. The origins of this effect are
dealt with in chapter VIII. The primary problem is the design of flatbed scanners requiring a
redesign to solve it. In the meantime, in-house correction software has been developed to
correct for the lateral scan effect. So far, this has not been adequately addressed by
commercial software packages. Ongoing research deals with another intriguing observation:
the small difference in photon beam dose decay with depth in a water phantom, i.e.
percentage depth dose, that is present between ionization chamber measurements and film. To
understand the origin of this small difference, several percentage depth dose curve
measurements were performed in electron beams of different energies. For electron beam
dose distributions, a perfect agreement between ionization and diode measurements was
observed from d max to a depth beyond the electron range. In contrast, a systematic deviation
for all energies was observed in the buildup region, which could be explained by the
difference in electron scattering between film and water (chapter IX).

Conclusions, state of the art and challenges.
The experience with electron beam percentage depth dose curve measurements using
radiochromic film reminds us that the dosimetric term “water equivalence” has to be
considered carefully. Nevertheless, for routine clinical applications radiochromic film seems
to be a powerful 2D dose detector which can be used to verify dose calculations for both
standard and advanced irradiation techniques like VMAT. Current absolute dose accuracy is
better than 2.0 % 1 SD, which can probably be improved.
Despite this success, there is still a hesitation in many institutes to implement radiochromic
film dosimetry. The primary reason is clear: implementation requires manpower and time to
build up experience and knowledge. Additional hurdles include the fact that radiochromic
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film is still being improved, and the lack of a commercial readout software package that
addresses all the technical challenges.
Recent improvements in the film, as a result of changing the aspect ratio of the crystals, led to
the next EBT generation; Extended dose film type (EBT-XD), introduced in 2015 with a dose
range up to 40 Gy.
Ongoing research on radiochromic film has helped to secure its future. New scenarios like
implementing MRI-guided radiotherapy and proton therapy are expected to further prove the
value of film dosimetry, as well as to present new challenges. For MRI, there is the question
of whether polymer creation is dependent on the magnetic field. For proton therapy, there is
the mismatch between Bragg peak curves determined with ionization chamber and film,
which may be due to the physics of interaction and polymerization reactions.
Overall, this thesis shows that, radiochromic film has fulfilled its promise of 25 years ago, to
become a powerful present day dosimetry tool. Although technical challenges remain, in
contrast to radiographic film, they seem solvable. Therefore, in conclusion: let’s implement
radiochromic film dosimetry worldwide as the preferred 2D dose detector system!
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Samenvatting
Voor veilige en effectieve radiotherapie behandelingen is het nauwkeurig berekenen en
bepalen van de dosis zowel in absolute waarde als in ruimtelijke positie (dosimetrie) een
voorwaarde; zonder een accurate behandelingen kan tumorcontrole niet worden bereikt, en
kunnen er zelfs ernstige complicaties optreden, waarvan sommige zelfs dodelijk zouden
kunnen zijn. Wereldwijd baseert elk radiotherapie instituut zijn referentie dosimetrie op de
ionisatiekamer als de ‘gouden standaard’ dosis detector, waarvan de kalibratie traceerbaar is
naar een nationaal metrologisch instituut.
In zowel de routinematige klinische praktijk als in onderzoek en ontwikkeling kan de
ionisatiekamer in bepaalde meet geometrieën niet gebruikt worden door zijn inflexibiliteit en
afmetingen. Nadelen zijn de grootte van de ionisatiekamer, de beperkte ruimtelijke resolutie
en het onvermogen om de ionisatiekamer makkelijk in fantomen te positioneren. Als gevolg
hiervan

wordt

de

ionisatiekamer

alleen

gebruikt

in

relatief

eenvoudige

bestralingsgeometrieën, zoals een water fantoom of in homogene kunststof fantomen.
Filmdosimetrie is ongeveer 25 jaar geleden geïntroduceerd als een van de alternatieven om
deze beperkingen van de ionisatiekamer te overwinnen. De grote voordelen van film zijn de
2D geïntegreerde dosis informatie, de hoge ruimtelijke resolutie, het vermogen om het in
bepaalde vormen te snijden en de flexibiliteit om film in bijna alle (inhomogene) water- en
water-equivalente (plastic) fantomen te plaatsen. Bij filmdosimetrie meet je de verandering
van lichttransmissie per filmpixel na bestraling. Dit signaal per film pixel wordt uitgedrukt als
optische dichtheid en moet omgezet worden naar een dosiswaarde middels een
kalibratiecurve.
Bij radiotherapie is bepaald, gebaseerd op een dosis-effectcurve met een γ-waarde van 2, dat
de vereiste totale dosis nauwkeurigheid minder dan 3,5% 1 SD moet zijn. De totale dosis
nauwkeurigheid is de nauwkeurigheid over de gehele dosimetrie keten, d.w.z. van het
kalibreren van de ionisatiekamer in het nationale standaardlaboratorium tot aan de totale dosis
die aan de patiënt wordt toegediend. Om dergelijke dosis nauwkeurigheid te behalen zijn
dosisdetectoren nodig met een meetonzekerheid van minstens 2-3 keer kleiner dan deze
nauwkeurigheid eis. Voor filmdosimetrie in de klinische praktijk is dit een uitdaging.
De afgelopen 2 decennia is filmdosimetrie als relatief onbekend meetinstrument beter
gekarakteriseerd en onovertroffen in zijn ruimtelijke resolutie en flexibiliteit gebleken.
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Aangezien water het gewenste medium voor metingen is en de ionisatiekamer de "gouden
standaard dosisdetector" is, worden de film karakteristieken ook in water bepaald en (indien
mogelijk) vergeleken met ionisatiekamer gegevens.

Filmdosimetrie in radiotherapie: de zilverbromide film
Zilverbromide film was 25 jaar geleden de enige beschikbare optie voor diagnostische en
radiotherapeutische toepassingen. Het is gebaseerd op de straling geïnduceerde overgang van
het zilverbromide AgBr molecuul in metallisch zilver (Ag). Om het latente beeld zichtbaar te
maken is een chemische ontwikkeling en fixatie nodig. Destijds werden commerciële
ontwikkelmachines gebruikt in radiologie afdelingen.
In dit proefschrift werd zilverbromide film gebruikt bij metingen aan de CGR Sagittaire
lineaire versneller met een “scanning elektronenbundel” systeem. In hoofdstuk II werd de
stabiliteit

van

deze

behandelingsberekening

machine

onderzocht

(planning)

gemeten.

en
Het

werden
eerste

de

invoerdata

praktische

probleem

voor
bij

zilverbromide film was om de film in een waterfantoom parallel aan de bundel-as uit te lijnen.
De film moest hiervoor in een licht dichte envelop worden geseald, in een donkere kamer,
waarbij helaas kleine luchtholten tussen de film en de envelop achter bleven. Bovendien
maakte het sealen het lastiger om de filmrand precies op het wateroppervlak uit te lijnen. Het
gevolg hiervan was een onzekerheid in de filmpositie, waardoor de nauwkeurigheid van de
bundel data nadelig werd beïnvloed. De luchtholten verstoren de dosisverdeling zodanig dat
de filmresultaten over de eerste 5 mm moesten worden weggelaten.
Bij in gebruik name van een planningssysteem moet de dosis berekeningen ervan worden
getoetst. Een van de bundel parameters was de verbreding van de elektronenbundel met
toenemende diepte- en veldgrootte die o.a. afhankelijk was van de constructie van de
elektronen applicator (tubus). Het berekeningsmodel van de elektronenbundel moest worden
verbeterd om een nauwkeuriger behandel plan bij uitdagende casussen nauwkeurig te kunnen
berekenen (hoofdstuk IV).
Hoofdstuk III richt zich op de scannende fotonen en elektronenbundels van de Scanditronix
MM50 scanning racetrack microtron. Hierbij wordt de nauwkeurigheid van zilverbromide
film als nauwkeurige dosis detector verder onderzocht. Vanuit de theorie was de niet-water
equivalentie van deze film bekend en werden oplossingen aangedragen om hiermee om te
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gaan. Er zijn experimenten uitgevoerd om de energie afhankelijkheid van film te bepalen als
een functie van veldgrootte en fantoomdiepte. Later werd filmdosimetrie op deze machine
gebruikt om de dosis in aangrenzende elektronen- en fotonvelden te bepalen.
In de periode hierna kwam de instabiliteit van het film ontwikkeling en fixatieproces naar
voren. Voor diagnostische toepassingen waren deze variaties in optische dichtheid minder
relevant. Voor radiotherapie echter wel, want kleine variaties in het ontwikkelproces heeft
grote invloed op het aantal Ag atomen die in de film wordt omgezet, waardoor een variatie in
optische dichtheid wordt geïntroduceerd die geen verband houdt met een dosisvariatie. Een
goed gedefinieerd werkproces hielp deze variantie in één meetsessie te beheersen, maar gaf
geen gelijkwaardige resultaten over meerdere sessies. Dit vereiste uitgebreide film kalibratie
metingen bij elke sessie om de optimale dosis nauwkeurigheid te behouden. In hoofdstuk VI
is een praktische methode ontwikkeld om het extra werk te beperken.

Filmdosimetrie in radiotherapie: de EBT-gafchromic film
Tien jaar geleden kwam een einde aan het gebruik van zilverbromide film op de meeste
radiotherapie afdelingen. Met de introductie van digitale 2D-meetapparatuur voor
diagnostische technieken verdwenen namelijk de nauwkeurige ontwikkelmachines voor
zilverbromide film. Alternatieve digitale systemen, zoals 2D ionisatie kamer en 2D diode
arrays, plastic scintillatie detectoren en 3D gel dosimetrie werden ontwikkeld. Echter, deze
systemen kunnen niet concurreren tegen film in ruimtelijke resolutie, fantoom flexibiliteit en
stabiliteit.
Ondertussen werd een nieuwe generatie film, genaamd radiochromic (GafChromic) film, van
het type EBT-type (Extended Beam Therapy) geïntroduceerd als opvolger voor zilverbromide
film. GafChromic film is gebaseerd op door straling geïnduceerde overgang van monomeren
naar polymeren. Grote voordelen van GafChromic film over zilverbromide film is dat de film
niet hoeft te worden ontwikkeld, uit bijna water equivalent materiaal bestaat (Z eff = 7.46 voor
film versus Z eff = 7.42 voor water), geen energieafhankelijkheid vertoont, in daglicht kan
worden gebruikt, en direct in water kan worden gebruikt. Het digitaliseren van de film door
goedkope standaard commerciële scanners lijkt ook veelbelovend. Daarom is in hoofdstuk
VII de totale nauwkeurigheid in absolute dosis onderzocht voor dit eerste EBT-filmtype. De
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resultaten wijzen op aanzienlijke verbeteringen in vergelijking met de ervaring met
zilverbromide film.
Helaas verdween plots de productie faciliteit voor EBT film en de vervangende productie
faciliteit kon geen vergelijkbare consistentie leveren in de concentratie monomeren per pixel
evenals een constante filmdikte. Deze beperking werd aangepakt door het toevoegen van een
kleurstof aan de kristallen in een constante verhouding met de monomeren: EBT-2 film.
Met de transmissie flatbed scanner kan elke filmpixel worden uitgelezen in zijn rode, groene
en blauwe kleurkanaal. De rode en groene signalen zijn direct gerelateerd aan de hoeveelheid
geïnduceerde polymeren, en dus de dosis. De kleurstof, vooral zichtbaar in het blauwe
kleurkanaal, is ongevoelig voor dosis. Uitgaande van het feit dat de kleurstof goed gemengd
wordt met de monomeren tijdens het fabricageproces, kan het blauwe kleurkanaal daarom
worden gebruikt om te corrigeren voor variatie in filmdikte en de monomeer concentratie. In
de praktijk wordt deze methode de "triple color" correctie methode genoemd; deze correctie
methodiek wordt gehinderd door het feit dat ook in het blauwe kanaal een zeer kleine doch
duidelijke dosisrespons aanwezig is t.g.v. polymeervorming.
Een probleem met commerciële flatbed scanners is toename van de optische dichtheid voor
pixels gelegen aan de zijkanten van het scan oppervlak, dat wil zeggen in de breedte richting
van de scanner. In filmdosimetrie wordt dit het laterale scan effect genoemd. De oorsprong
van dit effect wordt behandeld in hoofdstuk VIII. Het belangrijkste probleem is het ontwerp
van flatbed scanners, die gericht is op de commerciële markt van het scannen van informatie
(tekst, beeld) en niet ontworpen is voor accurate absolute dosimetrie. Om het vraagstuk op te
lossen is een herontwerp vereist. Een alternatief is het gebruiken van zogeheten
drumscanners, d.w.z. professionele scanners die in de reclamewereld gebruikt worden. Een
eerst snelle pilot toont aan dat het laterale scan effect voor deze scanners inderdaad verdwijnt.
Eerste tegenargument voor deze scanners is de kostprijs: 30 tot 50 k€ versus 1 tot 3 k€ voor
een goede flatbed scanner. Intussen is in-huis correctie software ontwikkeld om te corrigeren
voor het laterale scan effect. Tot nu toe is dit onvoldoende aangepakt door commerciële
software pakketten.
Recent onderzoek gaat over een andere intrigerende observatie: het kleine verschil in de
diepte dosis profiel in een waterfantoom voor elektronen bundels, dat wil zeggen een relatieve
diepte dosis verdeling, gemeten met de ionisatie kamer en diode versus radiochromic film.
Om de herkomst van dit kleine verschil te begrijpen werden verschillende diepte-dosis curven
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gemeten bij elektronenbundels van diverse energieën. Bij deze elektronen dosis verdelingen
werd een uitstekende overeenkomst tussen ionisatie-, diode- en filmmetingen waargenomen
van de dosismaximum diepte tot voorbij de dracht van de elektronen. Echter, er werd met film
een systematische afwijking voor alle energieën waargenomen in het opbouwgebied; het kan
worden verklaard door het verschil in verstrooiing van elektronen in film versus water
(hoofdstuk IX).
De ervaring met de metingen aan elektronen diepte dosis verdelingen met behulp van
radiochromic film leert ons dat de term "waterquivalentie" zorgvuldig moet worden
beschouwd. Vanuit de theorie wordt eenieder geleerd dat een reading van een dosisdetector in
essentie omgezet moet worden naar een dosis. Doch in de praktijk wordt een reading gelijk
genomen aan een dosiswaarde, omdat dit goed opgaat voor relatieve ionisatiekamer metingen
bij fotonen, en diodemetingen bij elektronen. Zorgvuldige analyse toont echter aan dat met
deze attitude opgepast moet worden; de film-elektronenmetingen bevestigen dat beeld.
Niettemin lijkt radiochromic film voor klinische toepassingen een krachtige 2D dosis detector
te zijn die gebruikt kan worden om dosisberekeningen te verifiëren voor zowel standaard- als
geavanceerde bestralingstechnieken zoals VMAT. Huidige absolute dosis nauwkeurigheid is
beter dan 2.0% 1 SD, welke mogelijk nog kan worden verbeterd.
Ondanks dit succes is er in vele instituten nog steeds aarzeling om radiochromic
filmdosimetrie te implementeren. De belangrijkste reden is duidelijk: implementatie vereist
arbeid en tijd om ervaring en kennis op te bouwen. Extra nadeel blijft het feit dat de
radiochromic film als product nog steeds varieert in kwaliteit, en het gebrek aan een
commercieel verwerkings-software pakket dat al deze variaties verhelpt.
Recente aanpassing aan de film, d.w.z. het veranderen van de ‘aspect ratio’ (verhouding
lengte-breedte) van de kristallen, heeft een nieuwe EBT film generatie opgeleverd: Extended
dose (EBT-XD) film, geïntroduceerd in 2015 met een dosis bereik tot 40 Gy.
Recent onderzoek naar radiochromic film heeft bijgedragen aan de kennis over het product en
daarmee meer begrip en vertrouwen over het gedrag van film, en dus ook naar de toekomst
van deze dosimetrische meetmethode. Nieuwe behandel technieken zoals het implementeren
van MRI-geleidde radiotherapie dan wel protonentherapie zullen naar verwachting de waarde
van filmdosimetrie verder aantonen (waterequivalentie, ruimtelijke resolutie, fantoom
flexibiliteit) maar ook nieuwe uitdagingen geven. Voor MRI is het de vraag of het
polymerisatie proces afhankelijk is van het magnetische veld. Eerste eigen pilotmetingen en
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zeer recente literatuur geeft aan dat dit zeer meevalt, en misschien zelfs verwaarloosbaar is.
Voor protonentherapie is er een mismatch tussen de Bragg piek gemeten met ionisatie kamer
en film; deze kan mogelijk gerelateerd worden aan de interactie fysica met materie en
mogelijk met de polymerisatie reacties voor zeer laag-energetische protonen.
In het algemeen blijkt uit dit proefschrift dat radiochromic film een krachtig meetinstrument is
geworden. Hoewel technische uitdagingen blijven, lijken ze in tegenstelling tot radiografische
film oplosbaar. Als eindconclusie stellen we: radiochromic filmdosimetrie kan gebruikt
worden als nauwkeurig 2D-dosis detector systeem!
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Dankwoord
Een lang gekoesterde wens is dan eindelijk in vervulling gegaan en voor mij ligt nu mijn
boekje. Het bevat een deel van mijn werk op het gebied van de dosimetrie in de radiotherapie,
hier vooral toegespitst op het gebruik en nut van film. Ik heb met veel collega’s gewerkt om
dit boekje uiteindelijk tot stand te brengen. Hierbij wil ik een aantal personen speciaal
bedanken;
Dr. H. Huizenga, Beste Henk, na in 1987 bij je gesolliciteerd te hebben op het KWF project
had ik nooit kunnen voorzien dat dit proefschrift er uiteindelijk zou komen. Het vertrouwen
dat je me gaf om door te gaan met het publiceren van onze bevindingen zijn voor mij een
goede stimulans geweest. Het was een erg goede en leerzame periode. Ik heb zowel in privé
als werk je inbreng zeer gewaardeerd.
Dr. S. Heukelom, Beste Stan, in 2003 kwam ik op de afdeling Fysica en Medische
Technologie van het VUmc en sindsdien zijn wij op gebied van (film)dosimetrie samen
opgetrokken. Vele discussies naar aanleiding van commentaar van referees en van
ISP/Ashland hebben ons geduld en volharding op de proef gesteld. Maar ook de vele lunch
momenten met de discussies over werk (en daarbuiten) heb ik altijd erg gewaardeerd.
Prof. Dr. B.J. Slotman, Beste Ben, mede door jou ambitie om de meest recente
bestralingsapparatuur klinisch in gebruik te nemen in het VUmc, werden wij gestimuleerd om
filmdosimetrie als faciliteit neer te zetten in het VUmc.
Prof. Dr. R.M. Verdaasdonk, Beste Ruud, fysica in de medische technologie blijft een
belangrijke punt van aandacht. Jouw kennis van optica heeft ons geholpen met het
doorgronden van onze praktische vraagstukken omtrent het scannen van film.
Prof. Dr. B.J.M. Heijmen, Beste Ben, één meting is geen meting. Het verkrijgen van een
goede experimentele data set kost vele uren meettijd. Onze meetavonden duurden vaak tot in
de kleine uurtjes. Vooral het streven naar consistente meetdata heeft mij op mijn verdere
carrière geholpen om onderscheid te kunnen maken tussen systematische effecten en
toevalstreffers. Gedegen experimenteel onderzoek loont.
Dr. Johan Cuijpers, Beste Johan, als hoofd van de fysicagroep Radiotherapie in het VUmc
hebben wij ook vaak de organisatorische kant van de techniek op het vizier. De steun om het
onderwerp film dosimetrie uit te diepen maakt het mogelijk om volhardend te zijn in het
onderzoeken van filmdosimetrie vraagstukken.
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David Lewis, Dear David, in 2004 VUmc participated in a phase II trial on EBT film for ISP
(now Ashland). From the first time we met we had good mutual understanding on quality of
film and from that on we had valuable discussions on the film product improvements and
fundamental dosimetry issues. Thank you for the various samples you send me in the quest of
optimal film construction. When Andre Micke joined us we had critical but constructive
discussions on correction methods and algorithms. Despite your recent retirement the
discussions on this topic is still alive, and with the TG235 task group from the AAPM we still
have close relation on film issues.
Naast het onderzoek heb ik vanaf 2003 ook leidinggevende taken binnen het VUmc en wil ik
Hans Huisman, Jasper Rijgersma, Henny Hoekman voor de ondersteuning bedanken. Ook
veel dank voor het bedrijfsbureau; Erica, Fer en Marc.
Alle medewerkers van de supportgroep Radiotherapie wil ik bedanken voor de samenwerking
en medewerking om dit allemaal mogelijk te maken, met name Daan voor zijn inzet bij
filmdosimetrie.
In de jaren voorafgaande aan het VUmc heb ik in de DdHK/ErasmusMC gewerkt en daar wil
ik enkele personen bedanken: Ben Göbel en Erik Loeff voor de leuke tijd en de collegialiteit,
Bert van der Leije voor de software ondersteuning bij de filmmetingen, Pascal Storchi voor de
modelvorming en de lunch wandelingen, Evert Woudstra voor de klinisch fysische scholing
en gedegen aanpak bij praktische bestralingsproblemen.
Naast het werk heb ik veel plezier gehad met de muzikale uitspattingen van de White jackets
(Jan, Lars, Merik, Saskia) en vooral nu nog steeds met de Maxima’s (Rob, Hans, Ed, Aad en
GJ). Spelen met de band is voor mij altijd een feestje, bedankt mannen.
Tenslotte mijn ouders: Beste Pa en Ma. Jullie hebben mij altijd ondersteund bij de studie en
hebben mij ertoe bewogen door te zetten en in jezelf te geloven. Ik heb mijn kansen kunnen
pakken en draag dit boekje ook met heel veel dank aan jullie op. Ik ben ook ontzettend blij en
dankbaar dat jullie bij deze promotie aanwezig kunnen zijn. Van het concert des levens krijgt
niemand een program.
Maar bovenal veel dank aan Theresia: zonder jouw steun en liefde had ik het nooit zo ver
kunnen brengen. Buiten het werk om heb ik altijd veel plezier met jou en onze parels Lotte en
Jelmer. Ik ben ook blij met alle leuke dingen in het vooruitzicht, zoals ons huis in Rupt en de
verre reizen.
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institutes in the Netherlands (and also some abroad), using an in-house designed breast
phantom. Following this, he moved to a position as clinical physics assistant at the Physics
department in the Dr. Daniel den Hoed clinic where he worked on quality assurance and
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From September 2003, up to the present time he has worked at the VUmc Amsterdam, where
he leads the radiotherapy support group in the Physics and Medical Technology department.
In 2004, he took part in a clinical trial by ISP (now Ashland) on the introduction of a new
type of radiochromic film (EBT). This began a good cooperation with David Lewis who was
the person developing the film. Radiochromic film dosimetry has played an important role in
the clinical introduction of IMRT, VMAT and more recently, the introduction of MRI guided
radiation therapy at the VUmc. Further improvements in film are needed and work on data
calibration software, film quality assurance and new types of film are ongoing.
As a result of his experience with film dosimetry he was a consultant for the AAPM taskgroup TG 235 and the NCS-IMRT sub commission. About three years ago he became a
member of the IBA innovation board. At 1998 he was co-founder of the Dutch professional
organization of clinical physics assistant (NVKFM) and he has been an active member of this
society for more than 18 years.
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